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ABSTRACT 
The detailed desig~ of the Landsat Imagery Verification and 
Extraction system (LIVES) as it was built and delivered, is 
presented in this gocument. After introductory sections 
containing an overvieW of the entire system, individual 
programs are presented in a systematic way; with details on 
all of the software components. Included are formata and 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
GLOSSARY 
ABBRE\'L\TIONS, ACRONnINS, AND DEFINITIONS 
A of I Area of Interest (~.~.) 
Acquisition - a given scene, eonsistin~ of imagery dnt~ for an 
area of interest tak~n on a given date. Th~r~ are 
normally several acquiSitions for each area of interest. 
Archive PC,S Data Base - sec Master (Archive) PC~S Data Base. 
Area of Interes~ - a portion of a scene which has been specified 
by the data user. The area of interest size is a variable 
specified by a user. It can vary from a single piXel to 
any por~ion of a Landsat scene, or it may consist of the 
full scene. In LACIE this was called a sample segment and 
the size was restricted to 196 pixels by 117 lines. The 
acronym Al shOUld not be used since it is preempted for 
Analyst-Interpreter; A of I may be used, but is not 
recommended. Area-of-Interest deScl'iptions are .aintained 
in the Master (Archive) Data Dase. 
ASATS Automatic Status and Tracking System., 
bpi Bits per inch. 
C4I Cataloginfl and Indexing. 
eeT Computer-compatiblo tape. 
CCT Generator Module - The LIVES computer program unit which 
actually produces the output tapes. 
CDR Critical Design Review (also called Detailed Design Review.) 
client a person that requests or obtains images from,LIVES. 
CPC Control Point Center. 
Conditioning Processor - the LIVES computer program which 
distinguishes clouds, water, and other special pixels 
by use of the external SCREEN subroutine, and calculate 
biases and gains for non-cloud pixels. 
Control points - a geographical point used in registration; its 
position must be precisely id~ntifiable on an image to 
be registered and on the reference image to which it is 
to be registered. 
CPU Central processing unit. 
CRT Cathode ray tube. 
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cycle of o~e~ation - all oreTation. connected with a liven GHIT. 
A cycle start, with operation of the cnlT Proceuo~ and 
normally 4nds with the final use of the CCT Proce.,o~, 
w~iting n~ea5 of into~ost to taro. Tho cycle is of ton 
conceived as daily since the CHIT is ~xpectod to reflect 
one day's production of high donsity tapes at Goddard; 
however, ~ cycle may be run in any period of time and in 
any relation to other cycles. SpeCial precautions ,ay be 
necessary if two cycles are interspersed. 
daily This word normally ~efer. to a cycle of operation (above). 
Howeve~. thore arc no time limitations on cycles of 
operation. 
Daily PC~S Data Bnse - tho ephemeral datn hase which is creAted 
at the beginnins or n c,'du of Oll~'I"ltiNl. rt rcrh' .. 'ts 
all major {)perations I)erformed in a cycle of operation. 
At the end of a cycle of operation it i. used to update 
the Master (Archive) PC&S Data Base, and then it is 
dhcardcd-. In nomenclature, tho "PCGS" portion of its 
name is normally omitted. 
DAPTS Data Acquis~tion Preprocessing Transmission System. 
DEC Digital Equipment Company of r.taynard, Massachusetts, 
.akar of the PDP-II computers. 
D)tS Da ta r.tanngemen t Srs tem. 
DRB Discipline Registration Band. 
DRR Detailed Requirements Review. 
DTL Data Techniques Laboratory, the EOD computer center in 
JSC Building 17, Room 2062. 
EOD/JSC Earth Observations Division of NASA/JSC 
EOD/LEC Earth Observations Department of LEC 
ERIM Environmental Research Institute of ttichigan at Ann Arbor. 
ERIPS Earth Resources Interactive Processing S),stem. the 
primary interactive system used for image analysis in 
the LACIE system. 
Extraction Module - the LIVES computer program unit which extracts 
the areas of interest and search areas. 
FDR Functional Desig." Review. 
FRD Functional Requirements Document. 
full scene - in LIVES, this term refers to a set of Landsat data 
Which normally covers lSS km (cross-track) by 170 km (in-track). a full scene's radiation is spectrally 
separated into ono, four or five bands depending 011 
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Full Scene data base • the archive of Landsat scen~s extracted 
from tho high Jcnsi t)' tUllOS br the III gh Oem:; i t~· ""IlC 
Reformattine System; resident on a non-portable 300 










Ground control puints; see control points. 
Goddard High Density Tape (HOT) Inventory Tape. 
Processor Module - the LIVES computer program unit which 
extracts information from the Goddard High Density 
Tape (HOT) Inventory Tape (GHIT). 
The Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA. located at 
Greonbelt. Maryland in the Washington. D. C. area. 
" High density tape. 
High Density Tape Reformatting System; the front end 
subsystem consisting of software and hardware to be 
deli~ered by the Ford Aerospace Corporation. 
See Image-100. 
Interface Control Document. 
Identification 
I.age-100 - Interactive imagery data analysis system manufactured 
by the General Blectric Corporation; in LIV~S. this term 
refers to the system in the DTL, consisting of an inter-
active terminal with CRT, color television monitor for 
display of images, and associated firmware and software. 
used in association with the Image Processor. 
Image Processor - The POP-ll/4S computer and peripherals to which 
the Image-100 is connected. The DTL has both an Imale 
and a Support Processor (~.y.). 
IRS Implementation Requirements Specification. 
JSC NASA's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. 
LACIE Large Area Crop Inventory ExpCTiment, the first 131'ge 
cxpe~iment on world-Wide inventory of a crop from 
satellite data. LACIE was limited to the inventory of wheat. 
LACIE segment - a segment (area of interest) of exactly 117 lines 
of 196 pixels each, used in the LACIE. 
LEC Lockheed Electronics Company. 
LUIS LIVES Information ~Ian~gement System, nn elaboration of 
the RHtS. 
LIMS Interface ~todulc - a LIVES computer program unit that allows 
the LIMS data management syst~m to bc called as a normal 
FORTRAN subroutine. 
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Ma~ter (Archive) PCfiS Data Jase - the data ba,e, .aintain~d in 
disk, which ftlllintains the long-term archive of I.IVES. 
It is upd~ted regularly from the Daily PC.S Data Base, 
and it can bemodi£i~d b)' users (ll.v.)of LIVES at will. 
Its primt1ry contents arc re~ords of.rcas of intcTC$t. 
In nomenclaturc, often the "PC,.S" portion of the name 
is omitted. 
mB Megabyte. 
MSS Multispectral Scanner, a Lnndsat sensor. 
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Operator M n person who operates the LIVES. Operators mu~t 
huve detailed exp~rtise in computer ~cience. 
PC.S Process Control and Status. 
PC~S Data Bnse - the information on areas of interest, etc., 
maintained on disk in two difforent forms; the Master (Archive) PC&S Data Base and the Daily PC&S Data Base 
(9.' y. ) . 
PC.S Update Generator - the LIVES computer program unit which 
updates the PC&S Data Base. 
PDP Project Development Plnn. 
PDR Preliminary Design Review 
RBV Return Scum Vidicon, a Landsat sensor. 
RCP Registration Control Point - see Control Point. 
reference images - standard images to which search images are 
to be registered. 
Reference Image Data Base - the collection of reference images 
to be used in LIVES, maintained on disk. 
Reference Image Load Processor - tho LIVES computer program 
unit which loads reference images into the Reference 
Image Datu B:I~c. 
Registration - remapping Qf an image so that it corresponds, 
pixel by pixel, with a reference image. 
Report Generator Module - the LIVES computer program unit which 
provides the capability of generating a variety of reports. 
RIMS Regional Information Management System, a data base 
management system developed for the Regional Applica-
tions Project nnd subsequently modified for gencrnlity. 
A version of RHlS, renamed LUIS, \~llS enhanced for use 
in LIVES. 
RMS Root ~Iean Square • 
. RSX-ll The operating system of the PDP-Il/4S computer. 
I 
I 











Icene a set of Ima~ery dat. of th~ earth. In LIVES, this 
term refers to Landsat imnr.cry data. normally from the 
M55, but conceivably from tho RnV. The torm sometimos 
refers to a full scene (9. .. !.). 
SCREEN An external subroutine that was incorporated into the 
Conditioning Proce~sor o( LIVUS. SCRnCN. d~veloped at 
ERIN, is de~cribod in Appendix A of ref. 2.2-9. 
Screening and Translation Proc~ssor - the LIVES computer 
program unit which provides the us or with the capability 
to examine search areas and areRS oC int~ro$t; the 
unit also provides the user with tho capability to· 
tl':111~laN ~i\I:~t'll'\";I!<, li· .. · ;, .• I! .. ::.11'ixd it" pb:cl, 
for rough registration with ~eference images •. 
Search Area • a portion of a 5cene which contains an area of 
interest plus a ~order large enough to assure the 
capability to search for and find the aren of interest 
when reghtn\ tiol\ con fidcnce is 10h'. 
SCI-Serial Controller Interface - General Electric device to be 
used in the transfer of data from high density tapes to 
300 MB disks; it is semiprogrammnble and will allow 
ima£es or portions of images to bo extractcJ, 
Support Processor - the PDP-Il/45 computer and periphals in the 
DTL that are not directly used with the Image-IOO. The 
OTL has hath n SUll1lo,'t (\11\.1 :1n i"\""~ Pl'f\C'{':;~nf (ll.,',). 
. . ~ -
Systcn\ Parameter File - a file containing parameters required 
to adapt LIVES to a given prablen\i Lor exnmplo, the 
sizes of areas of interest (segments) would be stored 
here. for reference by all programs in LIVES. 
TBD To be determined. 
TBS To be supplied. 
TP Test Plan, 
1'r:~n$lntit'n • thl.' .:\iil:n·",~.: 0\ ,'1 i .\,.~' h .X 'Iil,: \' tlire~t1ol\s 
only; a one-~oint registration~ docs not c~mpensate 
for rotation or variation of scale in any direction. 
UIC User id!ntificntion code for the f'\1P-ll!45 computer. 
An example would be [333,33). 
UIF Universal Image format, 
user one of a very small number of pel'sons, pel'haps as fc~' 
as three or four, thnt nctunll r \1 i I'Cct5 the Clp"rn t 1 ons 
of LIVF.S. A useT 1\',11 t\(\TIClnllr hn\'c an administrative 
function within LIVrS, but hill not need to have special 
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WRS World Reference Rystem • a g.ographical para •• ter syst •• in 
which Land,ut scenes are described in terms 0(: roW' 
(rou~hly QnQIO~OU5 to latitude) and path, (roughly 
analogous to longitude). Row numbers ,'ary from 1, at 
80 N. Lnt., to ZSI at the south pole. Path numbers vary 
fro", 1 at GrGenwich through 250. 
WRS Row Path Genorator Processor • the LIVF.S computer prolra. 
unit which computes the row and path of the Landsat 
scene corre~pondin, to a geographical area described 
in lonlitud. and latitude. 
• r "t-






1.1 SCOPE OF THIS DOCUMENT 
This document presents the definitive description of the Lands$t 
Imagery ·:and Verificl..tion System (LIVES) as it was built and 
delivered. 
In general te~ms, this document follows the guidelines presented 
in reference 2.1-1 as int6'rpreted by reference 2.1-2 when 
feasible. Sufficient additional details are presented to meet 
minimum r.equirements put forth in reference 2.1-3, the basic 
fede~al document on documentation of computer system~ (FIPS-38). 
The format of this document follows the format of reference 
2.2-9 and can be considered the definitive amplification of it. 
1.2 BACKGROUND OF LIVES 
Throughout the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE), the 
NASA facilities at Goddard Space Flignt Center (GSFC) preprocessed 
all Landsat scenes containing areas of interest to that program. 
GSFC extracted segments of interest, registered the segments to 
reference images, and forwarded the final segment data to LACIE on 
tape in standard (universal) image format. 
GSFC will change their method of operation in late 1979. Landsat 
images will be preprocessed and registered as full scenes. Imagery 
data will be forwarded to users as full scenes on high density tapes 
(HOT's). User agencies will be expected to extract the data as 
needed; the Goddard facilities will no longer extract subsets of the 
full-scene imagery. LIVES provides the capability of extracting 






















l.l ENVIRONMENT AND USE OF LIVES 
In geneX'al terms, persQns who need images will f~rnish information 
on Landsat scenes needed 'by the Earth Observat1ons .Division at 
NASA's Johnson Space Center. This information will be used to order I 
scenes from the Image Processing Facility of Goddard Space Flight 
Cente~. That facility will furnish the needed scenes, and perhaps 
others! onhigJtdensity tapes. At the same ti~e it will fu~nish an 
inventory tap~ (the Goddard High Density Tape Inventory Tape, GRIT) 
with information on all scenes furnished on these tapes. 
The high density t_apes will be processed by the High Density Tape 
Reformatting, System (HDTRS) currently being developed by the Ford 
Aerospace .and Communications Corporation. The HDTRS will transfer 
full Landsat scenes to lO megabyte disk~. L1VES then extr~cts 
areas ot interest from them. Ultimately, LIVES produces Computer 






















2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
This section pr~sents a lillt of all major referencell for this 
project. They are presented under the following headings. 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR DOCUMENTS (2.1) 
PROGRAMMED DOCUMENTATION OF LIVES (2.2) 
DOCU~mNTATION OF THE HIGH DENSITY TAPE REFORMATTING SYSTEM 
(HDTRS) (2.3) 
DOCUMENTATION OF .EX!rERNAL SYSTEMS (2.4) 
INFORMATION ON MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPONENTS (2.5) 
INFORMATION ON MAJOR HARDWARE ITEMS (2.6) 
All documents with JSC Identification n\Jmbers are avail~ble 
through the NASA JSC Technical Library (code JM6, Building 45) • 
All documents with LEe numbers are available through the ~oQkheed 
Library (code B09, Building Lockheed-10 in Nassau Bay, Texas). 
Most of the same documents are immediately available from the 
~Data Techniques Library of the Earth Observations Division 





SPECIFICATIONS FOR DOCUMENTS 
Building 17 Facilities Configuration ManClgementPlan A, 
JSC-10IOS (September 1977); wiith change 2 (August 1978) ~ 
INTEGRATED STANDARDIZATION, OPERATION, AND QUALITY 
ASSURANCE PLAN FOR SOF'l'WARE DEVELOPMENT SECTION 626-45 , 
LEC-9972 (January 1977). 
j" , ____ , I 
GUIDELINES FOR DOCUMENTA'l'ION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM, 
I r 
Guidelines for Documentation of Computer Programs and 
Automated Data Systems; Federal Information Processing 
Standards FIPS PUB 38, U. S. Department of Commerce, 
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2.2 PROGRAMMED DOCUMENTATION OFL'IVES 
-
The following documents are specified in reference 2.1-1 (above) 
.and, in some cases, clarified in reference 2.2-2. 
2.2-1 
2.2-2 
Job Orders 71-485 and 71-523, High Density Tape 
ImpleI1lentation. 
Function'al Requirements Document (FR) (informal document' 
only), August 1978~ 












LE.C-12862, November 1.978. 
Preliminary Functional Design Document (FD) (informal 
docqment only), August 1978. 
Project Development Plan (PDP), JSC-14579,LEC-.12856, 
October 1978. 
Preliminary Design Specifi.cation (FS: FUnctional 
Specifications), JSC-l4577, LEC-12838, November 1978. 
Tes~ Specification (DTS), JSC-14635, LEC-12900, April 
197~. 
Test Plan (TP), JSC-14578, LEC-12857~October 1978. 
Detailed. Design Specification (DDS), JSC.-1461l, LEC-1290l, 
January 1979. 
Facil:ity Preparation Plan, LEC-13069, January 1979. 
Test Preparation Sheet, ---
Users Manual, JSC-146!32', LEC-12902, April 1979. 
Operations Manual , JSC-14633, LEC-12903, April 1979 •. ' 
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2.3 DOCUMENTATION OF THE HIGH DENSITY TAPE REFORMATTING SYSTEM 
(HDTRS) 
2.3-1 Landsat HOT Reformatting System (HDTRS), Ford Aerospace~ 
and COlNllunications CorporatiQn, July 1978. 
2.3-2 Landsat IIDT Reformatting System, Int.erface Control Document, i 
Ford Aerospace ~nd Communications, Corporation, August 1978. 
2.3-3 HDTRS Users Manual (may not be exact title) (to be prepared 
by Ford Aerospace and Communications manual). 
2.3-4 HDTRS Ope,rations Manual (may not be exact title) (to be 
prepare(i by Foru'Aerospace and Communications manual). 
2.4 DOCUMENTATION OF EXTERNAL SYSTEMS 
2.4-1 Goddard HDT Inventory Tape (GHIT) Operations Research, Inc. 
NAS 5-23762, February 1978. 
2.5 INFORMATION ON MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 
2.5-1 RIMS Design Specification, LEC-9564 , February 1976 
2.5-2 Detail .Design Specification for Enhancement of the Automatic 
Status and Tracking System Software, JSC-13789, LEC-115l2, 
NoveIriber 1971. 
2.5-3 RIftiS iUser,S Guide, LEC-930l, Revision A, April 1977. 
2.5-4 AddendWR taRIMS Users Gui(le, LEC-1l756, January 1978. 
2.5-5 IBM USf,ar's Guide, LACIE, section 10.4:01 .• 1 through 10.4.1.6, 
ApJ;'il1975 (variously revised). 
2.5-6 Software Descript..i;on Volume of the IMAGE 100 User Manual, 
G. E. Space Division (Daytona Beach, Florida), June 1975. 
I 
2.5-7 LIVES Information Management System (LIMS) Users Guide 
(to be prepared) 
2.5-8 JSC Image-100Users Guide, JSC-12586, LEC-I0262, June 1977. 
2 • 6 INFORMATION ON MAJOR EQUIPMENT 
2.6-1 High-Density Digital Tape Recorder, Martin-Marietta 
























atf : aWl ;a. 
Serial Controller Interface'" Input (SCII), Interfa-ce 
Control Document ~nd Test Software Requirements, General 
Electric Company, Febtuary 1'978. 
2.6-3 Serial Controller Interface - Input' (SCII), Product 
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3. DESCR-IPTION OP HARDWARE 
3.1 OVERVIEW 
LIvEs was built onth'ephysical facilities of the Data Techniques 
I 
LabQra,torl", room 2062 of Building 17,,:lt NASA' s Johnson Space 
I +. , 
Center (JSC). It use.sonly equipment lin that laborat<:»ry, and makes 
use of image display facilities of its Image-lOa system. TheHDTRS, 
developed by the Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation and 
physically loeated in the same area, i. used concurrently with LIVES. 
3.2 COMPUTERS 
Figure 3.2-1 shows the comp\lters, di$ks and terminals of the HDTRS 
and of LIVES. There are three general purpose computers: a PDP 
11/20 for the HDTRS, the Support Processor (PDP 11/45), and the 
Image Processor (PDP 11/45) for LIVES. HDTRS operates in the PDP 
11/20, placing full scene data on disk accessible to the Support 
Proc~,~or. 
LIVES resides on the Support Processor and the Image Processor. The 
Extract Proce$sor is implemented only on the support P~oces$or in 
order to access HOT data placed on di,sk by th~ High Density Tape 
Reformatting System. The display and trans,ta·tion functions are on 
the Image Processor because they both require the Image-lOO terminal. 
All other functions are normally performed on the Support Processor 
but cQ~ld b~ performed on the Image Processor equally as well. 
3.3 DISkS 
Figure 3.2-1 also presents the configuration of di.,sks in the system. 
The two 300 MB disks are dual-ported, controlled by software, so 
that one is used by the HOTRS while the other is in us~ by LIVES: 
the two are not used by both systems at the same time. 
The other di.sks in the system are a1188 MS. In th~ory, .• ~l are 
portable; but, in practice, the one marked "switchable" will not 
have a portable function. 
13 
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3.4 HIGH DENSXTY' TAPES 
,''''''-;- '1 .' • 
"Fully p'rqce88ed" high d_nsity tape8 will have been preproce8se4 i 
and regi8tered. Thi8 version of LIVES is de.igned to us. "fully 
processed" tapes since it do.s not incorporate a registration 
capability ot~er than line~by-line and pixel-by-pixel translation. 
¥"'"..,........,.~_.:r~~.,.~" ... '~-.,. __ . ~-..-,,~'~ __ ,, __ ~_. _,,. "' __ _ 
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4. OVERVIEW OF SOP'l'llARB 
4.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
LIVES and the !tDT Reformatting System (HDTRS) compris. trhe HOT 
processing sya~em which has been implemented .in the Data Technique. 
Laboratory rO;L) in Building 17 of NASA'a Johnson Space Center. 
This system reads high ~ensity Landsat tapes and produces computer 
compatible ta~es (CCT's). 
Figure 4.1-1 'illust):,ates organization of LIVESaoftware. This 
~iagram shows the. total flow of data within LIVES and between 
LIVES and othelt systems. Initially, I U$ers identify areas of' 
interest. On the basis ,0£ this infopnation, notice will probably" 
be sent to Goddard of the Landsat scenes that would be of interest. 
·God.d.ardprepares high dens.1ty tapes (HOT's-) and inventory tape. 
(GHIT'Ia) on a daily basis and sends them to the Earth Observations 
Division of NASA's .Johnson $pace Center. The H.DTRS is used to 
reformat the data f:rom the high .density tapes ~nd place. them op the 
Full Scene Data Base. From these full scenes, LIVES extract", areas 
of interest1 comput~s cloud cover, gains and ,biases; optionally 
. 
provides the capability to screen and translate1 and, ul~imately, 
writes toe imagery data {~reasof int.erest) to CCT's. 
The major input to LIVES is imagery data which have been placed on 
disk by the IJDTRS. Other input incJ,.udes areas of_intere~t 
descriptions and the Goddard HDT Inventory Tapefi (GHIT's), the 
.latter define the information on a setofchigh density tapes. 
'l'hep~ineip&l output iJ!I computer compatible tapes "hich cQntain 
imagery for areaS of interest. other output includes operations 
and managel'C\9nt reports concerning system utilization and processing. 
I 
The Istatus of LIVES is,JMintained inl the Process Control and Statu. 
(PC'S) Data Base. This database defines tlle various areas of 
interest for which Landsat data is needed by the 1.1sers. It also 
contains information required for : computations in the various system 
r. 
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processes, other control infortm~i;i.on, and status info~tiofl.~' . 
Area-of-interest descriptions must, b. defined and! c()nstru(tteti-,be,fo~el 
An area of interest can be extracted. The gene~~'li~zed data manage-
men~ system, LIVES Information Management System LINS, is used. for 
generating and updating area-of-interest descriptions in the PC'S 
Data Base. (LIMS is nea~ly identical to RIMS, and contain. only 
minor enhancements to that. previou81y existing system (ref. 2.5-1 
tbrou9h 2.5-4). 
A day's processing starts with execution of the GHIT processor, 
which compares the GHIT wit,h the data base to determine which high 
density tapes require processing. The GHIT processor also updates 
the PC'S data base with information to be used in other system 
processes. 
Then, the Extraction Processor is executed on the PDP 11/45. 
Concurrent with the execution of the extract program, the HDTRS 
is put into operation. It performs its primary task by reading 
full scene data from the HDT·s to disk. By extract.ing pertinent 
data from the full scenes, the Extraction Processor builds the 
Search Area Data Base, which includ~s all da,ta for areas o~finterest. 
A search area includes all data within the area of intere13t plus 
additional data to a,llow for translation, which is a fo,rm! of 
registration. This search area is then moved to another ~isk, free-
ing the full scene disk so that the reformatting sys.t;emmay continue 
to read additional full-scene data from the high densit.y tapes. 
After extraction, the conditioning processor is initiated. This 
function analyzes the amount of cloud cover, and calculates bias 
and gains. 
After conditioning, the screening and translation function may be 
performed on the Image-lOO terminal. Screening is ,reqUired fpr; 
images that fail a user-supplied ~egistration threshold quality~ 
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translation in a plane. Translation i. a~comp~ished by a user who 
can see both the image and a control; lmage on a screen. Points 
which correspond on each image are ideDti~ied by positioning a 
cursor. The image i8 t.hen translated to the COi'1Crol im~ge l;>ased 
on the difference in the marked positiona. After screening and 
translation, the Conditioning ProceS8or is agab1 initiated to 
calculate bia~ and gains for any images which have been translated. 
Upon completion of tije :Conditioning Processor, the CCT Generate 
Processor is activated to write area-of-interest data to tape. 
The program provides the capability to produce tapes according 
to the needs of a given user. 
All reports in the system are made with LIMB •. Some are pre-
programmed and formatted; other report information can be obtained 
via the had hoc" capability of LIMS. The LIMS system allows rapid 
response in meeting new or changing report requirements. 
4.2 ~ROGRAMS IN LIVES 
LIVES consists of a series of independent programs with the 
functions shown in the top portion of Figure 4.2-1. Programs 
called by the independent programs are listed at the bottom of the 
same figure for general information of the operator. Most of 
these are transparent to a person using or operating LIVES. 
An operator may use the Refereuce Image Load p,rocessor h~ec.tion 5,/5 
of this documdnt) from any ~erminal with access to the Referenc~ 
Image Data Base. He will normally use the GHIT Processor (5~6) 
fr.om .the Support Processor. The Extract Processor JS. 7) must be 
run from the Support Processor.. The Conditioning Processor (5. :8) 
will be u~ed on eiither processor, as most convenient. He will 
use the Screening and Translation Processor from the Image-100 
console (5.9). He can generate CCT's with the CCT Processor (5.10) 
from either processor. 
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The operator may us~t;he data base manageJnent,s~ater."LIMS (7.) 
from any terminal with access to the Daily Data!Blis. o~ the Master 
(~rchive) D~ta Base. He can gen~r~te reports from a terminal 
connected to the appropriate data base (sectiQn 6.3.3). ,PQs.ible 
. I. ! 
operations include adding, modifying (updating), ana deleting 
ar6a-of-interest definitions (5.1-5.3), preparing reports (5.13), 
saving and restoring the Master (Archive) Data Bas~ (7.5), an4 
othera (5.12). 
Users, on the other hand ,Will normally need to krtow det;ails only 
for use of the ReferElnce Image Load Processor, the Screening and; 
Translation Processor, and certain data base operations. Their 
knowledge of the remainder of LIVES will normally need to be 
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INDEPENDENT MODULES 
Normally Frequency 
Operated By: of Uae * !.,urpose ' Program 
Reference Image 
Load Processor 
Load reference image 
GRIT Processor Interpret GRIT 
Extraction Processor Extract image from 
full scene data base 
Conditioning Processor Calculate gains and 
biases, and analyze 
for cloud cover 
Screen and 'rranslate Screen and Translate 
Processor 
CCT Generate Processor Write CCT 
LIMS 
Function 
Create data bases 
Update data bases 
Delete data bases 
Data Base Management 
DEPENDENT FUNCTIONS 
Find row and path in 
World Reference Sys,tem 
Generate Reports 
Archive the da,ta from 
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4 • 3 DATA BASES 
In general, LIVES consists of separat~ ~rograms which communicate 
only by reading and writing mutual files .n4 data bases. 
The function and content of the data bases and the major flles 
are presented below in the following order: 
Full Scene Data Base (413.1) 
Search Area Data Base (4.3.2) 
Reference Image Data Base (4.3.3) 
Screening Map Data Base (4.3.4) 
Process Control and Status Data Base (4.3.5) 
4.3.1 FULL SCENE DATA BASE 
Full scenes are the original Landsat images on the high density 
tapes from the Goddard facility; in content, these are complete 
Landsat scenes such as might be ordered from the EROS Data Center 
in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. However, their format is quite 
different from scenes fu.rnished by EROS. 
The High Dens,ity Tape Reformatting Syste'll\(HDTRS) extracts images 
from high density tapes and loads them into this data b~lse. The 
ExtractionProces_sor of LIVES removes portions of certa:in images 
lmd places them on the Search Area' Da't.a Base. The }lDTRS and the 
J!:xtraction Processor work si'fi{Ultaneously but on ,separate disks 
(they use the 300 megabyte fixed disks in LIVES). 
The Full Scene Data Base file access conventions are described 









































4.3. ,2 ! SEARCH AREA DATA BASE 
, 
Imagel:'iZ_ data eX.tracted from !the Full Scene Data Base are placed 
I 
hereto ,Thel' consi:st of multichannel areas of interest or corres-
ponding seareh area~, the former for high-quality images that do 
not need to be screened, and the latter for images that will need 
to be processed with the Screening and Translation PrOcessor. 
These images are maintained in two types of files, imagery files 
and non-image files; the latter contain header and annotation 
date. 
The Search Area Data Base file names will'consist of the User 
ID concatenated with the Area of Interest ID. The file types 
will be SAl for imagery data and SAN for non-imagery data. 
4.3.3 ~FERENCE IM}\.GE PATABASE. 
This ,data base includes single channel images to which search ax-eas 
can be registered. Images are loaded with the Reference Image Load 
Processor; they can be deleted using standard PDP ,commands. 
, 
The Reference Image Data Base file names will consist of the 
User ID concatenated with the Area of Interest 10. The file 
type will be RIP and RIS for primary and secondary imagery 
scene data. 
4.3.4 SCREENING MAP DATA BASE 
The conditioning processor produces class maps with the following 
classes: agricultural land, cloud shadow, snow, garbled clouds, 
water. Maps are produced for the entire area of interest. 
These maps are single-channel images. Screening map file names are 
composed in the same manner as the search area data base file names. 
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4.3.5 PROCESS CONTROL AND STATUS (PC5S)DATj\ Bf\SE 
All transactions in LIVES are not.ed in tral'lsaotlons files ,;which 
are oombined into a Daily Pc,S Data Base, whioh is incorpOrated 
daily into the Master (or A~chive) PC5S Data Base. (In this 
sense "daily" refers to a oyole of operation of LIVES, which may 
not correspond to any given day.) These transactions have the 
followin9 funct.ions: (1) they define areas of inte,rest, (2) 
I 
they sUPl?o~t system computations, (3) they support system control,' 
and (4) they provide system statusing information. The contents 
of the PC&S data base is derived from area of interest definition 
and GHIT tapes, as well as the various processors. 
There are three types of records in the PC&S database: 
o Area of Interest Descriptions - Define those items ot an area of 
interest common to all il1\~ge acqUisitions (see figure 4.3.5-1). 
o Scene Descriptions - Describe scenes from the HOT (see figure 
4.3.5-2) • 
o Acquisition Descriptions - contain data describing area-of-
interest acquisitions and the processing of these acquisitions 
(see figure 4~3.5-3). 
The Daily pc,s Data Base contains onlY tho~e acquisitio~ descriptions 
and their associated area of interest descriptions and Scene descrip-
tions from a given cycle of operation. It is used to repo..rt on the 
status of a given day's activity. The use of this small data base 
for frequent processing minimi~es the system overhead for data 
management activities. 
The M~ster PC&S Data Base, also c~lled, the At"chive PC&S Data Base, 
con.tains area-of-interest dC\!scriptions and sQene de;scriptionsf·rom 
al.1 cycles of processing with LIVES. This data base is used for 
weekly, monthly, and other periodic and aperiodic reporting, as 
well as for maintaining area-o£-interest descriptions. 
\ 
i , 
1 j j 
1 
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FIELD FIELD INTERNAL 
NO. NAME START CHAR. LENGTH !ill !II 
1 RCTVPE RECORD TYPE - ALWAYS A 1 9 1 I Y 
\ 
2 USERID USER ID - RANGE 1-20 10 2 I 
~ AOIlD AREA QF INTEREST ID - RANGE 1-9999 12 4 I 
4 AILNES NUMBER OF LINES 16 5 I 
5 AIPXLs NUMBER OF PIXELS Zl 5 I 
6 REGQTS REGISTRATION QUALITY THRESHOLD -
SCREEN 26 1 I 
7 REGqTR REGISTRATION QUALIT¥ THRESflOLD -
REJECT 27 1 I 
1 CLDPTH CLOUD PERCENT THRESHOLD 21 2 I 
9 COUNTR COUNTRY 30 6 A 
! 
I 
10 REG REGION 36 2 A I 11 ZONE ZONE 31 4 A 12 STR STRATA 4Z 4 A 13 PC PRIORITY CODe 46 Z A 
14 TY AREA OF INTEREST TYPE .1 1 A 
, I . I 15 CRPCOD CROP 'CODE 49 2 A "I ( 16 AILAT LATITUDE/DIltECTION - FORtIAT NDDD/MM SI 7 A ~ ~ 
, a 11 AILONG LONG_TUDE/DIRECTION - FORMAT EDDD/~~1 SI 7 A 
i 
j 
, ~ 11 .A~QSRT ACQUISITION START DATE - FORMAT YDDD 6S -4 D ·.1 
I \ 19 ACQSTP ACQUISITION STOP DATE - FORMAT YDDD 68 4 D 1 20 PWRSRP , PRIMARY WRS ROW AND PAm 73 6 I Y ~ f\ - i Z1 SWRSRP SECONDARY WRS ROW , PATH 79 6 I Y I 22 FLMFLG FILM FLAG IS 1 ; , A 
23 BNREQE BAND NUMBERS REQUIRED FOR EXTRACTION 86 -4 A 
1 
24 CLRCDS COLOR CODES 90 -4 A 
ZS LSTUPD LAST UPDATE DATE 4 TIME - FOtulAT YDDDHHM~t 94 1 A ~ 9S RECORD 10 • USERID • AOIID ! 0 
l 
FIGURE •• 3-1 i 
AREA-OF-INTEREST DESCRIPTtON RECORD 
f . 
, 
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FIILD FIELD INTIRNAL 
...!!h... ~ FIELD DESCRIPTION START CHAR • LINGTH TYPI ley 
- -
1 RCTYPE RECORD TYPE • ALWAYS A 2 , 1 I Y 
2 SCBNNO SCBNE NUMBER· RANGE 1-'99' 10 4 t 
S ACQPAT ACO,U,ISITION DATE ~ FORtiAT YDDD 14 .. D 
4 HDT~D HD'r tAPE ID 11 20 A 
5 IMGID IttAGE ID SI 12 A 
, NOBNDS MUMBER OF BANDS ON TAPE 50 1 I 
1 SCNCLA 
I 
SCENE C,LOUD ASSEssr.mNT Sltl 2 A 
I JlEG'pFL REGE~ERATED PRODUCT FLAG 55 1 A 
9 "RSDES WRS DESIGNATOR 54 6 I 
10 wason WRS OFFSET 00 6 I 
11 ~tlSSNQ MISSIO~ NUttBER 66 1 I 
12 RESTYP RESAMPljING TYPE 67 1 A 
15 QAGEor·, QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF GEOGRAPHICAL I MODEt 61 1 I 14 FMTLAT E9RMAT CENTER LATITUDE/DIRECTION 6t 7 A 15 mLON FOR)~T CENTER LONGITUDE/DIRECTION 76 1 A 
16 ,PLYBDR P~YBACK/DIRECT FLAG IS 1 A I J 11 ASCDES ASCENDING/DESCENDING FLAG 84 1 A 11 SUNELA SUN ELEVATION ANGLE as 2 I j U ·5UNAZA SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE 17 S I l i 20 DATGHI DATE GHIT RUN to 4 D 
Z1 HDTPDT HDT PROCESSED DATE '4 4 D j U IRIGI IRIG IEGIN TIME II 10 A 
23 IRI,GE IRIG END TIME 101 
..!! A 
lot 
RECORD 10 • 0 • SCENNO • ACQDAT I 
FIGURE 4.3-2 ~ 
SCENE DESCRIPTION RECORD 
111' .... ....,."!O ....... .~ , t 
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'IILO nELO tNTllNAL 
NO. t!!t!L 'IELD DESCRIPTION STAlTCHAl. 
-
1 RCT~PE R~CORO TYPE - ALWAYS A 3 • 
Z USERl~ U~ER ID - RANGE 1-20 10 
S AOIlO AbEA OF INTEREST ID - RANGE l-'tt' U 
4 ACqDA'l' A QUISITION DATE - FORMAT YDDD 16 
• 5 HDTIO HpT TAPE ID 20 
6 IMGIO IMAGE ID 40 
7 NOINDS NUNIER OF BANDS ON TAPE 52 
I DATGHt DATE GHIT RUN - ~ORMAT YDDD SS 
, PREJRS PREPROCESSING REJECT lEASON 51 
10 SCRREG SCREENING AND REGISTRATION 51 
11 SACI.OA SEARCH AREA CL.OUD ASSESS •• ENT Sf 
12 .EXTRRC EXTRACT-ION R~JE~T REASON CODE 60 
13 ,SRGDAT SCREEN AND REGI~TER DATE 61 ( 
! 14 S,RJCOD SCREEN REJECr CbDE 65 
! 1$ CCTDAT ceT DkTE '" FORMAT YDOD 66 
16 CCTNO CCT NUMBEl\ 70 
17 SCENNO SCENE NmlBER - RANGE 1-9999 7t 
11 INDSEX lAND NmtBERS EXTRACTED IS 
IS) .'~T NUMBER OF PIXELS TRANSLATED 17 
20 NLT NUNIER OF LINES TRANS~~TED to 
Z1 IIASFC .-lAS FACTORS IS 
zz GAINfC GAIN FACTORS liS 
Z3 PCNTCC PERtENT CLOUD COVER US 
24 PRMSCN PRIMARY/SECONDARY FLAG US 
zs FLLNES NmlBER OF FILL LINES 136 
26 FLPXLS NUMBER OF FILL PIXELS 141 
RECOI\D 10- USERID • AOIiD • ACQDAT 
. 
PIGURE 4.3-3 
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5. INDEPENDENT PROGRAMS 
This section contains the independent modules of LIVES. They 
are presented in the following order, which is roughly comparable 
to their order of use. 
Add Area-of-Interest Definitions 
Modify (Update) Area-of-Interest Definitions 
Delete Area-of-Interest Definitions 
World Reference System 




Screening and Translation Processor 
CCT Generator Processor 
Archive Update Program 
Data Base Recovery 
Reports 















The above section numbers identify the set of program units 
associated with each function. Each individual unit is 





0 subroutines called 
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When material i. not applicable, or mi •• ing, or e •• ily 
available from cc.mpilation listing., it may be omitted here. 
For each unit, a compilation listing i. pre.ented in volu.e 2, 
these listing. contain many additional data of value to a 
programmer. 
In general, program units ~.re p~~sented in order Qf h+erarchy 
or in order of use, or alphabetically. For e~amp1.e~ ,~nce the 
batch run stream AOIADD.BIS calls all other units in sectiQn 
5.1, it is presented first. To facilitate locations of program 
unit.s, an alphabetical index is presented e.t the end of this 
document. 
" . 
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5.1 ADD AREA-Or.'INTEREST DEPINITIC»fS"«" AOIADD 
This batch prog~am adds ar.a~ot-interest definitions to the Master 
(ArchiVE!) Data B~se. 
5.1.1 BATCH RUN STREAM, AOIADI) .BIS 
o Input 
Cards are normally furnished by a user to an operator. The format 
pf the cards is shown in figure S.l-l. 
In a given deck, ~O~ each area of! interest to be added there 
must be one "Add Area of Interest Transaction Card" followed 
by a pair of "Area of Interest (Site) cards." For example, 
a sample deck might be as follows: 
Add Area of Interest Transaction card (fo'r first area of interest 
First Area of I,nterest (Sj.te) card (for first area of inte'rest) 
Continuation ~rea of Interest (Site) card (for second are of 
interest) • 
An additional input is the World Reference System Row-Path Tables 
tape. 
o Output 
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o tiescription 
This program consists of a batch run stream, AOIADD.8IS (5.1.1), 
whi.ch callft the following module.: 
AOIADD program 
WAITRl program 





(described in section 6.1) 
(described in seciton 5.4) 
The flow of this procesSOr can be seen in the flowchart of the 
batch run stream, fi9. 5.1-2. 
o Subroutines called 
See description above. 
o Errors and Diagnostics 
1) The input. card contains data which is incompatible with 
the format type. 
2) The input card contains an invalid area of interest 10. 
3) The input card sequence is incorrect or the card iQentifier 
is missing or incorrect. 
4) The input card has an invalid user 10. 
5) Data from input record was not added (status = ) . 
"mi.llWilli 5Y f' W·· , 
~ ,. 
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ADD AnnA OF INTt!RF.ST TRANSACTION CARl' 
Format 
!.!! 







CArd ldt·ntHin Fjeld '" ~tUlt be An '1\'. 
CounU')' HlUlltl. Onl)' leftllost six chnractcfJ 
will he c~rried by LIVUS. 
Rt)i:ion. Only riGhtlllost tW(I diC1U will be 
cRrri~d by LIVES. 
Zone. 
Strata. 
User II), An identification number nnociaUd 
with a pnrtieuhr user llroject. Th" uu.bele· , 
CAn ranso from 1 through 19 and ml\st be 
ri~ht-ju~tlficd And blank-rilled. 
'. 
Reserved fot' use b" 1.1VES. Thc cun'cnt date 
.ltd time wH 1 be lllac(lJ here in the input card 
images on disk in " YDIlDI.!Jlf.lloI {omll t. 





~ Itt.enti fieT Field '" ~!U5t he Il • 2'. 
Site all Al'cn of Interest JO. NUlllbcT may Tlnae 
troln otfOrthrough gg99. 
Scgln~nt Typc. 
Crop Type. 
Are' of Interest Conte~ Paint Latitude. Format 
IS XbDIVWI ,,'he1'e S is an 'N I for N\'rth or an 
'$' £01' SQuth. DDD JllUSt .be do~rees from 000 
through O!H) , and M~1 r.\ust be r.\lnutos fronl 00 
through 59 . 
At'cn of 1 ntcrl'st Conte,' Point Lontil tu(le. Forril"t 
15 XbnnJ;.1:1 \\ihcl'c X-rs un lIP for \:nst OT a 'N' 
for \\'cst, )1Il[l lnllst be; degt'ees {rom 000 th\'ough 
180, Rnd t·1\I foust he rni nutcs!roln' 00 through S9 • 
. " 
Film ProccFsing Flag. 
Color Codes Pic1d. 




~l'd Identifier Fj.~hl • "ust ho n '3'. 
. 
Site 01" An'a of lntcrcst ID • same number 
as on the '2' curd. 
. 
ACq1l1SHioll !itart natl' ill YIHm forr.:nt, "'here 
Y is tho last dJCit cf the renr, nnd DDD is the 
Julian dn)' of the yelli'. 
Acquisition Stop O;ltc .111 ynnn fOl'11td:. 
Figure ~.1-1 
Format of Cards to Add Areas of Interest 
~ jJ . 
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CREATE ROW~PATH TABLE DEVICE 
100NTIFIEP. FILE 
LOAl't INPUT nAT' INTO ['15K. 
FILE VIA PIP 
Rt~ AOIAO~ PF~PAH AS 
F<'REGROltin 
TASK TO Aon A CF lis 
RUNWAITRl PROGRA~ Tn ~ElAY 
RUHSTREA~! llftTlL AOIADO 
COf'PLEYU" 
F1 gur' 5.1-2 
FLOW of AOIADD.8IS 
• Q.j 4 a! $, *' ow ..... • 4_~i **'. a .$ p+ ' 
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'¥Cia, \ • ,'" u* t • 22 J 
- • II.' IL un 
ORIG'NAl PAGE 'I~ 
Of POOR QUALln 
-
RUN LIltS TO BUILD fILE Of 
ALL A OF I's WITH BLAN~ 
~ot{.MTH fiELD 
RUN PPREAD PROGMto' TO 
llETEP,",UIE I'('4f.pnu Ft'P 
EACH A OF I ANO CREATE 
INPOT FILE FOR LIMS 
f«lDIFY lit'S C~ICATIOMS F~LE 
VIA PIP : 
i 
'RltN LIHS TO UPDATE 
A OF II s \!lTH 
ROW.PATH VALUES • 
RESTORE C~IlCI',TI~S FILE TO 
STAtlDARO VAI.U£S AN" 00 FILE 
CLEANUP VIA PIP 
Figurt 5.1-2 (concluded) 
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5.1.2 ADD AREA OF INTER~aT l'ROGRNt, AOtADD 
o Input 
1. The pard image ftle AOIADD.DT1 containing the user input carda. 
2. The ~IVES system parameter file, LIVESP.DAT. 
o output 
1. The bai:ch rJlnstream delt\y !file WAITR1.DAT. 
2. The LI~'S input data file AOIADD. DT2, a copy of AOIADD. DTl 
\ 
except that the date and time have been inserted in columns 
54-61 of the 'A' cards. 
3. The LIMS input record 10 file AOIADD.DIR. 
4. A printer listing o.f each card il1la':le stored in AOIADD.DT2. 
o Description 
This program reads the input car~s, makes certain edits, adds the 
I I I 
date-time field to the card images, and sends the card images and 
a directory file to Llt~~ to add th(l cards to the Master Data Base 
and print a report. For a more detailed description, refer to 
the flowchart in figure 5.1-3. 
o Flow 
The flow of this pro9r~m ,is described in figure 5.1-3. 
o Subroutines Called 
EXCDMS - executes LIMS to update the Master Data Base and print a 
report. 
o Errors and diagnostics 
1. The input card contains data which is incompatible with the format 
type. 
2. The input card contains an invalid area of interest ID. 
Iff i!t 1e*· ':e?!o't 
1-
























3. Thtl input! and sequence ~~ incoJ!'rect or the card identifier 
is missing or incorrect. 
4. The input card has an invalid user 10. 
• 




















( START ') 
ASSIGN QATCH DELAY 
FILE~ WAITR1.0AT: 









t AOIADD.OIR' • 
OPEN THE 
, OUTPUT CARD 
11'AGE FILE. 
'AOIADD.OT2'. 





CONVERT DATE AND 
TI~ TO YDDOHH~ 
FORI'AT. SUBSTITlrrING 
ZEROS FOR BLANKS. 
~: I. A 
OR\G,"'Pol PAGE \S' 
OF POOR. QUAUTI. 
Fi"" ... 5 .1-3 . 
Flow of AOIADD Pro"rlm 
READ ~. iCARD 
I"'~E FRClr 
'Af'IAOO.On' • 
. READ A CAPO 
1 I"'ME FRQtf 
'A(\IA"O.OT1'. 


















READ A CAPO 
I ""GE FR<'f1 
I Al'IADD.DTl, • 
.; . 
ORIGINAL PAGE I' 
OF POOR QUALITY 
STORE THE CATE 









1~r,ES ON 11lE REPORT 
I 
wRITE THE USER 




Ftgl.lrc:t 5.1-3 (co".tinued) 
FloW of ADIAOD Program j4S. 



































CLOSE FILE : 
, AOIADD. DTl, 
'I\OIADD.DIR' 
'AOIADD.DT2' 
ASSIGN 'LIVESP.DAT'. READ rASTEp. DATA . 
lASE DRIVE NU~BER. 
AND CLOSE FILE. 
EXCD~4S 
USE LIMS TO UPDATE 
~ASTER DATA BASE AMP PRINT REPORT. 
I PRJ"T 'DATA FP.OM 
INPUT RECORD WAS NOT 
ADDED (STATUS • _)' • 
y 
ORIGINAL PAGi! rs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
.,' j iIi •• Cli.) iTI HI Ii ' d It 
PRINT 'THE INPUT C~RO 
CONT~INS DATA WHICH 
IS IflCOfo1'ATIBLE 
WITH THE FQB~AT TYPE' • 
PRI~T 'THE INPI'T CARD 
SEOUENCE IS INCORRECT 
OR·THE CAR~ IbENTIFIEP. 
IS ~ISSINIi OR 
INCnRRECT' • 
~RnIT 'THE INPUT 
CARD HAS AN INVALln 
USER 10'. ' 
PP.ltlT 'THE INPUT CARD CONTAINS I'!l 
INVALID AREA OF UITERESTID,'. 
Figure 5.1-3 (conclurled) 
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5.1. 3 BATCH RUNSTRENt .DELAY PROGRAM, WAI'TRl 
o Input 




This program first waits two seconds, then goes into a loop where 
it attempts t.o assign the trigger file and upon failure, waits 
one second and goes back to the top of tbe loop. When successful 
assignment occurs, this program exits. 
o Flow 
The flow of this program is described in figure 5.1-4. 
o Subroutine called 
No user subroutines are called. 



































HAlT TWO SECON[I5. SET 
FLAG. I. -0. TtIR" OFF 









Flow of WAITRl Progrtlll 
ORIGINAL PAGE is' 







5.2 ~ODIFY (UPDATE) A1U'..A~OP~NTERES'1I· DE'INI'l"IONS', AOIUPD 
Existing area-ot-interest detinitions in the Maater (Archive) 
Data Base are changed, normally at the discretion of a LIVES u.er. 
5.2.1 BATCH RUN STREAM AOIUPD.BIS 
o Input 
Cards must be furnished in the format shown in fi9ute 5.2-'1. 
A user may change any field in &,In Area-of-Interest definitioh 
-(except User :1])" Area-of-Interest ID a~d ;location) ~y isubm:ltting 
cards in the fgrmat shown in figure 7.2:-]',. Only the £ields whici) 
contain data will be changed in the data baseJ i.e., a blank field 
will cause the existing value in that field to be retained. Each 
change transaction must consist of all three cards of the set 
(same layout as for additions) even though no field may be changing 
on a, particular card. 
Command file for updates using RIMS. 
- To write Area of Interest Records before update 
To update data base 
- To write Area of Interest Records after update 
o Output 
The only output consists of changed record,s in the data base. 
Records Which were not found in the data base and were submitted 
for updating have their record ID's printed. 
o Description 










































CHANGE AREA OF INTEREST TRANSAC~ION CARD 
Format 
'c' 





DO ••• 00 












Card Identifier Field-Must be a 'C' 
Country name. Only leftmost six characters 
will be carried by LIVES. 
Region~ Only rightmost two digits will be 




User 10. An identification number associated 
with a particular user project. The number can 
rangf;l from 1 through 19' and mUlJt be right-
justified and blank~filled. 
Reserved for use ba.LIVES.:The current date and 
time will be p1aceht:lre ~n the input card images 
on disk in ,a YDDDHHMM format. 
First Area of Interest (Site) Card 
Card Identifier Field - Must be a '2' 
Site or Area of Interest 10. Number may range 
from 0001 through 9999. 
Segment Type. 
Crop Type. 
Film Processing Field. 
Color Codes Field. 
Second Area of Interest (Siite) Card 
Card,:i:dentifi~l:'Field - Must be a '3'. 
Site or Area of Interest 10 - same number as 
on the '2l card. 
Acquisition start Date is YDDD format, where Y 
is the last digit of the year, and DOD is the 
Julian day of the year. 
Acquisition Stop Date in YDDD format. 
Figure 5.2-1 


























Update icard image $ are read and ~ new ttle containing each area 
of interest 1D is generated. This file is then used to select 
th~ assoc,iated (before modf-fication) area ot interest descriptions 
from the data base which: are written to an output file. The data 
base updates are made using the original update card image.. Then 
the updated area of interest, descriptions are printed. 
The output file~ generated frorn th$ data 1:>c!J;1e desc~~ption records 
are printed ~fQre and attermcKu'f1:ca,tion. A compar!ison is done 
bet~en theo~iginal update clird ;i.mage file and the output file 
aftet-modification, any area of int,erest ~e8cri:ption record 1D in the 
























LI~~ i$ used for selecting records, making update., and 
printing before and after change. are made to the data ba.e. 
o Flow 
The flow of the batch stream is shown in figure 5.2-2. 




o Errors and Diagnostics 
1) The input card contains data which are incompatible with 
the format type. 
2) The input card contains an invalid area of interest 10. 
3) The input card sequence is incorrect or the card identifier 
is missing or incorrect. 
4) The input card has an invalid user 10. 
5) Data to be updat~d from the data base was not printed 
(status = ) 
6) Data to be updated in the data base was not updated 





















5.2.2 UPDATE AREA 0, ~NTr,REST '~OGRAI1, AOIUPD 
o Input 
1. The card i~ge file AOIUPD.DTl containing the user input carda. 
2. The LIVES P~rameter ~i1e, LIVESP.DAT. 
3. The LIMS Report File AOIUPD.RP1. 
o Output 
1. The batch run stream del~y ~ile WIATR2.DAT 
2. The LIMS input data file AOIUPD.DT2, a copy of AOIUPD.DTl with 
the date and time inserted in columns 54-61 of the ·e· cards. 
3. The LIMS input record ID fU.e UPDDIR.DAT. 
4. A printer listing of each card image stored in AOIUPD.DT2. 
o Description 
This program reads the input cards, makes certain edits, and ~dds 
the date-time to the appropriate field on the card image. It t~en; 
sends the card images and a directory file to LIMS which updates 
the master data base, and prints a report. For further description, 
refer to the flowchart in figure 5.2-3. 
o Flow 
The flow for the AOIUPD program is described in fi9ure5.2-3~ 





Will obtain the current date as maintained within the system 
in a 9-byte string form. 
Executes LI~S to update the master data base and print a 
report. 
Will obtain the current date as .maintained within the system 
with three integer values. 
Will obtain the current time in hours, minutes and seconds 
within an 8-byte string. 
r- rc~~~-
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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START 
LOAD ItlPUT 
DATA IUTO DIRK 





TASK TO UPDATE "-
A OF I':=; 
UN t'lAITR2 
ROGR.z\M TO 












Figure 582-2 Flow of Aj'lJIUPO.BIS 
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5 • 2 • 3 BATCH RUNSTRE.I\M DELAt PROGAAM WArrR2 
o Input 





This program first wait.s two seconds ,th~n goes into a loop where it 
: :
attempts to assign thet:rigger file and upon failure, waits one 
second and goes batck to the top of the loop. When successful 
assignment occurs, this program exits. 
o Flow 
The flow is described in figure S.2~4. 
o Subroutines called 
No user subroutines are called. 




























, .l\n ~UPD. El'l'2 J. 
GET DATE AND 
e. 
"l~ AND PUNT 
U'O'" HEADER 
CONVERT D~TE 
~ND TIHE TO 
YDDDlIlIMtl FOR-
MAT SUBSTITUT.,. 
INO ZEROS FOR 
READ A CARD 
lHAGE FROM 
'AOIUPD.OT1' 
"Ill 1; "hrnJ . , . I 
ORmINAt: PAGE CI. 




"EAD A CAM 
Ipq.(;! .. "Ott 
'AOIUPD.DT1' 
rlo" of 1\0 IU"n I'rom:j\1I\ 
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t ADI il I'D • 0'1'2' 
PRINT TilE 
THREE CI\RD 
IMAGES ON THe 
JltEPORT 
MUTF. 'I'll!:: 
USER. "NO-J\QFI ' 
10 TO 
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riqure 5.2-1 (Continu~, 
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Fi9ure 5:2-3 (Concluded) 






o WAIT ~. 
SECONDS 
0 1 SET FLAG, 
i 3: == 0 





SET I = 1 
t7AIT ONE 
SECOND 
ORIGINAl: PAGE IS' 
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5.3 DELETE AREA-OF-INTEREST DEFINITIONS, AOIDEL 
Area~of-Interest descriptions in the Master (Archive) D~te. Baje 
can be delet~d with this module. once deleted they' cannot be 
recovered. However, the module in section 5.1 can be used to 
recreate them. 
5.3.1 BATCH RUN STREAM, AOIDEL.BIS 
o Input 
Cards specify areas to be deleted, as shown in figure 5,3~. 
conunand file for LUIS: A~IDEL. CHl 
o output 
There is no output unless area of interest 
deletion were not found in the data base. 
of interest records will be printed. 
o Description 
records requested for 
In thrs case t the area 





The AOIDEL program creates a tempovary file which contains a set of 
records that are to be deleted. This file is in turn used by LIMS 
to delete the corresponding records from the data base. 
o Flow 
See the flowcharttQr AOIDEL,BIS, figure 5.3-2. 
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DELETE AREA OF INTEREST TRANSACTION CARD 1 Column Format Contents I l 1 2 '0 ' Card Identifier Field. be a '0' • l I - Must I t 
4-7 DODD Site or Area of Interest 10. Number may range ~ 
from 0001 through 9999. 1 l 
I 
51-52 DO User 10. Number may range from 1 through 19 
and must be right-justified and blank-filled. 
Figure 5 ~<3 ... l 
Card for Deleting of Area of Interest Description 
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o Errors and Diagn()s't~cs 
1. The input card contains dat .. which are incOJnpatible wt.th the 
for:mat type~ 
2. The input card contains an invalid area of interest 10. 
3. The input card identif,ier is incc>rr:ect or in missing. 
4. The input carc;l has an invalid user 10. 
5. Data to be deleted from the data base was not deleted (status • 
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5. 3.2 DELETE A~A 0, l"TER~$T '~OGMJ1, AOIDEL 
o Input 
1. The card image file AOIDEL.DTl containin9 the user input carda. 
2. The LIVES Parameter File, LIVESP.DAT, 
3. The LIMS Report File, AOIDEL.RP1. 
o Output 
1. The batch rqnstream delay file WAITR3,DAT, 
2. The LIMS Input data file AOIDEL.DT1, 
3. The LIMS input record ID File DELDIR.DAT. 
4. A printer listing of each card image stored in AOIDEL.DTI. 
o .Description 
This program reads the input ca:rds and mak~s certai!) edits. It then 
sends the card images and directory file to LIMS which deletes 
records from the Master Data Base and prints a report. For further 
description, refer to the flowchart in figure 5.3-3. 
o Flow 
The flow for the AOIDEL program is described in figure 5.3-3. 
a Subroutine Called 
DATE Will obtain the current date as maintained within the system 
in a 9-byte form. 
EXCDMS Executes LIMS to update the master data base and print a 
report. 
TIME Will obtain the current time in hours, minutes and seconds 












































ON 'l'HE REPOft"l'. 
WRITE RIXlO~D 
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riguc. 5.3-3 (Continued) 
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Fi~e 5.3-3 (Concluded) 
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o Errors and. Diagnostics 
1. The input card contains data which are incompatible with the 
format type. 
2. The input c4rd contains an inva1i.d are'a ot interest ID. 
3. The input c4rd sequence is incorrect or the card identifier 
i~ missing or incorrect. 
4. The input card hall an invalid user ID. 
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s. 3. 3 BATCH' RUN~T~FNt DE~l'fROGIW1, ""lT~3 
o Input 




This program first watts two seconds, th~n goes into a loop where 
it attemps to assign the tri:9ger file and upon failure, waits one 
second and goes back up to the t,op 0 f the loop. When successful 
assignment occurs, t.his program exits. 
.. 
o Flow 
The flow is described in figure 5.3~4. 
o Subroutines Called 
No user subroutines are called. 
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Flow of WAITH3 Program 
ORIGINAL PA\:\E is' 
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5.4 WORLD REFERENCE SYSTEM (WRS) ROW-PATH GENE~~TOR, RPREAD 
ff 
This module locat(w a primary and secondary WRS rQw I~nd 
path designation for ~he user's areas of int,eJ;:'est. Full 
areas of interest within a scene will be considered as 
being the mo~t important acquisitions; however, if there 
are no full areaS of interest within the scene, the row 
and path designators of partial acquisitions will be the 
outputs of this module. Partial acquisitions are defined 
by the criterion that the center point of the area of 
interest must be contained within the scene. 
The following additional criteria will determine the primary 
and secondary row and path designators: 
1. The first area of interest acquired on any path will be 
considered as 'iprimary." Paths are processed from East 
to West. Rows are processed North to South. 
2. An area of interest acquired on any subsequent path will 
be considered as "Secondary." 
A maximum of 100 areas of interest may be processed during any 
one job run due to core memory storage limitations and the 
amount of memory required by this software. 
This module is co~prised of a main driving routine, RPREAD, 
and three subroutines that will be described below, MAINGN, 
PPG~N2 AND TMECTR. 
5.4 .1 MAIN DRIVING ROUTINE II RPREAD 
o INPUT 
WRS Nominal Image Center Latitudes and Longitude Table 
Areas-of-IntElrest File 





















1\rQos-ot'-lntoronL vnri.nbJon, inc.ludinfJ the associated 
ROW-PdLh rO'" clotccLod primary and secondary scene 
nC<fuisi I ;i o,,~. 
o l>Jo:SCHIP'I'ION 
Oefault values are obtained from the System Default File 
and inserted in scene and area-ot-interest arrays if these 
varinblcs were not: spcH'..:.U?icd by the user. 
A block of scene lntitude-longitude and associated row-path 
combinations is obtained from the WRS Table. This bloCk of 
data is 248 rows by 15 paths. There are 17 such blocks that 
are required to be in the WRS Table to cover the desired 
surface of the earth. 
One scene at a time is then processed through the remaining 
three subroutines to determine if any areas of interest are 
contained in this scene. 
After reading the seventeen blocks of data in the WRS Table, 
the area-of~interest variables that now contain the primary 
and secondary row-paths acquired are returned to the Areas-
of-Interest File. 
o FLOW 
See figure 5.4-1. 
o SUBROUTINES CALLED 
Arguments - SCENE 
Number of Areas of Interest 
Area of Interest array 
Full scene pixels 
Full scene lines 
Maximum number of areas of i~terest 
Flag to indicate all primary and secondaries 
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Rea, d.' Aroas of j lntet*e~t and . 




Va 1 ues Where , 
Required . 
__ \ ... ,,-.<..- if."t~ .. _ 
IRead one ,b 1 oc k i of data from ' WRS Table I 1(248 rows by 
Ll.S-.pUr) -~l 
I SUb~:~!ln. J I MAINGN 
L_ ... ~, . 
,.. ~ 
/ last 
Block 6f / 
WRS ./ Tv:, 
Output to areas 
of interest 
fil.. Row- path I 
and indicator 
flags . . 
~:~~;.~ ) 
No 







o ERRQ~~ AND DIAGNOSTICS 
No error mE,!sllage~. 
If run completes, m¢ssage is: STOP-NORMAL, Qutput to the 
operator terminal. 
5.4.2 C~ICULATE AREA-OF-IN~EREST COORDINATES, SUBROUTINE, MAINGN 
(SCEN, lA, AOFI, FFP, FFL, NAOFI, ISTP) 
o INPUT - Calling Arguments: 
SCEN - Scene Variables 
lA- Number ot areas of interest 
AOFl - Area o:f interest array 
FFP - Numbero! full scene pixels 
FFL - Number of full scene lines 
NAOFI - Maximum number of areas of interest 





For the scene coming into this routine, calculate the zone 
number, this is required to calculate the proper U.T.M. 
coordinat.es of each area of interest. 
Tests for area of interest within 200 latitude ~nd 20° 
longitude of the center point of the scene. 
Tests for acquisition of a prima:r:y or secondary area of 
interest and sets indicators when both are found. 
Tests for the adjustments that need to be made at the + 












Calculates the four corner points of the area of intere.t 
in U.T.M. 
Coordinates if all other conditions require that the.e 
coordinates be determined. 
o SUBROUTINES CALLED 
TMECTR (U.T.M. Coordinate Calculation) 
RPGENZ (Areas of interest comparison with the current scene) 
o FLOW 
See figure 5.4-2 
o ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS 
None. 
5.4.3 COMPARE AREA OF INTEREST .WITH SCENE, SUBROUTINE RPGEN2 
(S_C~N, lA, AOFI, IZONE, FFP, FFL, NAOFI) 
o INPUT Calling !Arguments: 
SCEN - Scene Variables 
IA Number Qf Areas of Interest 
AOFI Area of Interest Array 
IZONE - Zone identifier 
FFP - Number of full scene pixels 
FFL - Number of full scene lines 




Calculates U.T.M. coordinates for corners of the scene brought 
into this subroutine. 
\ 
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to this Scene 
~'" .. _. - ., .... ----, Calculate UTM Co-or.dinates of A .. reaj of Interest that I Pass Previous I Tests .-
I -- __ 
~11 Subroutine 
TMECTR 
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Figure 5.4-2 - Flow of HAINGN 
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Full area of 




interest within scene, yes? if no Primary, 
Primary. 
so, .then Secondary. 
so, then this will become paletial primary 
until a tull primary or secondary is found 
within subsequent scenes. 
4. Set flags to indicate the following: 
Full Area of Interest (0,1,2) 
Primary (1) 
Secondary (2) 
Partial Area of Interest 
Primary Flag (1) 
Secondary Flag (1) 
o FLOW 
See figul;"e 5.4-3 
o SUBROUTINES CALLED 
TMECTR (U.T.M. Coordinates Calculations) 
o ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS 
None. 
5.4.4 U.T.M. COORDINATES bONVERSION, SUBROUTINE, TMECTR 
(PL, AXES, UTM, IZo.NE) 
o Argume~ts: INPUT 
PL (1) 
PL (2) 
- Latitude (+ 90°) 





... Semi-major .axis of the earth 
Semi-minor axis of the earth 
Zon.e within which transformation is to be computed 
o OUTPUT - Arguments: 
UTM(l) Easting in meters 
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Store as Primary 




























This subroutine will transform points specified by latitude 
and longitude into Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates. 
o SUBROUTINES CALLED 
None. 
o ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS 
None. 
o FLOW 
See figure 5.4-4 
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5.S REFERENCE IMAGE LOAD PROCESSOR!, REPLOD 
This processor; will transfer imagery data, from tape to disk. 
It will read files in Universal Image Format, refo~at them, 
and write them to disk. This processor, consists of the single 
program described below. 
5.5.1 REFERE~ca IMAGE LOAD REPLOD 
o Input 
Universal Formatted C_omputer Compat_ible 'Dape 
Interactive/batch parameter data: USER rD, area of interest 
10, Acquisition date, Discipline Registration band, tape unit 
information, tape t1umber information, and indicator for primary 
or secondary scene. 
o Output 
Reference image files to reference image data base. 
o Description , 
The processor begins by requesting tape unit and tape number 
information from the user. Next the user' is requested to enter 
the user 10 of the files to be created followed by control 
imageidata for each :file to be processed. The c(')ntrol image 
data will consist of' area of interest 10, acquisition date, and 
number to indicate p.rimary or secondary scene. Each control 
image data entry will be on separate cards or data lines and 
the last entry for the current tape will be followed by a card 
or line containing 'the letter Ein column 1. After the processor 
had been given the above information, it begins processing the 
tape as follows: 
The current header record is read, and segment and acquisition 
data from the header is compared to the same data entered by 








" . , 
it ~ 
... ~ 
the current ~ile and the file control block and header record 
are written to disk u8ing tbe fa8t vid~o 8ubroutine.. Then each 
line of image data i8 read from tltpe, and the bane! :re~ueated 
by the user is 8elected and written to the diak u8ing the fast 
video subroutine8. Image d~ta ia proceaaed until an end of 
file is encountered. Then the next header record ia read and 
processed in the 8am~manner. 
Processing continu~s until all requested files ar~ ptocessed, 
or a double end bf file is encountered. The proce8aor then 
issues a rewin4 to the tape, furnishes di8mount inatructiona to 
the operator, and exits. 
o Flow Chart 
The chart is presented in figure 5.5-3.. 
o Subroutines Called 
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5.6 GHIT PROCESSOR 
This processor interprets 'the information on the Goddard High 
Density Inventory Tape (GHIT). It performs the followin9 three 
functions: 
o Identifies the data to be processed from a set of HDT tapes 
based on the information contained on the GHIT tape and 
thePC&S data base; 
o creates the Daily PC&S data base to contain the scene 
description data, the acquisition description data and 
area of interest descriptions to be used; and 
o Writes a report describing the high density tapes. 
The processor consists of a main routine. GHIT (5.6.1), that calls 
the following subroutines: 
GRDPRM - Read Parameters (5.6.2) 
GIN IT GHIT Initialization (5.6.3) 
WRTCM4 - Write Command File (5.6.4) 
RDSCN - Read non-imagery data on scene (5.6.5) 
SELAIS - Select Area of Interest (5.6.6) 
SAVEAC - Save PC&S Acquisition Description (5.6.7) 
SAVESC - Save PC&S Scene Description update (5.6.8) 
In addition, this processor uses LIMS and PIP which along with 
the main program are ex~cuted in a batch run stream. 
Communication within the program and subroutines in normally through 
the common blocks, SCErlE, DBFILE, RECORD, SYSPRM, and GHIT, all 
of which are described in Table 5.6-1. 
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QUALITY ASSESS~T OF GEOGRAPHICAL MODEL 
FORMAT CENTER T.:!')T/DIRECTIa. 
FORMAT CENTER LONG/DIRECTION 
PLAYBACK/DIRECT FLAG 
ASCENDING/DESCENDING FLAG 
SUN ELEVATION ANGLE 
SUN AZIMUTH 
SCENE CLOUD ASSESSMENT 
NUMBER OF BANDS 
DATE OF GHIT RUN 
HDT PROCESSED DATE 
IRIG BEGINNING TIME 
IRIG ENDING TIME 
DATA BASE NArm WITH FILE NUMBER 
DAILY DATA BASE NAME WITH FILE NUMBER 
TASK NAME 
HEADER DATA FOR NON-IMAGERY FILE 
ANNOTATION RECORD BUFFER 
MASTER DATA BASE DISK NUMBER 
DAILY DATA BASE DISK NUMBER 
DAILY DATA BASE DISK NUMBER 

































TABLE 5.6-1 COMMON BLOCKS OF THE GHIT PROCESSOR 
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5.6.1 MAIN ROUTINE, PROGRAM GHIT 
This is the main routine of the GHIT processor. 
o Inputs 
GHIT tape. 
PC'S d~ta. base. 
o Outputs 
-
PC'S data base updated t,o reflect the scene descriptions and 
the acquisition descriptions. 
High Density Tape Report written. 
o !,escription 
GHIT reads records from the GHIT tape describin~ scenes (GHIT 
tape header, HOT directory, HOT header, HOT annotation and 
HOT trailer records). A description of each scene is added 
to the data base. 
The scene's WRS row and path are compared with those of the 
primary and secondary scenes of all areas of interest in the 
PC'S data base. Acquisition descriptions and scene I,~ecords are 
built for those matching areas of interest whose dates of acquisi-
tion fall within the acquisition start and stop dates, and these 
acquisition description and scene records are added to the PC'S 
data base update file. 
Description 
The constants are initialized using the LIVES parameter file. 
The GRIT tape records are read and the WRS designators on these 
records are used to select area of interest records from the 
master data base. These area of interest records, the acquisi-
tion description records constructed from these records and the 
scene records from the GHIT tape and the scene records are written 









o Flow Chart 
Figure 5.6-1. 
Common Blocks 
/OBFILE/, /RECORO/, /SCENE/, /SYSPRM/ 
5.6.1 Program GHIT 
o Purpose 
(1) Read records from GlUT tape describing scenes (GRIT tape 
header, HOT directory, HOT reader, HOT annotation and HOT 
trailer recor.~s) and add a description of each scene to the 
database if it contains the area of interest described in 
the LXVES master data base. 
• 
(2) For each of the scenes, find all areas of interest conta~ned 
in the scene for which the scene date of acquisition falls 
within the area of interest acquisition start and stop dates. 
(3) Add each of these areas of interest, its corresponding 
acquisition description record and its corresponding scene 
record to the PC'S data base. 
o Inputs 
GHIT tape 
LIVES maste~ data base 
PC&S data base 
o 9utputs 
PC&S data base updated to ):'eflect the scene descriptions and the 
acquisition descriptions. 
Processint Tape Order Report 
Processing Activity Summary Report 







Read system parameters and initialize file names 
GHIT initialization from first three tape records 
Read GHIT scene description 
Select area of interest 
Save PC&S acquisition description 
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CLOSE FILES 
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o Subroutines Called 
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5.6.2 READ PARAMETERS, SUB~OUTINE, G~DPRM (NOSAF) 
This subroutine reads system parameter file and sets up file names, 
and saves the disk numbers for search area header files, the task 
name and the system default values. 
o Inputs 




DBNAME - LIVES master data base name 
DDBNAM - PCS daily data base n3m~ 
TSK - Test Name 
/SYSPRM/ 
NOSAF Disk number for search area files. 
Description 
The system parameter file is read. The data base disk 
numbers are added to the data base names. The 
task name is moved to common. The disk numbe~ for the PCS 
daily data base is saved as the disk number for the se~T.ch 
area files. 
o SUbroutines Called 
CLOS$, OPEN$ 
5.6.3 GHIT INITI.ALIZATION SUBROUTINE, GINIT (KTHDTS, TRAILR, lEND) 
GINIT reads the first two records on the GHIT tape and the first 










GHITID - GHIT 10 
/SCENE/ 
.- , ---
••• F •• lac F , _ t 
HOTID, REGPfL, HDTPDT, SCNCLA, IRIGB, IRIGE 
Calling Sequence 
TRAILR - IRIG beginning and ending times 
lEND - ENO of HOT's indicator 
o Qescription 
The first entry to the GINIT causes the first two files on the 
GINIT tape to be read and checked. After these records are 
read and for every ~ubsequent entry to GINIT the first HOT 
record is read. 
o Subroutines Called 
-
ASNLUN, CLOS$, GETADR, OPEN$, t-JAITFR, WRTCM4, W'l'QI¢. 
5.6.4 WRITE COMMAND FILE, SUBROUTINE, WRTCM4 (GHITID) 
This subroutine writes the command file, GHIT.CM4. 
o Inputs 
/GHIT/ GHITID - GHIT 10 
o Outputs 
GHIT.CM4 Command file. 
o Description 
The subroutine writes the command file to extract the data 
and print the Processing Tape Order and Processing Activity 
Summary Reports. 
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5.6.5 READ NON-IMAGERY DATA ON SCENE, SUBP~UTINE RDSCN 
RDSCN reads the non-imagery data desoribing an HOT soene. 
o Input 
GHIT tape records. 
o outeuts 
/RECORDj 
HEADER - Array containing beadex- and sun angle data 
JSCENE/ IMGID, ACQDAT, WRSDES, WRSOFF, MISSNO, RESTYP, QAGEOM, 
FMTLAT, FMTLON, PLYBDR, ASCDES, SUNELA, SUNAZA. 
o pescription 
The header, annotatiof~ and trailer records are read and 
verified. The following items are extracted from the header 
record: IMGID, ASCDES, WRSDES, SENSID, MISSNO and ACQDAT. 
The FMTLAT, FMTLON, PLYBDR and SUN information are extracted 
from the annotation record. 
o Subroutines Called 
GETADR, WAITER, WTQlflJ 
5.6.6 SELECT THE AREAS OF INTEREST, SELAIS (WRSDES, USERID, 
ACQDAT) 
SELAIS selects the areas of interest which are fully contained 















WRSDES - WRS indicator 
ACODAT - Acquisition date 
o Outputs 
Calling Sequence 
,. ........ " 
USERID User ID of first area extracted 
Updated PCS Data Base 
GHIT.RPl Area of interest records selected 
o Description 
This subroutine uses LIMS to select the areas of interest with 
the same WRS indicator as the current scene. If any areas are 
selected, the Daily PC'S Data Base is update to contain them. 
o Subroutines Called 




5.6.7 SAVE PC'S ACQUISITION DESCRIPTION UPDATES, SAVEAC (AOIID, 
NOSAF) 
S~VEAC saves t~e data to update the daily PC'S data ba •• by 
writing the acquisition description data to temporary file., 
and saves the data to update the acquisition description data to" 
a temporary fi1.e to be used to update the Daily PC'S Data Base. 
o !npu~ 
/SYSPRM/ 
NOSAF - Disk number of non-image file 
GHIT.RPl - Area of interest records selected 
/SCENE/ - scene common block 
/RECORD/ 
HEADER - data for SAN file 
o Qutputs 
Non-imagery file (.SAN file) 
Acquisition description record on GHIT.RP2 
AOIID - Area of interest ID or blanks 
o pescription 
This subroutine reads one record from the GHIT.RPl file and 
writes the corresponding acquisition - description record 
and writes the non~imagery file. 
















5.6.8 SAVE SCENE UPDATES, SAVESC 
SAVESC saves the data to update the PC'S Data Base by writing the 
scene deocription to a temporary file. 
o Input~ 




This subroutine writes the scene description record on file 
GHIT.DT3. 








5.6.9 BATCH RUNS STREAM, QHIT.BIS 
o Input 
1. The GHIT (suppl.ied by user). 
2. A tape d~ive identification card (supplied by operator). 
3. A standard daily data base containing only predefined formats 
(resinent on system disk). 
4. Command files to direct LIMS (resident on system disk). 
5. The system parameter file (resident on system disk). 
6. A pal:,ameter file for the PACK pro9ram (resident on system disk) • 
o output 
1. A new daily data base on DBl containing area of interest and 
and acquisition description records for every area of interest 
who~e primary or secondary WRS row-path matched a scene 
description record for each scene which contained an area of 
interest. 
2. A non-imagery-data file for each area of interest in the daily 
data base. The file is named nnmmmm.SAN, where nn is the user 
ID and mmmm is the area of interest 10. 
3. A copy of the daily data base after it has been created and 
packed. This is for recovery usage. 
o Description 
This batch run stream is named GHIT.BIS. It resides on the system 
disk and calls the following modules: 
System utility, PIP 
GHIT program 
WAITR4 program 













eN .. ..... -~. 
o Flow 
The flow of this batch run stream ~s depicted in figure 5.6~2. 
o Subroutines Called 
See description above. 
o Errors and Oiaanostics 
1. Those messages which come from individual programs. 
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STAI\T 
LOAD ,!,11!>£ DRIVE 
IDENTIFl£R CARD INTO 
DISK FILE VIA PIP 
CLE.J\U UP OLD DISK 
FILF. AND COpy 
STANDARD DAILY DATA 
BASE VIA PIP 
RUN GRIT TO CRI:ATE 
PCS INPUT FILES 
AND SEARCH AREA 
HEADER FILES 
RUN WAITR4 P~Or.~ 
TO DElAY RUN STREAM 
UNTIL GHIT COP-'..PLRTI 
Figure 5.6-2 
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, MODIFY L::t1S 
COHMtINICATXON 
FU'£ VIA p;tp 
Rl'N Llt!S TO ADD 
RECORDS TO DAILY 




TO STANDARD VALUES 
VIA PIP 
BUILD THE PARM'ETER 
FILE FOR THE 
PACK [lQOORAM VIA 
PIP 
Fi9ure 5.6-2 (continued) 
































.S hilWJ ., •• 
ORIGMA't. p,t\~t; IS 
OF POOR QUALrN 
RUN PACK P~OORAM TO 
REOROANIIE THE DAILY 
DATA MSE FOR 
--EFFICIENT OPr.RATION 
COPY DATA BASE FOR 
RECOVERY BACKUP AND 
CLEAN UP INTERIM 
--FILES VIA PIP 
Figure 5.6-2 (concluded) 
Plow of GHIT.BIS 
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\ 
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5.6.10 BATCH RUNSTREAM DELAY PROGRAM, WAITR4 
o Input 




This program first wa.i ts two seconds, then goes into a loop where 
it attempts to assign the trigger f.ile and upon failure, waits one 
second and goes back to the top of the loop. When successful 
assignment occurs, this program exits. 
o Flow 
The flow of this program is described in figure 5.6~3. 
o Subroutines Called 
No user subroutines are called. 
o Errors and diagnostics 
None 
( 
. = •. -
o '-1AIT 2 
SECONDS 
o SET rLllG,IlIIO 




, TRIGGF.:~ FILF. 
• WUTR4 • OAT' 





Flow of WAITR~ Program 
QRIGINAl PAGE is' 
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5.6.11 LIMS DATA BASE REORGANIZATION ~ROG~, ~ACK 
This program will delete unused printers and restore the pointer 
chain and its object records in physically sequential order in 
a LIMS data base. 
o Input 
1. The parameter file SY~PACK.DAT. 
2. An old LIUS data base. 
o Output 
1. A new LIMS data base or portion thereof. 
2. A printer report if errors occurred. 
o Description 
A LIMS data base (named ABC for example) consists of four permenent 
files named ABC.Rl, ABC.R2, ABC.R3 and ABC.R4. The data base to 
be packed should be the highest version number of each of these 
files at the time this program is run. The output of this program 
will be new files of the same name but next higher version number. 
The program does not purge the older versions, but leaves that 
up to the user. The user has a choice of packing either the data 
records file (ABC.Rl) and its index file (ABC.R2) or the key 
records file (ABC.R3) and its index file (ABC.R4) or both. The 
input parameters for this program are read from a file on the 
system disk named PACK.DAT (in the same Ule under which the program 








Left-justified device (optional) and 
UIC (optional) ang data base name (no 
file type or version). 
Right~justified size (in 5l2-byte blocks) 








_· __ ." .... _-"' ... '--... 1 ............ __ .............. ____ -. __ '.. 
Record Co 1u.nn. a ' Cbntenta 
I . : 
7-12 Ditto for new .R2 file. 
13-18 Ditto for new • R3 file • 
19-24 Ditto for new • R4 file • 
3 1 Pack choice - one alpha character: 
D • data records and their index only 
K -= key recorda and their index only 
B =- both 
o Flow 
The flow of this program id depicted in figure 5.6-4. 












1. ***PACR ERROR - ON PACK.OAT FILE: *** 
(listing of PACK.OAT) 
This message will occur if the file name is longer than 29 
ch~racters, on the pack choice charaoter is not a 'D', 'R', 
or 'B I • 
2. *.*PACR ERROR - ON OLD FILF.: * •• 
(name of old data base file) 
This message will occur if the pro~ram cannot open the old 
data base file for any reason. 
3. ***PACK ERROR - ON NEW FILE: **. 
(name of new data base file) 
This message will occur if the program cannot create the 



















AllInN ~YlrAC~aDAT AND 
Rr~D THr. DATA BASF. NAME, 
I.Eto' rILE S1~FS ANn PACK 
CHOICr. CODE, PC. 
ORIG1NAt PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
'RINT' ... 
'ACK I!!I'tROR -
YER ON PACK.QAT 




FILE AND LOCA'!'F. 
END OF INPUT 
DATA BASr. NAME. 
~prr.ND '.nl' AND A 
NULL CHAMCTE~ 
TO THe DATA 
BARF. UAP4E. 
Fiqure 5.6-4 










I ' . . 
-. 
us • ,a as .,~, we t ;; 'C ... 
ORlG1NAL PAGE tS 
OF POOR QUAL'"-
rLOPEN 
EN THE IUPUT DATA RECORDS 
XLr. AS UNIT 1 AND THE 





TO • .R2' • 
. . . 
INDEX FILE AS UNIT 3 AND 
HF Ol'Tl'tJT DM',' REco~ns 
INDEX rILE AS UNIT 4. 
CLORE AND 
DELETE THE 
>o-:Y;.:;E-.S_-w Nr.t' DATA 
MCORDS FILE. 
piqure 5.6-4 (Continued) 
Plow of Pack Program 
• @ ' ... _. __ • t"-4 • .. ·-as """'-=-- "* tiW_,»,*",,"'2'T';"" 
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ORiGiNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
c 
PACK TtrE DATA 
JZCORDS INDEX FILE. 
CLOSE TilE OLD 





rILE: NAHE '1'0 
t .R3 t • 
ri9U~. 5.6-4 (continued) 









PEN THE INPU'r kE)! nCORD. 
ILl: A. tnlIT 1 AtU) Jr"! 





'l'O t .Il. t .• 
rLOPF,N 
OPEN THr. INPU~ KEY RECORD 
nrOEX FILE M utlIT 3 AND 
THE OU'!'PlPr KEY Rr.CCRDS 
INDEX FILE AS UNIT 4. 
ORIGINAl. PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
CLOSE AtoID 
DJ!:Lr.TE '1'tIF. 
>-.l.ilji:-.... NEW It!Y 
PACK THE KEY 
REC~RDS INDEX FILE. 
PACK3 
PACK THr: KEY 
RECORDS FILE. 
rigure 5.6-4 (concluded) 
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5.6.12 FILlS OPENING $tJfU~OV"'XNt, rx.oJ?EN 
o Input 
1. Integer.4 unit number to use tor existin~ file. 
2. Integer ~4 unit number to use for new file. 
3. byte array containing tile name including type and nullterminat:e. 
4. Integer 4 number of blocks (S12-byte disk blocks) to allocate 
to the new file. 
, 
5. Integer.4 number of oharacters in the ftle name including the 
type. 
o Output 
1. Xnteger.4 error return vnriable where 
o meatH~ no error occurred. 
1 means error on open of old file. 











This subroutine opens the exist:tng LIMS data base file and creates 
a corresponding new file of the specified size, performing a write 
into each allocated block. 
o 1,"1 ow 
The flow of this subroutine is depicted in figure 5.6-5. 
44 •• ---
,-' 
ORIGIN/~" PAGE IS 
OF POOhQUALI~ 
'RINT 'U' PACK 
r.RROR .. ON 0110 rIU: 
~..;;Y;.::E=.S __ -, .. * *it I AND NAME or 
OLD rILE • 
OPEN NF.N DATA 
lASE FUt 
RINT '* * * PACI( 
R~OR - ON NEW FILEt 




P~RFORM A WRITF. IN~O EACH 
LIMS REcORD ON TilE NE!'! 
rXLE. 
(2 RECORDS PER ~LOCK) 
Figure 5.6-5 
Flow of FLorEN Subroutin. 




o subroutines Called 
No user subroutines ~re called. 
o Errors and Diagnostics 
1. *.*PACK ERROR - ON OLD FIL~: *** 
(name Of old data. base file) 
d til •• I III 
This message will occur if the program cannot open the old 
data base file for any reason. 
2. *.*PACK ERROR - ON NEtt FILE: *** 
(name of new data base file) 
This message will occur if the program cannot open the new data 




" ~ , 
I 
5.6.13 nATA RECORDS C:OMI'RIiSSOR SmmOlJTINE, PACta 
0 Input 
1. Integel' *4 unit number of old data records file. 
2. Integer *4 unit number of ne\\' data records file 




This subl'outine retrieves each existing data record in order 
from the old file and stores it sequentially on the new file, 
updating the next-available-location pointer and the new data 
records index file~ 
o FloN 
The flow of this subroutine is depicted in Figure 5.6-6. 
first Nord of a file is word zero. 
o Subroutines called 
This subroutine used the LUfS' subroutines GET. PUT, and 
CLO$EP. 













MAD THE I\DDRF.SS, tOCItJ, 
or TtlE Sr.COND I.OClIGtu. INDE . 
.~ORD FROM NORD 5 OF THE 
DATA RECO~DS INDEX Fl~. 
GET 
FoAD TUE INDEX RECO 
T LOCIN FRO~ THE 
INDEX FILE. 
THE NEW DATA RtCORDS FILE ..... ....;;y,;;;tt;S-..-< 
SAVE LOCIN IN 
OLDLf'C AND Sr.T 
LOCIN TO NEXT 
Vl\l..tJE IN THE 
CHAIN. 
Figure 5.6-6 
Fl~ of PACKl S~broutine 
YES 
ORIGINAL PP.GE IS 






OF POOR QUAllTY 
tfRXTE NA,L ~S THE NEt., D~T~ 
RECORD POINTER ~T ~DDRESS 
OLDLOC+l ON THE INDEX FILE 
READ THE D~T~ RECQRD 
LENGTH FRot·' THE FIP.ST "O~D 
OF THE LOGIC~L RECORD ON 
TH~ OLD D~T~ RECORDS FILE. 
WRITE THE DATA RECORD 
LI:Nr.T1I INTO '.1'1IJ" FIRST "lORD 
OF THE LOGICAL RECORD ~T 
ADDRESS N~L ON THE NE'" D~T 
INCRErmNT 
NAL BY 1. 
RE~ TifF. TEXT OF THE 
RECORD FROt! TIIF: OLD DATA 
RECORDS FILE. 
WRITE THE TEXT OF THE R!CQ~D 1i.T ADDRESS }lAL Ott 
THE tlF,.., DATA RECORDS FILE. 
INCREMENT NAL 
BY THE DATA 
Figure 5.6-6 (Concluded) 
Flow of P~CRl Subroutine 
5-aY' ~'1 










5.6.14 DATA, RECO~Da l~D~X C~?~E~$OR ~UB~OUTIN~, ~ACK2 
0 Input 
1. Integer *4 unit number of old index file, 




This subroutine retrieves each index record from the old file and, 
if it points to an existing data record, stores it sequentially on 
the new file, updating the next-available-location pointer and the 
number of index records counter. 
o Flow 
The flow of this subroutine is depicted in figure 5.6-7. The first 
word of a file is word zero. 
o Subroutines Called 
This subroutine uses the LIMS subroutines GET, PUT, and CLOSEP. 
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5.6.15 REY RECORDS C~J?~~~SOR SUB~OUTJNE, PACKJ 
This subroutine retrieves each existing key record in order from 
the old file and stores it sequentially on the new file, adjusting 
its size if necessary and updatiog the next-available~location 
pOinter and the new key records index file. 
o Flow 
The flow of this subroutine is depicted in figure 5.6-8. The first 
word of a file is word zero. 
o Subroutines Called 
This subroutine uses the LIMS subroutines GET, PUT, and CLOSEP. 
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5.6.16 ~EY RECORDS INDEX COMPRESSOR SUBROUTINE, P~CK4 
o :Input 
1. Integer *4 unit number of old index file. 




This subroutine retrieves each index record from the old file and, 
if it points to an existing key record, stores it sequentially on 
the new file, updating the next-available-location pointer and 
the number of index records counter. 
Q Flow 
The flow of t~is subroutine is depicted in figure 5.6~9. The first 
word of a file is word zero. 
o Subroutines Called 
This subroutine uses the LIMS subroutines GET, PUT, and CLOSEP. 
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5.7 EXTRACT PROCESSOR 
The extract processor retrieves pixel lines and their associated 
data from the full scene data base and places them as area of 
int~rest files or search area files on the search area data base. 
It consists of a main program EXTRCT (5.7.1), which calls the 
following subroutines: 
RDTOC Read. Table of Contents (5.7.2) 
CI<STDK Check status of disk (5.7.3) 
RDDSK Read disk (5.7.4) 
RFSPRM Read full scene parameters (5.7.5) 
PINIT Parameter initialization (5.7.6) 
RDACPD Read an acquisition - description record (5.7.7) 
RDAOI Read area of interest (5.7.8) 
RDSCEN Read scene description (5.7.9) 
CCPIXL Compute corner pixel (5.7.10) 
TMECTR Transform latitude and longitude (5.7.11) 
WRTIHD Nrite image file header (5.7.12) 
GETLNP Get lines of pixels (5.7.13) 
\t1RTBUF l'lri te imagery buffer (5.7.14) 
UPDADR Write update record (5.7.15) 
UPDPCS Update PCS data base (5.7.16) 
Communications are made thrQugh common blocks (Table 5.7-1). 
5.7.1 MAIN PROGRAM, EXTRCT 
This is the main routine of the extraction processor. 
o !!.lput!! 
System Parameter File. Full Scene Data Base 
o Outputs 
o 
Area of Interest Pile on Search Area Data Base, Search Area File 
on Search Area Data Base, HDT Tape Record. 
Description 
A list of areas of interest is retrieved _from the PC'S data base. 
This list is sorted for processinq the files on the full scene 
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:For each area of interest, the area of il'lter,est description and 
the aequisition desc~iption record for the area of interest are 
retrieved from the PC&S data base. The registration qualitv 
threshold - screen (RE~~TS) and the registration auality thres-
hold - reject (REGQTR) are included in this area of interest 
description. 
The acquisition description record for the area of interest con-
tains the scene number which is used to retrieve the scene 
description record. This record contains the quality assessment 
of geographical model (QAGEOU) for the scene. 
If the QAGEOM is greater than the REGOTS, the area of interest 
is extracted and written as an area of interest file on the 
search area data base. If the QAGEOM is greater than the REGQTR, 
and less than or equal to the REGOTS, the area of interest plus 
a border of additional data is extracted and written as a search 
--r 
area file on the search area data base. If the QAGEOM 1s less I 
than or equal to the REGQTR, the area of interest is not processed. 
Subroutines are used to assign the full scene file name and move 
lines of pixels and their associated data from the full scene data 
base to the search area data base file whose name is constructed 
using the name Ot the area of interest. 
The PC&S data base is updated to reflect whether or not the pixel 
data was extracted for the area of interest. The HOT tape report-
is written. 
o Inputs 
System Parameter File, PCS Data Base, Full Scene Data Base. 
o gutputs 
SAl Files (imagery files) 
o Description 
The unprocessed acquisition-description records are selected 
\ 
.... ", .. - ,-..,..,... •• -~..... a; ... __ .. • ..,~_ 
and matching area of intere~t and scene records are extracted. 
The acquisition-description records are then processed serially. 
If a matching scene is found on a disk, an imagery file is 
built. If no matching scene i~ found, an error message is 
written. The Pc,s daily data base is updated to reflect the 
records processed. 
o Flow Chart 
See Figure 5.7-1 
o Subroutines called 
CCPIXL, GETLNP, PINIT, RDACQD, PDAOI, RDSCEN, RDTOC, RFSPRM, 
UIo'DADR, UPDPCS, tiRTIHD. 
5.7.2 READ TABLE OF CONTENTS SUBROUTINE, RDTOC (METHOD) 
This subroutine reads the Table of Contents from 1) the disk as soon as 
the disk-ready signal is received from the HDTRS system or 2) alter-
nately from the disk specified in the LIVES.DAT input file and passed 
"I 





METHOD - 0 
-
Use disk 0 immediately 
1 - Use disk 1 immediately 
Any other character - Use either disk when ready 
signal is received from the HDTRS system, 
OutEuts 
IWRSDK - WRS designators for scenes on disk 
DescriEtion 
If disk was previously attached, release it. Call subroutine to 
check the current status of the disks (CKSTDK). If METHOD is 0 
or 1, set unit to read appropriate disk, otherwise wait for disk 
ready signal. Read Table of Contents from disk and form table. 
Return to calling routine. Set first entry in table to 9's if 
end of processing. 
\ 
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F1lure 5.7-1 (continued) 
Flow of Extraction Proce •• or 
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Fi.ur. 5.7-1 (continued) 
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Fi,ure 5.7-1 (concluded) 
Flow of Extraction Procelsor 
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o Subroutines Called 
-
CXSTDX, RDDSK, WAIT, WTQIO 
5.7.3 CHECK STATUS OF DISX, CKSTDK 
This lIubroutine checks the status of the 300MB disk". 
o Inpu~ 




A pIa call is made to the disk status unit and the statuses are 
read. 
o Subroutines Called 
GETADR, WTQIO 
5.7.4 READ DISK, RDDSK 
This subroutine reads one buffer of information from the disk. 
0 !nEuts 
DKUNIT Logical unit number 
LBNO Logical block number 
NOeHS Number of characters 
0 outEuts 
INBUFF Input buffer 
I STAT 0 OK 
2 - Bad starting sector 
3 - Directive error 












If the logical block number is positive, the parameter block, 
PAR, is il'litialized and a call is made to W'1'QI~tI If the 
directive and device statuses are set to 1, the status is set 
to 0 and the program returns. 
o subroutines Called 
-. 
GETADR, W'l'QIO 
5.7.5 READ FULL SCENE PARAMETERS, RFSPRM 
This subroutine reads the system parameter file, sets up the data 
base name, and saves the task name. 
o Inputs 
System Parameter File. 
o outputs 
PCS Data Base Name, Task Name. 
o pescription 
The system parameter file 'LIVES.DAT' is read and the disk addresses, 
the task name, the system default values and the disk numbers are 
saved. 
o Subroutines Called 
CLOS$, OPEN$ 
5.7.6 PARAMETER SUBROUTINE INITIALIZATION, PINIT 
\ This routine writes a file of 'selected area of interest and scene 
data. 
o !nputs 
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o 9utputs 
Acquisition Description Records on Unit 4, Area of Intere8t 
Records on Unit 9, SCf,~ne Records on Unit 7. 
o pescription 
subroutine PINIT calls RIMS to select all unprocessed acquisi-
tion-desoription records and their associated area of interest 
records a no, seene records. An array of all WRS desi9nators 
needed is )~lu.il\. from the scene records. 
o Subroutines Called 
EXCOMS. 
5.7.7 READ AN ACQUISITION~DESCRIPTION RECORD, RDACQD 
The subroutine reads an acquisition-description record. 
o ~nput.s 
Acquisition-description on File 4. 
o Outputs 
Acquisition-description Common Block. 
o p,escription 
An acquisition-description record is read. 
o Subroutines Called 
None. 
5.7.8 READ AREA OF INTEREST, ROAOI 
o Inputs 
Aj2JIIO Area of Interest ID 
USERIO User 10 
o Outputs 
Non-imagery file 
Area of Interest Record Read. 
/AOAI/ 












The area of interest record matching the area of interest and 
user. ID from the acquisition description record is read. Indi-
cators are set for area of interest and end-of-file conditions. 
o Subroutines Called 
None. 
5.7.9 READ SCENE DESCRIPTION, RDSCEN 
This routine reads a scene description record. 
o Input.! 
AI Scene ~umber, Scene File on File 7. 
o Outputs 
Scene Record Matching AI Scene Numher • 
o Description 
The scene record matching the acquisition-description record is 
located and read. Indicators are set for end-of-file and error 
conditions. 
o Subroutines Called 
5.7.10 COMPUTE CORNER PIXEL, CCPIXL 
This subroutine computes corner pixel of area of interest relative 
to the scene. 
Latitude of, center of scene. 
Longitude of center of scene. 
Number of pixels in full frame. 
Number of lines in full frame. 
Latitude of center area of interest. 
Longitude of center or area of interest. 









Number of lines in area of interest. 




Computed leftmost pixel relative to scene (may be negative). 
Computed top line relative to scene (may be negative). 
o pescription 
The latitudes and longitudes are converted to degrees, subroutine 
TMECTR is called to calculate the UTH easting, no~thin9, and 
zone. The delta latitude and ll'..'ngitude is calculated in pixels. 
The corner pixel and line are calculated. 
o Subroutines Called 
-
TMECTR 
5.7.11 TRANSFORM LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE, TMECTR 
0 Inputs 
PL Latitude and lonqitude 
AXES Semi-major and semi-minor axis of earth 
IZONE UTM zone in which transf.ormation is computed 
0 9E.tputs 
UTM Easting- and Northing in meters. 
o !?,escription 
TMECTR transforms latitUde and longitude to UTM easting, 
northing, and zone. 


















5.7.12 WRITE IMAGE FILE HEADER, WRTIHD 
This subroutine writes the imagery file header. 
0 Inl2uts 
SCNID Scene ID 
AILNES Area of interest 1.ines 
AIPXLS Area of interest pixels 
PREJRS Preprocessing reject reason 
NOPXAD Number of pixels to add for border 
NOLNAD Number of lines to add for border 
o Outputs 
Headers record moved to imagery buffer. 
o Description 
The imagery header record is set up and moved tc.~ the imagery 
buffer. 
o Subroutines Called 
NRTBUF 
5.7.13 GET LINES OF PIXELS, GETLNP (CPIXEL, CLINES) 
This subroutine serves to move pixel data from full scene data base 












Number of scenes on 300MB disk 
Center line 
Center pixel 
Number of A of I lines 
Number of A of I pixels 
Bands to extract 
Preprocessing reason 
Number of pixels to add 
Number of lines to add 
D+sk address 
Full scene on 300MB disk 





FLPXLS, FLLNES, Lines of pixel data on Imagerv File. 
o Description 
This subroutine ascertains that the area is completely in the 
scene or is no more than 1400 pixels/line out of the scene. 
Then the "PREJRS" is used to determine if the size and location 
of the area to be extracted is to be adjusted to include a 
border of pixels used in translation, if necessary, the topmost 
and leftmost pixels are recalculated and the number of lines 
and pixels are adjusted. If the topmost line is outside the 
scene, lines of "377 pixel values are written for the lines 
outside the scene. The disk address for the scene is oalculated 
and lines of pixel, data are then extracted f170m the scene data 
for as many of the remaining lines of pixels as possible. Any 
pixels used as fill values to the left or right of the scene are 
set to "317. Any lines of data outside the scene are written 
to the imagery file buffer as lines of "377 pixel values. 
o Subroutines Called 
FVCLOS, RDDSK, WRTBUF, $JMOD. 
5.7.14 WRITE IMAGERY BUFFER, ~mTBUF (LINE, NOPXLS, NEWBLK) 
This subroutine stores lines of data in a buffer and dUmps the buffer 






Line of data 
Number at characters to move 
NE - Beginning of buffer 
PA - Data to be packed 
DU - Dump buffer 
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o Description 
This subroutine moves the data in buffer LINE to the fast video 
buffer BUFFER. The fast video buffer pointer is reset to 1 if 
the parameter NEWBLK is set to NE1 the buffer is written to the 
imagery file if NEWBLK is set to DU. 
o Subroutines Called 
-
FVWAIT, FVWIUT. 
5.7.15 WRITE UPPATE RECORD, UPDADR 
This subroutine writes a file containing an update record. 
o !nputs 






Screen and register code 
Cloud assessment 
Fill lines 
FLPXLS Fill pixels 
BNOSEX Bands extracted 
USE RID User 10 
AOIID Area of interest 10 
PRMSCN Primary/Secondary WRS indicator 
o Description 
A record is written to a transaction file. 
o Subroutines Called 
CLOS$, OPEN$. 
5.7.16 UPDATE PC&S DATA BASE, UPDPCS 
This subroutine updates the PC&S data base from update files. 
o Inputs 
Update files. 

















PC'S data base updated. 
o pescription 
A call is made to COPYTF to pack the transaction files. A 
call is made to EXCDMS to update the daily data base. 
o Subroutines Called 
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5.8 ~ONDITIONING PROCESSOR, CONDTN 
This unit identifies clouds and computes biases and gains for later 
display of search areas or areas of interest. If the percentage of 
clouds exceeds a given figure, note is made in the da.ta base~ in 
effect, the image is deleted. After excluding non-agricultural and 
cloud pixels, biases and gains are calculated on the basis of 
agricultural pixels. Screening maps are generated on the basis of 
all pixels. 
Figure 5.8-1 show the structure of this program. A driver, CONDTN, 
calls subroutines to perform the many functions of the processor, 
as shown there. FSTVID subroutines are to be bound in the main UIC 
of the computer, but are used here as a copy. EXCDMS and COPYTF 
are described in section 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 respectively. 
The conditioning processor initializes for processing by obtaining 
the cloud percent threshold value and the disk device number from 
the system parameter file. Then, using LIMS, it operates two fil~s 
identifying areas to be processed. 
For each Search Area of Interest, the Search Area Data Base and the 
Screening Map Data Base files are assigned. For each area, pixel 
data are retrie~ed from the Search Area Data Base and categorized 
according to the "SCREEN" algorithm (see Appendix 1). 
As pixels are categorized, results are written to the Screening Map 
Data Base. Concurrently, a count of pixels categorized as cloud 
cover is tallied. A histogram of radiance values is built for each 
channel using pixels categorized as agriculture~ these are used 
to calculate biases and gains. When all pixels for an area have 
been processed, biases and gains are computed using the histogram. 
The percentage of cloud-covered pixels is computed and compared 
against the user threshold. 
For each area processed, update data for the PC&S Data Base are 
















fIND AND ~UN ELEVA-









• doclJIIented in section 
** available on main UIe of computer 
CINIYTN 










FILBUF GETPIX SAVEP 
FILL BUFFER EX~ACT FOUR BANDS BAND AND (5.8.5) FOR 'PIXEL (5.8.7) EXTRA PIXELS (5.8.1 ) 
I I 1 
FSTVID SCREEN REJECT PUT PIX 
** EVAlUATE BY CLOUD BUILD 
PIXEL THRESHOLD SCREENING (5.8.8n (5.8.9) ~tP FI~L UJg 





CALCUlATE BIASES I 
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and, the percent cloud cover value calculated from the count of 
pixels categorized. In addition to this there is a status indicator 
which will reflect whether or not the cloud cover calculated exceeded 
the threshold value. 
After all areas have been processed, the PC'S Data Base is updated 
by copying individual area transaction files to an update file. 
LIMS is then used to update the data base using the Update File. 
5.8.1 MAIN PROGRAM, CONDTN 
o Purpose 
This is the main driver of the processor. It communicates with 
the Data Base to build files describing the area of interest. 
It will also update the data base when all the area of interest 
































Area of Interest 
Record 
Lives Parameter File 





lX, Al, 4X, 6A1, A4, 3aX, 
211, lX, A4, 22X, 213 
6X, 6A1, 2IS, 2X, 12 
16X1 12, IX, 13, lX, 13, 
l7~, Al 
lX, 12, lX, 14, lX, A4, 
lX, 11, lX, 4IS, lX, 4IS, 
lX, 12 
Number Usage ~ ~ing 
1 CONSTANT I The screening and regis-



























The search area cloud 
assessment status word 
The screening and regis-
tration date 
Number of pixels translated 
Number of lines translated 
Area of interest pixel 
Area of interest line 
The cloud percent threshold 
value given by user 
~he ~~~P,~N reject code. 
FILN3(15) 2 2 ARRAY A 
The header block array 
The screening map file 
name s-~ ~/ 










Local Va t'table"s : 
ACQDAT - The Acquisition Date 
AOrID K The area of interest 10 for the ~cqui8ition 
BYPASL • The size of an acceptable number of lines to proces8. 
BYPASP - The size of an acceptable number of pixels to process. 
END - The fla~ which indicates the end of the file 
FULLN = The number of border lines 
FULPIX - The number of border pixels 
IBlAS = The array which contains the bias calculations for each 
band 
1GAlNS = The array which contains the gains calculations for each 
band 
PCNTCC = The percent cloud cover value calculated 
PCS(3) = The word containing the data base disk number 







sun elevation angle 
status word upon returning from EXCDMS 
TRANS = The transition flag indicating that an acquisi tic;m descrip-
tion record has been processed 
UPDATE = The update flag which indicates that the acquisition descrip-
tion record processed should. be used to update the DB. 
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r 
0 Subroutines Calle~ (: AOIPRO: Area of tnterest process 
EXCDMS: Execute, ~Ata management 
COPYTP'I Copy transaction tlle 
0 Flow 
See figure 5.8-2. 
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5.8.2 A.rea of Inte~e8t P.roce88 Subroutine, AOIPRO 
o De8crip~!.i?!! 
Thia routine will determine, by using the s·tatus wo",;da which 
acquisition de~cription recorda need processing_ Alao what type 
of processing (i.e. search are,a or area of interest), 
o Input and Output 
Calling Sequence: CALL AOIPRO (FILN1, BY-AS, ("...AlliS f PCNTCC, UPDAtlE, 























File name of the image data fil~. 
The bias calculations for each balld 
The gains calculations for each band 
'l'he % cloud coveX' calculated .f~·(/m 
image 
The status of the acquisition des-
cription record processed 
The % cloud cover threshold from 
user 
The sun elevation an91e 
The bor.der line~ (TOTAL) 

















CSiJNDTN.SAI lmage Data File 
Common Blocks: /REJECT/ 
Rel.Word 
N .... ,me 
""-
Number usage 
CLOD 1 Variable 
CLSH 2 Variable 
WATR 3 Variable 
SNOW 4 Variable 
GARB 5 Variable 
AGRI 6 variable 
Reeord·Format 
Read with fast video routine 
1 block at a time 
~ Meaning 
I The counter for pixels 
labeled cloud 
I The counteJ;' for pixels 
shadow 
I The counter for pixels 
I The counter for pixels 
I The counter for pixels 






















, , , 
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CLDPTH =: REFURE TO CONDTN DOCUMENTATION 
CTHRES =:; REFURE TO CONDTN DOCUMENTATION 
SACLDA = REFURE TO CONDTN DOCUMENTATION 
SCRREG =:; REFURE TO CONDTN DOC UMENTA'l'I ON 
SRGDAT = REFURE TO CONDTN DOCUMENTATION 
UPD1\TE = REFURS TO CONDTN DOCUMENTATION 

















.- ~ _ ... 
o Subroutines Called; 
INTGP • Initialize "Ftlbuf" 
PUTHPR - Put Header 
FILBU~ - Fill buffer 
GETPIX :II Get P.ixel 
SAVEP = Save Pixel 
FVCLOS • Fas video close 
BANDG - Bias and gains 
o Flow 
See figure 5.8-3. 
o Called by 
CONDTN • conditioning 
\ 
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5 • 8 • 3 II~I'!'IALIZE' ''!!'rLBUr ~UBROUTIN~, INMP' 
o Description 
This routine will initialize the 
file, reading t~e header block. 
values for the buffer pointer. 
o Input and Output 
Calling Sequence: 
routine Filbuf by opening the data 
It will also calculate the initial 
























Contains the Image Data File Name 
See FILBUF Documentation 
See AOIPRO Documentation 
See AOIPRO Documentation 
See AOIPRO Documentation 
Total number of lines that will fit 
in the buffer 
See FILBUF Documentation 
See FILBUF Documentation 

































Number . Usage ~ Meaning 
/REJECT/ See AOIPRO Documentation 
IREC/ See CONDTN Documentation 
/PUTHDR/ See CONDTN Documentation 
/BOUNDS/ See FILBUF Docurnen ta t ic)n 
/FILLB/ See FILBUF Documentation 
/HIST/ See SCREEN Documentation 
I 
i 
• : . 
, , 
o 
P .... --, 





- The number of lines in the area of interest image data 
r. The number of pixels/line in the area of interest image 
data 
= An array which contains a histogram for each band 
number [4-7] 
DEFLTB = The default value of nbytes 
FBYTES = The first 512 bytes of data read from the image file 
IST~T = The status word returned from FVOPEN 
NOB = The starting block number for the image data 
NBYTES = The number of bytes to be read by fast video read 
NLB = The number of lines that will fit into the buffer (FillB) 
NOBLI< = The number of blocks which can contain Tbytes 
NP % The number of pixel/line in the image data 
NSL = The number of lines in the image data 
OVER = The flag which controls the number of fast video reads1 
1 = read; 0 = no read. 
SAVEOR = The number of bytes over-read 
SKBYTE = The number of bytes representing the top border lines 
skipped. 
START 1 = The starting possition for the next read into the buffer (FillB) ... ~ 
TBYTES = The total number of bytes to process from the buffer (FilIB) 
TIOST = The total number of blocks read 
TLINE = Total number of lines to process 
TNLB = The total number of lines processed 

















0 Subroutines Call~d: 
FVOPEN = Fast video open 
FVREAD == Fast vi.deo read 
FVCLOS • Fast video close 
FACTOR -' Sun angle correction factor 
0 Called By 
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5.8.4 CREATE HEADER BLOCK SUB~OUTINE, PUTHDR 
o Description 
0 
This routine will create the header block for the 8creening 
map file 
Input and Output 
Calli:n2 Seguence: 
Call PUTHDR (UPDATE) 
. \. 
Calling Ar2uments 
, " Name Usa2e 
.. UPDATE Variable 
Files: 
\ 











Will indicate the status 
.TRUE. - the file was opened 
.FALSE. - otherwise 
'Record Forma t 






See CONDTN Documentation 
See CONDTN Documentation 
See FILBUF Documentation 
AOIL = ~efure to ~TGP Documentation Section (5.8.3) 
NDB = 
~ /..55 .1 
•• <.~" .• < .• ".~ •. "".,.~~.~ __ "~~~  __ , .. _~.......--.. ___ ,....-,,,, ' ........... _" ........... i...J 
r 
• l 
0 Subroutines Called 
FVOPEN 
- Fast video open 
FVWRIT :. Fast video write 
FVWAIT == Fast video wait 
0 C"lled By 
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5.8.5 FILL BUFFER SUBROUTINE, FILBUF 
o Description 
This routine will read a spectfied number of bytes of imagery data 
and ftll an array, It determines when to stop reading the data 
fill. 
o Input and Output 
Calling Sequence: CALL FILBUF (TBYTES, TNLB, TLINE, OVER). 
Calling Arguments: 
Name Usage ~ 
TBYTES Variable I 
TNLB Variable I 
TLINE Variable I 





SITEID,SAI Image Data File 
Meaning 
The number of bytes to process 
The total number of lines read 
into the buffer 
The total number of lines processed 
A flag which indicates that no more 
image data is to be read 
Record Format 
Using fast video routine to 
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The number of bytes to 
be read by fast viedo read 
Number of scan lines 
Number of lines in the buffer 
Number of pixels per line 
The number of pixels saved 
The number of blocks read 
The number of bytes th~t 
will fit in buff 
The starting location 
pointer of buffer 
The total number of bytes 
to be read 
Array which contains image 
data to be processed 
o Local Variables 
OFFSET = A flag used for indicating when the STARTP pointer is 
not an even word boundary 






o Subroutines Called: 
FVREAD • Fast video read 
FVWAIT - Fast video wait 
FVCLOS = ~'ast video close 
o Called By 
.... • .~ iPJ4A4i ¥ 
AOIPRO - Area of interest process. 
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5.8.6 SUN ELEVATION CORRECTION FACTOR SUBROUTINE, FACTOR 
o Description 
This routine will calculate the correction factor for the bands 
on each pixel. 
Calling Sequence: CALL FACTOR (SUNELA) 
Calling Arguments: 
Name ~ Meaning 
SUNELA 
Usage 
Constant I The sun elevation angle 
Common Blocks: /SCREEN/ 
See documentation on SCREEN (ref. 5.8.8). 
o Local Variables: 
CONSTN = A constant value of 39 deg. 
FACT = An array which contains the sun correction factor for 
the four band,s 
SUN = The sun correction factor 
RAD = The deg. to rad. conversion factor 
ZENITH = The zt;:,ni th angle 
o Called By 
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5.8.7 EXTRACT FOUR BANDS PER PIXEL SUBROUTINE, GETPIX 
o Description 
This routine extracts the four bands for each pixel in a line. 
All pixels are extracted from the buffer (FILLB). 
o Input and Output 





















Area of interest pixels per line 
See AOIPRO Documentation 
See CONDTN Do~umentation 
See INTGP Documentation 
Meaning: 
See FILBUF Documentation 
See FILBtTF Documentation 
LEFTB = The jJltarting position in the buffer (,FILLB) for process-
ing pixels 
PIXB = An array containing the pixel value for each band 









o Subrout1nes Called: 
SCREEN = Screen algorithm 
REJECT = Reject al90rif~~a 
PUTPIX = Put pixel 
o Called By 












tC d U_ .. 
S.8.8 EVALUATE PIXEL SUBROUTINE, SCREEN 
o Description 
This routine will evaluate t.he pixel image vecto~ (band4, bandS, 
band6, band?). It will label each pixel according to ERIM 
algorithm (screen) developed by P. F. Lambeck. 
o Input and Output 
Calling Sequence: CALL SCREEN (PIXB, LABEL) 
Calling Arguments: 
Name Usage ~ 
PIXB Array Bite 
liABEL Constant I 
Common Blocks: /SCREEN/ 
Rel. Word 
Name Number Usage 
FACT 1 Array 
/HIST/ 
BAND 4 1 Array 
BANDS 2 Array 
BANDG 3 Array 
BAND 7 4 Array 
Meaning 
The array which contains the tour 
band values per pixel 







The correction factor array 
The array which contains the 
histogram for band 4 of 
agri. pixels 
The array which contains the 
histogram for band 5 of 
agri. pixels. 
The array which contains the 
histogram for band G of 
agri. pixels 
The array which contains 
the histogram for band 7 























LABEL = The label 9iv~:m to each pixel 
PIX = An array of pixel values (PIX13) for each banQafter bain9 
operated on by fact. 
PB4 = The pix value for band 4 pet" pixel 
PBS = The pix value for band 5 per pixel 
PBG = The pix value for band G per pixQl 
PB7 = The pix value for band 7 per pixel 
o Called By: 
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5.8.9 REJECT BY CLOUD THRESHOLD SUBROUTI~E, REJECT 
o Description 
This routine will reject an acquisition by the percent cloud 
threshold test algorithm. 
o Input and Output 
0 
0 









The label assigned to each pixel 
by the screening algorithm 
















= A counter 
= A counter 
= A counter 
= A counter 
= A counter 
= A counter 
= The total 
= The total 
By: 
= Get pixel 
Usage Meaning 
See AOIPRO Documentation. 
for the number of pixels labeled agriculture 
for the number of pixels labeled cloud 
for the number of pixels labeled cloud shadow 
for the number of pixels labeled garbled 
for the number for pixels labeled water 
for the number for pixels labeled snow 
number of pixels labeled CLOD" CLSH, GARB 
number of labeled pixels which are non-filled 
~ 1~ ... _ .... ""'-. ~...,o., .... ,,-'" c~, _~ "~ __ .~ , 
I 
, ! 






5.8.10 BUILD SCREENING MAP FILE, PUTPIX 
o Description 
This routine will. build the screening map file. It will insert 
the label assigned to each pixel into a buffer corresponding to 
the number of the pixel and the line it was extracted from at 
the SAl File Source. 
o Input and Output 
Calling Sequence: CALL PUTPIX (AOIP, TLINE, LABEL) 
Calling Arguments: 
Name Usage ~ Meaning 
AOIP Constant I The number of pixels per line in the 
area of interest 
TLINE Constant I The total number of lines to process 
LABEL Variable I The label assigned to each pixel 
Files: Usage Record Format 
USERID, 
AOID.SCM 
The screening map file Write in (512 word) bytes 







See FILBUF Documentation. 




= The counter for the number of bytes used up in the buffer. 
= The counter for the number of lines processed. 







o Subroutines Called: 
FVWRIT = Fast video write 
FVWAIT - Fast video wait 
FVCLOS - Fast video close 
o Called By: 
GETPIX = Get pixel. 
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5.8.11 FIND AND SAVE EXTRA PIXELS, SAVEP 
o Descri.ption 
This routine will take the data from the lower part of the buffer 
(PILLB) because of the over-read and move it to the 















The flag which indicates whether there 
is data' moved in the buf'fer or not 
The number of bytes processed from 
the buffer (FILLS) 
Indicates there is no more data read 
with fast video. 
Usa2e ~ Meaning 
/BOUNDS/ 
/PILLB/ 
See FILBUF Documentation 
See FILBUF Documentation 
Defined in other routines (see section 5.8.3 for INTGP subroutine). 
Called By: 
INTGP = Initialize get pixel 
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5.8.12 CALCULATE BIASES A~D GAINS SUBROUTINE BANDG 
o Description 
This routine will calculate the bias and gains to each [4-7] it 
will determine the max., and mi.n. value of each band hil3togram.; 
for the calculations. 
o Input and Output 
Calling Sequepce: CALL BANDG (BIAS, GAINS) 
Calling Arguments: 
. Name Usage 
BIAS 
GAINS Array R 
Meaning 
The bias calculations for all four 
bands of pixels labeled agriculture 
The gains calculations for all four 
bands of pixels labeled agriculture 
Common Blocks: /HIST/ (See documentation for SCREEN subroutine 
(5.8.8) 
Local Variables: 
MAXB[4-7] = The max. value found in the histograms for bands 
[4-7] • 
MINB [4-7] = The mini -:ralue found in the histograms for bands 
[4-7] • 
MIN[4-7] = The location of min. value on the histogram for 
bands [4-7]. 
MAX[4-7] = The location of max. valu~ on the histogram for 
bands [4-7]. 
o Called By: 
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5.9 SCREENING AND TRANSLATION PROCESSOR. """ SCRNTR 
The screenin9 and translation function is organized into a main 










The relation of the main program and subroutines is shown in 
figure 5.9-1. Menus and options available to the analyst are 
presented in figure 5.9-2. 
Most communication between program units in this processor 
is through conunon blocks. Variables in these blocks are 

















In addition, a number of small one .. subroutin.e progt'ams were 
written to support the screening and tran.lation processor (SCRNTR)~ 
The programs create data files which are used by SCRNTR. Use of 
these files helps to reduce the size of the processor and makes it 
more flexible and efficient. In eaeh case there is no input to 





Writes a file which contains the text of prompting 
questions used by the I-100 Terminal User. 
Writes a file which contains the short version of the 
promptin~ questions for the 1-100 Terminal User. 
Writes a file which contains the menu List for the 1-100 
Terminal User. 
Writes a file which contains the default values of the 
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r DIWPA ; STIDR 
!IXHIBIT DISPLA~ DISPLAY IMAGE 
! WINDOW I 
I'AMMETE.S._ ~ __ j J 
PAST 1-100 
I VIDEO i DISPLAY 
! , ' .. _ .. J . 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
'- flOOR OUALftY 
Figure S. ,1 Screenin9 and Translation Proce •• or 
h 1 


































Ot\\G\NAt: PAG~ ~ 
Of pOOR QUA~ 
LONG ro~ 
CLOSE ALL rILES AND TERMINATE PROCESSING 
SET FLAG TO GIVE LONG PORM or MESSAGES 
SET rLAG rOI SHORT FORM OF MESSAGE$ 
GIVE THIS LIST or COMMANDS 
STOP CURMN'!' PROCESS AND ACCEPT NEW USER ID. 
GIVE LIST OF AREAS ~VAILA.LE POI PROCESSING 
EXHIBIT DIRPLAY WINDOW PARAMETERS AND ALLOW CHANGES 
USE DEFAULT DISPLAY WONDOW PARAMETERS 
REPEAT THE IMMEDIATELY PREVIOUS OPERATON 
SKIP THE AREA NOW IN PROCESS 
SELECT A PARTICULAR AREA POI' PROCESSING 
MARK CURMENT AREA REJECTED 
MARK CURRENT ARr~ ACCEPTED 
READ TRANSLATION OFFSE'!.' DX, DY FROM KEYBOARD AND 
ACCEPT SEARCH AREAS WITH THOSE VALUES. 
SCREENING AND TRANSLATION PROCESSOR dd/mmm/)"y hh,lIIIl" (SaM) 
ENTER TWO-CHARACTER PROJECT CODE USER 1.0. 
> 
cc IS NOT A VALID PROJECT COPJ;: t'SER I.D. 
AT THIS TIME FOR USER 1.0. cc THERE ARE NO IMAGE 
FILES IN THE QUEUE FOR SCREENING OR TRANSLATION 
AND NOT ALREADY PROCESSED. YOU CAN: -EXIT AND 
RESTART WITH A DIFFERENT USER 1.0. -LIST EXISTING 
AREAS 
> 
SEARCH FOR UNPROCESSED AREAS S'rAR'rING OVER AT 
BEGINNING OF LIST OJ,' AVAILABLE UNPROCESSED AREAS. 
SEARCH AREA ccnnnn ~'OR TRANSLATION 
AREA ccnnnn FOR SCREENING 
YOU CAN; ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN TO BEGIN PROCESSING 
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN THE LIST, -LIST 
ALL EXISTING AREAS, -NAME YOUR OWN CHOICE FOR NEXT 
AREA OR CHOOSE TO -MODIFY OR TAKE -DEFAULT DISPLAY 
WINOOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT. 
> 
SPECIF~ AREA OF INTEREST BY FOUR-DIGIT AREA NUMBER 
> 
NO SUCH AREA AS ccnnnn IS AMONG .'ILES IN QUEUE FOR 
PROCESSING. 
LIST OF EXISTING AREA IMAGE FILES FOR SCREENING OR 
TRANSLATION dd/mmm/yy hh/mm/aa 
AREA ccnnnn S (or '1') AREA REFERENCE IMAGE 
FILE NAME eeeeee.eee;nnn eeeeee.eee;nnn 
SIZE: L:i:NES nnnn nnnn 
PIXELS nnnn nnnn 
BANDS n,n,n,n n 
ACQUIS!~ION DATE dd/mmm/yy dd/mmm/yy 
POSITION (primary/secondary) (pIa) 
SATELLITE (b/c) (b/c) 
MARGIN SIZES 
LINES AT TOP 
LINES AT BOTTOM 
PIXELS AT LEFT 
PIXELS AT RIGH'l' 
22, NO FILL 
22, 8 FILL 
44, NO FILL 
44, 6 FILL 
Figure 5.9-2 




NO AREAS FOR cc 
> 





SPECIFY SF~RCH AREA 
> 
AREA ccnnnn FOR SCREENING 
OR 




















ORIQ~N;.t PAGE IS' 
oF: POOR QUALITY 
SELECT SUB-AREA FOR CON~'ROL FOIN"·,.". 
POSITION CURSOR ON ICZrEIlENCE IMAGE AND 
THEN ENTER ICEYBOARD CARRIAGE IlETURN. 
> 
CURSOR PO~ITION rALLS BEYOND DISPLAYED AREA. 
REPOSITION CURSOR I~D TRY AGAIN, 
Gl:VE REFERENCE IMAOE LOCATION or CONTROL POINT 1"1. 
POSITION CURSOR ON REFERENCE IMAGE, THEN GIVE 
CARRIAGS RETURN. 
> 
GIVE SEARCH AREA LOCATION OF CONTROL POINT M. 
POSITION CU~OR ON SEARCH AREA SUB-IMAGE, THEN 
GIVE CARRIAGE RETURN. 
> 
CURSOR POSITION FALLS BEYOND D18PLAYED * 
SUB-AREA FOR CONTROL POINT 1"1. * 
REPOSITION CURSOR AND TRY AGAIN. * 
CONTROL POINT,., OFFSETS: OX" nnn, DY .. nnn 
CONTROL POINT'" Q}'FSETS: OX.. nnn, DY .. nnn 
**** OFFSET PUTS AREA OF INTEREST OVER THE EDGE OF **** 
**** AVAIlABLE IMAGE DATA .'ROM THIS ACQUISITION **** 
**** ENTER CARRIAGE RETUI1N TO REJECT THIS SEARCH **** 
un AREA AND CON'l'!NUE. **** 
> 
DIFFERENCES IN OFFSETS OF CONTROL POINTS 
POINT 1 TO POINT 2 J)DX '"' nnn' DDY .. nnn' 
DIFFERENCES ARE WITHIN TOLEMNCES. 
ENTER CARRIAGE RETUJRN TO ACCEPT NEW 
IMAGE AND CONTINUE. 
> 
DIFFERENCES IN TRANSLATION OFFSETS EXCEED TOLERANCE. 
ENTER THIRD CONTROL POINT. 
DIFFERENCES IN OFFSETS OF CONTROL POINTS 
POINT 1 TO POINT 2 DDX ~ nnn, DDY '"' nnn 
POINT 1 TO POINT 3 DDX = nnn' DDY = nnn 
POINT 2 TO POINT 3 DDX '"' nnn' DDY = nnn 
DIFFERENCES IN OFFSET BETWEEN POINT n 
AND POINT m ARE WITHIN TOLERANCE. ENTER 
CARRIAGE RETURN TO ACCEPT THIS TRANSLATION 
AND CONTINUE. 
> 
DIFFERENCES IN OFFSET BETWEEN CONTROL POINTS 
ALL EXCEED TOLERANCE. ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN 
TO REJECT THIS SEARCH AREA AND CONTINUE. 
> 
AREA ccnnnn FOR SCREENING. AFTER 
VIEWING DISPLAYED IMAGE, ENTER -A TO 
ACCEPT OR -R TO REJECT IMAGE. 
> 
ENTER OX, DY FOR FORCED TRANSLATION AND 
ACCEPTANCE OF SEARCH AREA (OX IS HORIZONTAL, 
DY IS VERTICAL LINE COUNT) 
> 
Figure 5.9-2 





TMNSLATI(;N OVER EDGE OF 
ACQUISITION. REPOSITION 
CURIOR CONTROL POINT I?,. REr. 
> 
POINT I'J, lSAacH ARIA 
> 
**** Ou·rSIDE SUI-AREA **** 
(Same) 
(Same) 
**** REJECT I OUTSIDE 
AVAILABLE DATA **** 
> 




ACCEPT: WITHIN TOLERANCE 
> 
REJECT: OFFSET INCONSISTENT 
> 
AREA ccnnnn FOR SCREENING 
> 
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TABLE 5.9-1 - COMMON BLOCK /DWPA/ 





Array containing the window display 
parameters for the I-100. 
TABLE 5.9-2 - COMMON BLOCK /FILE/ 
/FILE/ is used in subroutines STMMP and SNAST, TRANSL and SCREEN. 
Variable Description 
CFILE Array containing the command file names 
DBNAME Array containing the data base files names 
MFILE Array containing the message file names 
RFILE Array containing the report file names 
TFILE Array containing the transaction file names 
TSK Array containing the processor's name (SCRNTR) 
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TABLE 5.9-3 - COMMON BLOCK /MGDF/ 
/MGDF/ is used in subroutines STMMP, RUIDC, PURTI, SNAST, 











0: Use short form of message 





3 : Skip 




8 : Force 
9: Default 
10 : Restart 
11: Backup 
Number of scenes skipped 
Area list pointer 
User ID number 
Data base read flag 
99: data base has been read 
Other: data base needs to be read 
Number of scenes processed 
I-100 attach flag 
0: Need to ATTACH 










TABLE 5.9-4 - COMMON BANK /DB/ 





Array containing data base information 
concerning each search area or area 
of interest to be processed. 
TABLE 5.9-5 - COMMON BANK /SUB/ 










Horizontal cursor position 
Vertical cursor position 
Reference image flag 
0: Display scene 
55: Display reference image 
Enlargement scale factor 
Reduction scale factor 
Starting bit in data 
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5.9.1 SCREENING AND TRANSLATION MODULE MAIN PROGRAM, STMMP 
This main program controls the processes of screening Area of 
Interest images of questionable quality and the translation of 
search area images to register each image with location control 
points in a corresponding reference image. 
o Inputs 
Exc~pt for a flag from a subroutine to select either the 
screening operation or the translation, no data are handled by 




Subroutines are called to read a user identification code which 
selects a set of images for processing and to select individual 
area images from that set. Depending on the requirements of the 
selected images, a subroutine will be called to display the image 
for screening or to display it for ~ranslation. All operations 
interact with a user at the 1-100 display terminal. 
o Flow Chart 





read user identification project code 
select next area file for processing 
SCREEN display image for visual quality inspection and accept/ 
reject decision 
TRANSL display search area image and reference image for visual 
matching of position 
COPYTF forms one file from all transaction files 
EXCDMS updates the data base 
_~'._ ............... .... __ ._"~~~~.~_.~~~~9~/ __ 7 ...... 9' _____ i .... i ____ ....... ' ............. ~~ 
[ 
SCREEN 
ORIG\N;.\t. PAGi1 Iff 




Figure 5.9-3.- Screening and translat~~n 












5.9.2 EXHIBIT AND CHANGE DISPLAY WINDOW PARAMETERS, DIWPA (WD) 
This routine gives the user the option to control displays. It 
allows changes of scale, position, channel selection, brightness, 
and contrast in the display windows for ~~reening and registration 
images. 
o Inputs 
Calling argument WD - flag indicating which control point is 
having its default window parameter altered. 
Display window number 
Parameters for the given window 
User changes in the form "parameter name = value" 
o Outputs 
Existing values exhibited to user 
Updated values saved in memory 
Flag returned in calling argument flag if user enters 
decision to reject, accept, or skip current area image 
o Description 
Existing display window parameter values are displayed for the 
user as shown in fi.gure 5.9-4. By entering changes to those 
parameters the user can alter the scale, position, brightness, 
and contrast when the image is transmitted to the 1-100 
display hardware. Default paramete~ values are listed in figure 
5.9-5. Decisions to accept, reject, or skip the current area 
are passed back to the calling program. 
o Flow Chart 
See figure 5.9-6. 
o Subroutines Called 
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NUMBER OF LINES 
NUMBER OF RASTERS 
SIZE-IN SOURCE FILES 
NUMBER OF LINES 
NUMBER OF PIXELS 
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NUMBER OF LINES 
NUMBER OF RASTERS 
SIZE-IN SOURCE FILES 
NUMBER OF LINES 
NUMBER OF PIXELS 










































WISH TO CHANGE REFERENCE (REFE) OR SEARCH AREA (SEAR) 
VALUES? KEY IN RESPONSE. 
** DO YOU 
Figure 5.9-4 (Concluded) 















DISPLAY WINDOW DEFAULT PAaAMETERS 
. 
Parameters Def?ult 
Screen Translate Contro'l 1 Control 2 Control 3 
Display Position 
Line 16 0 0 256 256 
Raster 0 0 256 0 256 
She .. Display 
Number of lines ~488* ~256* 256 256 256 
Number of 
rasters ~5l2* < 256* 256 256 256 
Size - in Source 
File 
Number lines (Values taken from 64 . 64 64 
Number pixels image record in PC8.S data base) 64 64 64 
Source 
Start line 0 O-ref, 22- Cursor position - 32 + offset 
search area of previous control point 
Start pixel 0 O-ref, 44- .. 
search area 
Band 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 Reference and search area control (search images: single band taken from 
area) reference image header 
Gain and Bias Taken from Copy for image file screen 
headers column 
*Al10wance will be made for lines at top and bottom edges of 1-100 image 
channels which are not visible because of monitor retrace time. Also, either 
number of lines or number of rasters used on display will default to value 
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ARUGMENT ro 
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CALLING PROGRAM ; 
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Figure 5.9-6.- Exhibit and Change Window 
Parameters, DI~ JL 
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5.9. 3 JULIA}~ iJATE TO CALENDAR DATE CONVERSION, JJJL 
This routine converts a Julian date to a calendar day. 
o Inputs 
A Julian date in the form YNNN (year and day). 
o output 
A calendar date year, month, day. 
o Description 
The Julian date is converted using standard procedures. 
o Flow Chart 
Not applicable. 
5.9.4 CALENDAR TO JULIAN DATE CONVERSION SUBROUTINES, JULIAN 
This routine converts a calendar date to a Julian date. 
o Inputs 
A calendar date, in the form year, month, day. 
o Output 
A Julian date in the form YNNN (year and day) 
o Description 
The calendar date is converted using standard procedures. 





5.9.5 PROMPT USER AND READ TERMINAL KEYBOARD, PURTI (ICMD,IVAL) 
This routine prompts a terminal user with a long or short 
version of a message, depending on a flag mode setting, and 
reads the user's response. Certain common user commands are 
carried out within this routine. 
o Inputs 
Calling arguments: ICMD - prompting message number 
IVAL - response to message 
Short or long form of the message from a disk file of messages 
Entry is from user keyboard 
o Outputs 
Message to user terminal 
User input in message buffer 
Changed long/short flag in certain cases 
o Description 
The long or short form of the numbered message io fetched and 
transmitted to the user terminal. A line is read from the 
user and the first character is examined. The characters are 
examined to see if they are a command that can be carried out 
here: turn the long/short flag on or off, change the control 
character, repeat the prompting message in its longer form, 
close all files and terminate the processor, or other command. 
The user is allowed (but not required) to omit the control 
character (-) in his reply. 
o Flow ~hart 
See figure 5.9-7. 
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5.9.6 READ USER IDENTIFICATION CODE, RIJIDC 
This routine reads a two-chatacter user identification code~ 
That code will be used to identify a set of areas of interest 
that belong to a particular project or user group. 
o Input 
TWo character identification code from user at terminal. 
o Output 
Data base accession number prefix. 
o D;.)scription 
A two character identification code is input from the terminal. 
The routine checks the code to insure it is a number in the 
r~nge of 1 to 20. 
o Flow Chart 
See figure 5.9-8. 
o subroutines Called 
PURTI prompt user and read terminal keyboard. 
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5.9. 7 DISPLAY AREA AND ACCEPT OR REJECT, SCREEN 
This routine provides the capability to interactively inspect 
area images of doubtful quality and accept or reject them. 
Inputs 
Area of interest name 
User keyboard inputs 
Outputs 
Messages and prompts to user terminal 
Accepted or rejected flag to PC'S data base (via command 
file to LIMS) 
Description 
A previously selected area of interest image is displayed and 
the user is asked to accept or reject it. Before making the 
decision, he can o.lter the display however he wants; e.g. by 
changing scale or contrast. He can also choose to postpone 
the decision and skip the given area without marking it 
accepted or rejected. 
Flo,", Chart 





exhibit and change parameters of the display window 
prompt user and read reply from keyboard 
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FigUtQ 5.9-9.- Display ~rea and Accept 
or Reject, SCR~EN 
r 
5.9.8 SELECT NEXT AREA FOR SCREENING OR TRANSLATION, SNAST (IS~) 
This routine allows the user to take areas for screening or 
registration in their natural order, or to force selection of a 
particular area named by the user. 
o Inputs 
Calling argument: 1ST Flag by screening (6) or translation (3). 
A disk file list of all area images on the disk for processing. 
User entries from termin&l keyboard. 
o Outputs 
The choice of the next area to be procssed through screening 
or translation. 
Required messages and prompts to user. 
o Description 
This program provides the capability for an automatic sequence 
of processing areas by maintaining a pointer to the list of 
areas already offered to the user as candidates for processing 
and a count of areas which the user chooses to skip. On any 
iteration through this routine, the user can choose to override 
the automatic choice by selecting an area by number from the 
report generated by LIMS which lists all area image files 
available. 
o Flow Chart 
See figure 5.9-10. 
o Subroutines Called 
PURTI prompt user and read terminal keyboard. 
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Figure 5.9-10.- Select Next Area for 
Screening or 'l'ranalati"n, SNAST 
r 
l 
5.9.9 SCREENING OR TRANSLATION IMAGE DISPLAY ROUTINE, STIDR (CP) 
This routine displays images for screening or translation. It 
reads a reference image, area of interest file, or search area 
file and loaqs an image to a selected window on the I-100 display. 
o Input 
Calling Argument CP - control point number 
An image file name~ the characteristics of that file (numbers 
of lines, pixels, and channels, and their gains and biases) ; 
the image data from the file~ the sign, position and channel 
number(s) of a rectangular area from the file to be displayed~ 
and the size, position, and refresh memory number(s) of the 
corresponding window on the display screen. 
o output 
An image is displayed on the I-100 display screen. 
o Description 
The image data are read from the file and manipulated in 
brightness and geometry. Gain and bias application gives an 
image of appropriate contrast. Depending on the relative size 
of the source image rectangle and the display window, the image 
will be either compressed by skipping pixels and lines, or 
zoomed by replicating lines and pixels. 
When doing translation, the window parameters may indicate 
display of more lines and/or pixels than actually exist on the 
source image file. This will occur when working with control 
poin~s near the edge of the image. The situation must be 
detected so that this routine will not cause abnormal termina-
tion because of trying to read too long a record or records 
after end-of-file or before beginning of file. Non-existent 
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o Flow Chart 
See figure 5.9-11. 
o Subroutines Called 
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5.9.10 DISPLAY CONTROL POINTS AND TRANSLATE IMAGES, TRANSL 
This routine t~anslates images into registration with a referEmce 
image. It displays a previously selected search area, reads 
control point locations from the cursor position set by the 
user, and accepts or rejects the search area image depending 
on agreement of control points within tolerances. 
o Inputs 
Search area and reference image data 
User keyboard and cursor position entries 
o outputs 
Image displayed on I-100 for visual screening and control 
point positioning 
Accept/reject flag to PC&S data base via I,IMS command fi14~ 
o Description 
The full search area image will be displayed, from which the user 
selects two or three control point subareas. Those subareas 
are displayed in enlarged ("zoomed") scale, on which the user 
can position the cursor to select corresponding control points 
in both a reference image and the search area. If the offsets 
for any two control points match it wi.ll be accepted; otherwise 
it will be rejected. 'l'he user can override that decision if he 
desires. Allowance is made to alter display window paramet.~rs 
for any special cases (e. g. i very large search a,reas) where the 
default window parameters do not provide an image of proper 
scale or contrast. 
o Flow Chart 































5.9.11 LONG MESSAGE rILE, DSCW~T 
This program produces the file SCRNTR.DTl fl:om which the 
subroutine PURTI reads the long message forms. The file 
produced is a direct access, formatted file with a 256 byte record 
size. 
5.9.12 SHORT MESSAGE FILE, DSHORT 
This program produces the file SCRNTR.DT~ from which the 
subroutine PURTI reads the short message fOl~S. The file 
produced is a direct access, f01"Inatted file with a 256 byte 
record size. 
5.9.13 HELP FILE, HELP 
This program produces the file SCRNTR.0T4 from which the 
subroutine PURTI reads the function of each command response. 
The file is a standard formatted file. 
5.9.14 DEFAULT WINDOW PARAMETERS PROGRAM, DEFAULT 
This program produces the file SCRNTR.DTJ which contains 
default window parameters for the 1-100 image. The file 
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o Subroutines Ca~led 
DIWPA alter displ.ay window parameters 
s'rIDR disp~ ,~y image dacd on 1-100 
PORTI prompt u.'er and read responses from terminal keyboard 
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5.10 CCT rROC~SSOn, CCTGEN 
CCTGEN is the CCT tlroceesor. This module transfers areas of interest 
from disk to tape in UnivGrsal ImagG Format. The main routines 





CCTGEN is an interactiv~ program dosiqnod to bo run from a donland 
terminal. 'rhe user prompts displayed at tha terminal arc self 
explanatory. However, the uscr mllst know the User IO to be used 
for the run 8.ndthe rust option desired for the run: 
1. output all areas of interest fen: all \.lser IO's. 
2. Output all a.reas of intorest for current uSQr ID. 
3. Output only areas of interest requested. 
4 . Exit 
Certain information of a temporary nature is displayed on the 
'l'he CCT tape label is displayed. In addition the site number 
user IO a.ssociated with each filo of the CCT is displayed. 
screen. 
and 
- », ..... 
\~ Two pre-existing disk files, which are not related to the PC'S 
data base, are used in the execution of the program: 
CCTGEN .REC too This is the recovery file and contains t\\'o entries: 
the recovery fl~9, NRCOV, and the CCT number, CCTNO. If the 
value of the recovery flag is greater than zero, the previous run 
of CCTGEN did nqt terminate normally and the current run is in the 
recovery mode. CCTNO is used to increment the CCT sequence number 
for each run during a calendar day. 
CCTHED.PAT - This file consists of one 3060 byte record and contains 
data for the header record of the CCT. Its primary purpose is to 
save a copy of the CCT header record for use on continuation reels. 
Four command files are used for conwunication with LIMS: 
CCTGEN.CMl For user option 1 
CCTGEN.CM2 For user option 2 
CCTGEN.CM3 For user option 3 
CCTGEN.CM4 To update the data base 
5.10.1 GENERATE CCT, MAIN PROGRAn, CCTGEN 
The main program of the CCT processor is CCTGEN. 
5.10.1.1 Input 
/CCTI CCTDAT CCT datc~ 
CCTNO CCT number 
MTXTFG CCT tape device 
DRIVE CCT tape drive 
IFILE CCT file number 
IOPT User processing option 
RECFLG Recovery flag 
/CDATA/ SEQNUM CCT sequence number 
SITE Site humber 
BACT Bands active 
COLOR Color 
CLCVR Cloud cover 
DATAQ Data quality 
AlLAT AI latitude 
AILONG AI longitude 
FPFLG Film flag 





























































Array of site numbers 
Number of bands or channels of data 
Bias 
Disk device number 
Number of lines in border area 
Number of pixels in border area 
Gain 
User 10 input by user 
Number of lines in area of interest 
Number of lines translated 
Number of lines in search area 
Number of pixels in area of interest 
Number of pixels translated 
End of data flag on report file 
Pixels per channel in search area 
User IO from report file 
CCTNO 
CCT tape device 
CCT tape drive 
CCT file number 
User processing option 
CCT sequence number 
site number 








Time and-date of last update 
Array of gains and biases 
Beginning byte number in IBYT 
Output data array 
Number of bytes t.o output from IBYT 
Name of image data file 
Number of channels of data 
Name of non-image data file 
Recovery flag 
CCT logical unit number 






















t \ S.10.1.3 Description 
ii 
Processing is begun by interactive communication with the user/ 
operator. CCTGEN will display prompts for user ID, for CCT device 
and drive number, the label to be placed on the CCT, and a prompt 
for the option to output site data for all user lOiS, site day for 
the current user ID only, or data for site numbers specified by the 
usct'~ Communication is established with LIMS through a command 
file, CCTGEN.CM, 1,2,3,4, so that LIMS may select those site numbers 
whose data is eligible for. output and to return the information 
necessary in a report file, CCTGEN.RP1, sorted by user IO. 
One entry will be returned in the report file for each site number 
to be output. For each entry read, CCTGEN calls WRTAPE to write 
the header record and proceeds to retrieve the image data. These 
data are stored in 512 word blocks. CCTGEN retrieves as many full 
lines of data at each read that will fit in the buffer, consistent 
with the requirement that each read must contain an integral number 
of blocks. The data are passed to WRTAPE one channel at a time. 
If the number of pixels in a line of data exceeds the buffer size, 
then only one channel of data is processed per read. 
When the last channel of data for one site has been output to tape, 
an end of file mark is written on the tape, and a message is displayed 
identifying the data on this file. Subroutine CCTTRN is called to 
write a transaction file and to update the recovery file, CCTGEN.REC. 
The procedure is repeated until all entries in the report file have 
been processed. When all the sites for one user IO have been 
processed, a second end of file mark is written on the tape. If 
sites for a different user ID remain to be processed, a message is 
displayed to mount another tape and specifying the new tape label. 
When the entries in the report file have been exhausted, subroutine 
COPYTF is called to consolidate the transaction files. LIMS is 
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t If CCTGEN starts o~t in the recovery mode, the program will start 
processing at the beginning of the data file being processed at the 
time the abort occurred. The user will not be prompted for an 
option since the program will use the option from the aborted run. 
5.10.1.4 Flow 
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O 2 CCT RECOVERY AND TAPE ASSIGNMENT SUBROUTINE, CCTREC 5.1 • 
5.10.2.1 Input 
/CCT/ See 5.10.1.1 
/CDATA/ SEONUM CCT sequence number 
TFILE Array containing name of transaction file. 
5.10.2.2 output 
/CCT/ See S.10.1.1 
/CDATA/ SEQNUM CCT sequence number 
5.10.2.3 Description 
The purpose of CCTREC is to handle recovery from an abort during 
the previous run of CCTGEN. The recovery file, CCTGEN.REC, contains 
a recovery flag, NRCOV, and. the last value for CCTNO, the CCT 
number. If NRCOV is negative, the previous run terminated normally. 
In this case CCTNO is used to determine the sequence number of the 
CCT. The sequence number starts at one (1) each day and is incre-
mented for each subsequent run. The maximum value permissable for 
the sequence number is 9. The label to be used for the CCT is 
displayed to the user. 
If the recovery flag is positive, CCTGEN is in the recovery mode. 
The last transaction file is read to determine which CCT is to be 
remounted and the number of files to skip to position the tape to 
continue the previous run. The CCT lable is displayed to the user. 
5.10.2.4 Flow 





GET MONTH, DAY 
YEAR 
ARRANGE' DATA 













LABEL OF CCT 
TO BE MOUNTE 
POSITION 
CCT 





































CCT file number 
User processing option number 
Number of channels of data 
Site number 






CCT file number 
User processing option 




The purpose of CCrt'TRN is to write a transaction file each time the 
data for a site is processed. The transaction files will be used 
to update the PC&S data base. The variables IFILE and lOPT are 
not required for the transactions but are output to the file in case 
a recovery run becomes necessary. 
CCTTRN also updates the recovery file, CC'l'GEN.REC, to indicate that 


















5.10.4 WRITE UNIVERSAL TAPE SUBROU~INE, WRTAPE 
5.10.4.1 Input 
The input to this subroutine is through a Common Block and through 
calling arguments in two entry point8 .. 
C OMMON/C DATA/ See 5.10.1.2 








CCT logical unit number 
CCT tape device 
CCT tape drive 
Number of channels of data 
Number of pixels per channel 
Output error flag: zero means no error 
RewiJ~d ana assign, CCT indicator. set to 1 indicates 
tape x~wind desired. Must be set to 1 on first call or 
callel~ must do his own CCT assignment., 
File: CCTHED.DAT 
File: ------.SAN 
Data for CCT header recorrl 
Data for CCT header record 







CCT logical unit number 
Buffer containing pixels to be output 
INBUF(l) = 1st pixel 
lNBUF(N) = last pixel 
Beginning pixel in INBUF 
End pixel in INBUF 
End of file indicator 
= 0 More data 
= 1 Write EOF on CCT 
= 2 WRITE second EOF on CCT 
Output error flag. Zero means no error 
5.10.4.2 Output 
The output from WRTAPE is a CCT in Universal Image format. 
IERR - Flag to indicate the status from the tape write. 
5.10.4.3 Description 
WRTAPE accepts a call to entry point WRTHED to build a universal 
tape header. Basic header data is retrieved from file CCTHED.DAT 
and data pertaining to the specific area of interest is retrieved 
.... _._ .. J~ 
r •• 
from the 'SAN' data file. The header buffer is filled and output 
to tape. The buffer is also stored in file CCTHED.DAT. 
WRTAPE then ~ccepts at least one call per channel per line to 
build the ancillary and image data set records. The type of 
processing performed is based on the number of pixels per channel 
and produces one of three basic kinds of tapes: 
Type 1) NPIXS <2298 This tape will contain all pixels for one 
channel in one physical record and will contain at least one channel 
in the ancillary portion of the data set. 
Type 2) 2298 < NPIXS < 2998 This tape will contain all pixels for 
one channel in one physical record, but there will be no image data 
in the ancillary portion. 
Tye 3} NPIXS > 2998 This tape will have multiple physical records 
to contain all the pixels for one channel, and there will be some 
image data in the ancillary portion. 
A call to entry point WRTHgD establishes all of the parameters 
needed for writing image data records, encodes header information 
and writes the header to tape. WRTLIN arranges the image data in 
the internal buffer, inserts record oou.nters and scan line numbers 
and outputs the data records to tape. 
In an end-of-tape mark is sensed, the tape is rewound, a message 
is displayed to replace the tape, the header is read from file 
CCTHED.DAT and written on the new reel of tape, and the program 
continues. 
5.10.4.3 Flow 
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'Figure 5.10.3 Subroutine WRTAPE 
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CONVERT CALENDAR DATE 'ro JULIAN DATE, JULIAN 5.10.5 
This is a utility routine to convert the month~ day and year into 
the day of the year or Julian date, 
5.10.6 CONVERT JULIAN DATE TO CALENDAR DATE, CALNDR 
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5.11 ARCHIVE UPDATE PROG~ 
The archive data base (also called the master data base) is 'updated 
at the end of each cycle of processing by having LIMS transfer all 
the Scene Description Records and the Aoquisition Desoription Reeord~ 
from the daily (fC&S) data base into it. Since the Area of Interest 
Description Records came originally from the archive data base and 
are not changed puring processing, they do not need to be transferred. 
Thus the archive data base will contain a history of all LIVES 
processing done since it was initialized. It may be used for future 
reports which need to span more than one processing cycle. The flow of 
the archive update batch run (contained in file DBO;[333,33] 
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FILE VIA PIP 
JI'igure 5.11-1 











5.12 DATA BASE. R~COVElW' 
~ 
A recovery batch program has been provided for use when the computer 
crashes or hangs during the execution of any LIVES major processor 
(EXTRCT, CONDTN, SCRNTR, or CCTGEN). For other t.imes, if no LIVES 
processor is executing, then nothing need to be done for recover.y, 
and if a non-major LIVES processor is executing at the time of the 
crash, it may just be restarted from its beginning when the computer 
is functioning ~ormally again. This section describes the recovery 
batch run. 
5.12.1 LIVES RECOVERY BATCH RUN, LIVESRCVY.BIS 
This batch job is started by the operator when it is determined that 
a major LIVES processor was in execution at the time of a computer 
malfunction. 
Input 
A copy of the daily data base that was saved during the GHIT 
processor batch fun (on OBI· 'disk) • 
All of the transaction files that have been built by the major 
LIVES processor during this cycle (on OBI disk). 
3. A LIMS units assignment file (on system disk). 
4. The current daily data base (on OBI disk). 
o Output 
1. A new daily data base (rebuilt from a copy if any files of the 
old one were locked or missing) which includes updates to show 
all processing done up to the point of the crash, excluding the 
area of interest being handled at the time of the crash. It 
is on OBI disk. 
2. New version number files (type .VRS) for all LIVES major 
processor which show the version number of the last good 
transaction file for each processor. These are on OBI disk. 







__ . ___ .... ___ .. ~~~ .. _1! .A 
o Descript.ion 
; 
This bat.ch run ~ecovers LIVES ro a current. stat.us by reapplying all 
existing transactions t.o the daily dat.a base. It also unlocks or 
restores vit.al peripheral files and delet.es ext.raneous t.ransact.ion 
files. 
o Flow 
The flow of thi~ batch run is depicted in figure 5.12-1. 
o Routines Called 
This batch run is kept in file LIVESRCVY.BIS on the system disk and 
references the following modules: 
System utility, PIP 
First Recovery Program, RCVY1 
Second Recovery Program, RCVY2 
LIMS data base management syst.em 
Third Recovery Program, RCVY3 
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Flow of Recovery Batch Run 
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THAT '~RE LOCKED. 
INFORM OPERATOR 
THAT LAST LIVES 
PROCESSOR MAY BE 
RES'l'A.~TED NOW. 
Figure 5.12-1 (Concluded) 
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5.12.2 FIRST RECOVERY ~ROGRAM, ~CVY1 
Q Inpu~ 
1. LIVES parameter file, LlVESP.DAT (on system disk). 
2. Daily data base files (on DBl disk). 
o Output 
PIP command file SY:DBRSTR.CMD. 
o Description 
This processor opens each of the fouX' permanent files which comprise 
the daily data base to determine if any are locked (open error 
occurs). If none are locked, the PIP command file SY:DBRSTR.CMD 
has the one command "TTO:=NOSTR.DAT" stored in it, which, when 
executed by PIP, will tell the operator that the current LIVES 
daily data base is valid. If any are locked, the PIP commands to 
copy the four data base files from a saved copy of each are written 
into file SY:DBRSTR.CMD. Then the command "TTO:=RSTR.DAT" is written 
into the file, so th~t when PIP executes it, the operator will be 
no~ified that th~ LIVES daily data base has been restored from its 
backup copy and that any online updates to it have been last. 
o Flow 
The flow of this program is depicted in figure 5.12-2. 
o Subroutines Called 
No user subroutines are called. 





ASSIGN, REhD, AND CLOSE 
SY:LtVESP.DAT TO GET 
DEVICE NUMBER FOR DAILY 
DATA BA$E:. 
OPEN THE PIP COMMAND FILE 
DBRSTR.'CnD. 
o 
THE FOUR FILES OF THE 
DAILY DATA BASF-. 
NRITE CO~ND IN'I'O 
NO D:3RSTR"CMD 'l'O NOTIJ"Y 
~~~ __ ~OPERATOR THAT CV~RENT 
NRITE COlAPANDS INTO 
DIJRfjT~.CtID ~O (1) COpy 
DATA BAfE FILES FROM 
SAVED COPY AND (2) NOTIFY 
OPERATOR OF RESTORATION 
ACTION. 
CLOSE DBRSTR.CMD "ILE. 
Figure 5.12-2 
Flow of RCVYl Program 
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5.12.3 SECOND RECOVE~Y P~OGRAM, RCVY2 
o ;Input 
. , 
1. LIVES parameter file, LIVESP.DAT (on system disk). 
2. Transaction. files (type.TRN) from all LIVES major proce.ssors 
(on OBI disk). 
o Output 
1. An update file (type .UPD) for each LIVES major pr~cessor (on 
OBI disk). 
2. A printer report on all transactions processed. 
o Description 
This processor calls COPYTF and RECRPT subroutines for each major 
LIVES processor to collect transaction files and print transactions 
on a report. 
o Flow 
The flow of this program is depicted in figure 5.12-3. 
o Subroutines Called 
Copy Transaction Files, COPYTF 
Recovery Report, RECRPT 
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ASSIQN, Rr,AD, ~ND CLOSr. 
SY:LlvtSP.l>A'r 7('l G~T 
DEVICE NU~BER FOR DAILY 
DATA BASE. 
SET POINTERS FOR FIRST 
LIVES fu\JOR PROCESSOR. 
PRINT REPORT LINE S 
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5 • 12 • 4 Rf:COVERY REPOI\T $UBROtrrINE., RECRPT 
o Input 
An update file (type .UPD). 
o Output 
A printer report. 
o Description 
This subroutine opens an update file and reflects on a printer report 
each transaction in the file. 
o Flow 
The flow of this subroutine is depicted in figure 5.l2~4. 
o Subroutines Called 
No user subroutines are called. 
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NO 
APPEND ".UPD" TO PROCESSO 
NAt1E, OPEN UPDA'l'E FILE, 
NJD SET FIRST TIME FLAG, 
FFLG-O. 
READ. A RECORD FROM THE 
UPDATE FlU:. 
NO YF.S 
PRINT A HEAD! F 
PROCESSOR ARD. SET FFLG-1. 
PRINT THE USER ID, AREA 
OF INTEREST ID, AND 
ACQUISITION DATE OF THE 
TRANSACTIOtJ JUST READ. 
Fiqure 5.12-4 









5.12.5 TIIIRO RECOVERY J?ROGRA,M, RCVY3 
() . ,Input 
1. LIVES parameter file, LIVESP.OAT (on system disk). 
2. Major processors· version number files (on OBl disk). 




This program deletes any transactio)'l file that may have been locked 
due to being open when a computer malf.unction occurred. That 
particular transll\Jtion will not luwe been applied (or re-applied 




The flow of this progl:am is depicted in fj.gure 5.12-5. 
o ~ .. ?utinQs Cal~.!9. 
None. 
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Fi9ure 5.12-5 
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5.13 REPORTS 
, 
LIVES repo~t capability inoludes five apeci~±c report capebilities 
delivered with the system and a general.ized report generation 
capability. The generalized report c'apabil:tty provides for generat-
ing new report programs as their requirements arias and generating 
ad-hoc reports. 
The five reports to be delivered are generated frC)nl the Daily PC&S 
data base. The Master data base provides for generating weekly, 
monthly, other periodic, and apQriodic reports. 
5.13.1 TAPE ORDER PROCESSING SUMMARY 
'rhis report identifies the HD'r tapes to the pt'ocessed and the order 
in which they are to be proc~ssed. It is produced by the GHIT batch 
run which is labeled "LIVES1". 
o Input!, 
PC&S data base. 
LIMS command file. 
o output 
High Density Tape Processing Tape Order Report (See figure 5.13-1). 
o Processing Descrietion 
All Scene Description records are selected. They are sorted on HOT 
to generate an interim command file which generates record sets for 
use in another report. Then they at'e sorted on scene number (assumes 
conti'Juous scene numbet's have been assigned to all scenes of interest 
on anyone HOT), the report header is printed, and datl:i from each 
Scene Descriptioll is printed. The start and End IRIG times are merely 
the minimum and maximum IRIG times for scenes Of interest on each HOT, 
demonstrating the assumption that IRIG times on an nOT at'e monotonically 
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5.13.2 PREPROCESSING ACTIVITY SUMMARY REPORT 
Describes the scenes on the ROT's to be used for processinq the 
areas of interest. It is produced by the GRIT batch run which j,s 
labeled ~LIVES1". 
o Inputs, 
PC&S data base. 
LIMS command file for report. 
o output 
Preprocessing Activity Summary Report (See Figure 5.13-2). 
o Preprocessing Descrietion 
The report header is first printed and includes the GRIT number and 
date (information taken din:!ctly from the GRIT and not carried in the 
daily data base). Then a looping process is begun which uses the 
record sets created earlier (each set contains all the Scene 
Description records for scenes from only one HOT). For each record 
set, an HOT title line (sensor field is hard-coded to be "MSS"), 
column headings, and data from each record (bands field is hard-coded 
to be "1,2,3,4") is printed. The loop is terminated by encountering 
a null set which was created ear lier by a "SKRC'l'ypn4 " command. The 
values is the cloud percent field are in tens of percent. The first 
three characters of the WRS field are the path; the last three are 
the row (row is first and path second in t.he Area of Interest 
Description record fields PWRSRP and SWRSRP). 
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5.13.3 f:XPECTED A OF I SUMMARY REPORT 
Describes for each User 10 the areas of interest expected to be 
extracted. It is produced by the GRIT batch run which is labeled 
"LIVES1" • 
o Input 
PC'S data base 
LIMS command file for report 
o Output 
Expected A of I Summary Report (See Figure 5.13-3). 
o Processing Description 
LIMS will be used to perform the following functions: 
o Sel.ct all acquisition records 
o Sort acquisition records according to (1) User 10, and (z) Area of 
Interest 10 
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5.13.4 EXTRACTION PROC~SSING SUMMARY REPORT 
Describes for each UserID specific ini;ormation about each Area 
of Interest extracted for output to CCT and/or available for 
screening and possible output to CCT depending upon successful 
translation. It is produced by the Daily Report batch run which 
is labeled "LIVES2". 
o Inputs 
PC&S data base 
LIMS Command File 
o Output 
Extraction Processing Summary Report (See Figure 5.13-4). 
o Processing 
LIMS is used to perform the following functions: 
Select all Acquisition Description Records and store them back 
into the data base with the QAGEOM field from the Scene 
Deacription record. 
Print report header (sensor field is head-coded as "HSS"). 
Print report lines from each interim record. 
r 
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Extraction Processing Summary Report 
r 
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r;. 1 .1. r; SCRm~NING AND RF.GISTRl\TION PROCESSING SUMf.1ARY rtEPORT 
n~'t'ed.bcs by User 10 all Aroa' s of Interest Screened and registered 
wH'h the results. It is produced by the Daily Reports batch run 
whi~h is labeled "LIVES2". 
o Inputs 
ftC&S data base 
Iln1S Command File 
o Outputs 
S~reeninq and Registration Processing Summary Report (See Figure 
5.13-5) . 
o processing Description 
LIMS will be used to perform the following functions: 
Print the report header (sensor field is head-coded as "MSS"). 
Print the reports lines from records contained in the same 
set that was used for the Extraction Processing Summary report 
(section 5.13.4) except that only records with field SRGDAT 
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Screening and Registration Processing Summary Report 
r 
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, 
0 Input 
SCENNO Scene number BNDSEX Bands to extract 
CPIXEL Corner pixel PREJRS Preprocessing reject reason 
CLINE Corner line NDPXAD Total number pixels to add 
to line ! AIPX.LS No of pixels this NOLNAD Total number Qf lines to I . A of I add. 
AILNES No of ~ines this FLPXLS No. of pixels in a ful,l 
A of I scene 
FLNES No. of lines i.n a full scene 
IERROR status 
o Output 
Lines of pixels written on imagery file (.SAI file) 
f i 
I 




5.14 DIRECT EXTRACTION PROCESSOR, EXTWOT 
If no GlUT (inventory tape) is available ~or a set of high density 
tapes, it will be necessary to obtain the GHIT information directly 
from the tapes. This processor combines the functions of the GHIT 
and EXTRACT processors, but it does not require the use of a GHIT. 
This processor reads imagery header records from the full scen~ 
disks and compares WRS designators against those in the area of 
interest files. When a match is found, it creates imagery files 
from the appropriate lines of pixels and non-imagery files from 
the full scene data base header and annotation records. 
o Input 
The processor accepts ,Landsat scenes on the full seene data baSe 
(on 300 megabyte disks); the imagery data were placed there by 
the HDTRS as extracted from high density tapes. 
o Output 
The processor produces imagery files in the Search Area Data Base. 
o Description 
For each Landsat scene the WRS designator is matched against the 
areas-of-intere,st records. If an area of interest. is to be extracted, 
acquisition-description and scene records are created. 
o Common blocks 
Communication within the program and subroutines of this processor 
is made by means of common blocks. A complete list of blocks and 
their variables is presented in Table 5.14-1, 
o Subroutines called ASNLUN, CCPIXL, CLOS$, FVOPEN, GETLNP, OPEN$, 









5.14.1 DRIVER PROGRAM EXTWOT 
This program calls all subroutines used in this processor. 
5.14.2 READ SYSTEM PARAMETERS, GRDPRM 
mhis subroutine reads the system parameter file and sets up file 
names and saves the system default values, the disk addresses 
and the method of selecting the full scene disk. 
o Inputs 
System parameter file 
o Outputs 
DBNAME - Lines Master Data Base Name 
DDBNAM Daily PC&S Data Base Name 
TSK - Task name 
o Description 
The system parameter file is opened and read. The unit numbers 
for the data bases are inserted in the data base names. The file 
is closed. The task name is saved. 
o Subroutines called 
CLOS $, OPEN $ 
5.14.3 READ NON~IMAGERY DATA, RDSCN 
Read the non-imagery data which describes an HDT scene. 
o Inputs 
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A~ea of intereat JD 
Not 1,1110(\ 
'ruproceaainq reject rea.on 
Screen ragiatration 
Scene cloud allacssment 
pri.ary.aecondary WRS 
Common block/SCENE 









Date GHIT run 
HOT processing date 
IRIG beginning date 
IRIG ending date 





NUliber of bands 







Area of interest 10 
A of I lines 
A of I pixela 
A of I latitude 
A of I longitude 
Regiatration quality sceen 




Full frame pixela 
Full frame linea 
Number pixels to add 
Number of lines to add 
Default number pixels 
Default number line 
Scene Registration-sceen 
Scene Registration-reject 
Maater data base disk number 
Daily data base disk number 
oiak address 
Colllllon Blc·ck/files 
Maater data base name 
Daily daLa base name 
Tranaaction file nama 
TalJl: name 
Oillk number 
lmaqe diak method 
Common Block/KURDSK 
Disk Number 
oiak unit number 
Disk status unit disk 
Number of disk attached 
Diak statuB array 
was Designatorll for current disk 
Status word 
Status word 
Scene position on diak 
































































ORIGINAL PAGE. IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 














































































































































ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
COMO" block/ADAl 
U.e .. ID 
SClIllIQ 1\ lImlu:u: 
Ar~4 of Inturalt ID 
Not uMod 
lltul)rogulln9 rtlj620t r .... on 
Ser.un r.fJhl:r~t:j,ol\ 
SOul'\} oloml :'UCUmQllt 
"dlllarY~lIqeolltl4l'Y WIIS 
CONlOn block/SCENE 









O.t. OIIlT rut\ 
IIDT ,1l:oculillll tlilt. 
11'10 Ihl9innil\9 "ab, 
UHl Endill\) ""tOIl 





Number oC b""d. 
Re\Jenori\totd l)rO(.\\I(:1:. U"9 






MUll of 1ntlllr.1II1: ID 
1\ of I line. 
A or I pixllb 
A of I ht;itudo 
" of I lon~itud. 





rull trftma pixlillil 
Full traM lin.1I 
Nulllb4tr pi.xeb to lltid 
N~r of Un .. to add. 
o.fault numbolr pilualll 
Od.ull:. nllm4iu: lin. 
Scan .. Ragiatr"tion-lIc.",m 
Soe,,111 ",HJ,LRtrM;io,,-rl}joct 
M ... ter tllltll bAllet diKk numbttr 
DliIUy data buu khk number 
Dillt .ddtGlII 
COIIIIIOI\ Block/filill 
Ma.t.r dl\ ta bale \\"mo 
DaUy di\tl\ blll~. n"1110 
Tr.n .. "tic)I\ fila Mme 
T •• k nlln,. 
olak nUmb@!: 
XIII.g. dhk '"thad 
COIIIIIOn Blook/~UR05K 
obk Numbelr 
Oillk unit numbor 
Obit Mtlltlll\ unit: dhk 
Numbar ot dbk "Ullch6d 
Oi_1t atfttllQ llrrl\Y 
WRS Oo*i91111torl (or Qurl:Qnt dl.1t 
st"tUIL WQrd 
StAt". IoIOrd 
5ellilo po8ition on dhlt 
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o outputs 
Common block/SCENE/describing the scene. 
HEADER-array containing header and sun angle data. 
o Description 
This subroutine reads the header, annotation and trailer li'ecords 
for scene. The following items are extracted from the header 
record: IMGID, ASCDES, WRSDES, SENSID, MISSNO and ACQDAT. The 
FMTLAT, FMTLON, PLYBDR and SUN information are extracted from 
the annotation record. 




5.14.4 SELECT AREAS OF INTEREST, SELAIS 
SELAIS selects the areas of interest with the same WRS designator 
as the current scene. 
o Inputs 
WRSDES WRS designator 
ACQDAT acquisition date 
o Outputs 
Area of Interest Records PC&S data base updated 
o Description 
This subroutine creates a file of the area-of-interest records 
in the I,MDB with the same WRS indicator as the current record. 
This file is used to update the PC&S data base and as input to the 
the subroutine RDAOI. 
o Subroutines called 















5.14.5 READ AREA-OF-INTEREST RECORD, ROAIS 
This subroutine reads the area of interest records, save the data, 
and writes the non-imagery data file. 
o Inputs 




This subroutine reads one record from the area of interest file. 
If there are no more areas of interest, AOIID is set to blanks 
and the subroutine returns. The count is updated for the matching 
primary or secondary WRS indicators is updated and the non-imagery 
data file is written. 
o Subroutines called 
CLOS $, OPENS 




Acquisition description record. 
o Description 
An acquisition-description record is written. 
o Subroutines called 
None. 
5.14.7 COMPUTE CORNER PIXEL, CCPIXL 
Purpose 
See EXTRACT processor (5, 7, 10) 
~._~"~. ··,.-.;;;.. ... H·~" ... 
,~.~. "~,.".,""'~·~_~'·_~·e .._ .. _~!tt ~~, __ 'v<'" ?C" -,'~~ ...... 
5.14.8 WRITE IMAGERY F'ILE HEADER, WRTIHD 
Purpose 
See EXTRACT processor (5, 7, 12) 
5.14.9 GET LINES OF PIXEL, GETLNP 
Purpose 
See EXTRACT processor (5, 7, 13) 
5.14.10 UPDATE PC&S DATA BASE, UPDPCS 
Purpose 
See section 5.7.16 of the extract processor. 
5.14.11 SAVE SCENE DESCRIPTION, SAVESC 
This routine saves the data to update the daily PC&S data base by 
writing the scene description to temporary file. 
o Outputs 
IIADAIlcommon block 





A scene record is written on file 8. 
This routine moves pixels form full scene data base to search 
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5 • 15 ONLINE r~lVES QUERY PROGRAM, OLIVES 
- . 't , _ ! j. 
To be able to examine (in a Read-Only model tne LIVES daily data 
base during a regular LIVES processing cycle for the purpose of 
determining which or how many areas of interests have been through 
a particular processor (or any other items of interest in the 
data base), a program called OLIVES has been provided. Whereas a 
user could use LIMS directly and access the data base, the fact that 
all transactionf:l ftcom any major LIVES processor are not applied to 
the data base until the termination of that processor means the user 
would miss those transactions from a concurrent processor and would 
not, be viewing the actual current status of the system. To avoid 
this situation, a user should log on to UlC [333,333) and RUN OLIVES$. 
The OLIVES program collects all existing transactions from their 
files, applies them to the daily data base, and places the user in 
LIMS ready for the BEDBl:PCS command. The processing done by 
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. , , 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SY:LIVF.SP.DAT TO GET ,-
DEVICE tlUMBER FOR DAILY 
DATJ\ BASE. 
ASSIGN TElUiINAL AND SF.ND ' 
r.mSSAGE "PLEASE to7AIT FOR 
COnPLETION OF DATA BASP: 
UPDATES". 
cor!'!',. 
FOR EXTRCT PROCESSOR 
ItlTO UPDATE FILE 
FJeTRCX. UPD. 
SEND MESSAGE TO TERMI L 
"PHASE 1 OF 5 COMPLFoTE". 
COPYTF 
COLLECT ALL TRANSACTIONS 
FOR SCRNTR PROCESSOR 
INTO UPDATE FILE 
SCRNTX.UPD. 
SEND t1ESSAGE TO TERMINAL 
"PHASE 2 OF 5 COMPLFTE". 
Figure 5.15-1 
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C(\PYTF 
COLLECT ALI. TRANSACTION8 
FO~ CCTGFN PROCESSOR 
INTO UPDATE FILl: 
CCTGEX.UPD. 
SEND MESSAGe TO Tr.JU'I~JAL 
"PHASE 3 OF 5 CO~~LET,E". 
COPYTF 
C~LLECT ALL TRANSACTIONS 
FOR CONDTN PROCES~On 
INTO UPDATE FILE 
CONDTX.UPD. 
SEND MESSAGE TO TERMINAL 
"PHASE 4 OF 5 COMPLETE". 
EXCDMS 
APPLY ALL UPDATES TO DAIL 
DATA BASE VIA FLIHS. 
NO 
SEND MESSAGE TO TERMINAL 
"UPDA',1$ INCO'tPLETE. 
STATUS---. OLIVES I~ 
>-....; ... TER1UNATINC;". 
SEND ~\ESSAGE TO TERMINAL 
"PIIASE 5 OF 5 COMPLE'l'F.". 
Figure 5.15-1 (Continued) 















_____ ~c _____________ ~~ ____ ~ ________ ~ _________ ~ __________ ~ 
r 
C 
REQUEST LIMS BE STARTED 






SEND MESSAGE TO TERMINAL 
"TOO MANY COPIES OF LU1S 
CURRENTLY ACTIVE. TRY 
AGAIN LATER. OLIVES IS 
TERMINATING" • 
r_= STOP ~H ABNORMAL EXIT' 
Figure 5.15-1 (Concluded) 
Flnw of OLI'~S Pro9ram 
Ohab.~~"L h·'V1E If I' 
OF POOR QUALITY 
NO 
SF-NO MESSAr.E TO 





5.16 SAW AND RESTORE MASTER (ARCHIVE) DATA BASE 
44' 4 
After all operations of a daily cycla of the LIVES ha~e been completed, 
the operator saves the Master Data Base to a tape. This tape is 
kept one week as a backup to the disk files. The following steps 
are executed by the operator: 
1. Log on to [5,5]. 
2. Ready a scratch tape with a write ring on drive MTx, where x is 
o or l.. 
3. Enter INI MTx:mmddhh/UIC~[333,33] where 
01 < nun < 12 is the current month number, 
-
01 < dd < 31 is the current day number, and 
-
00 < hh < 23 is the current hour number. 
- -
4. Enter MOU MTx:/OVR. 
5. Enter PIP MTx: [333,33]=DB~: [333,33]LMDB.*/FO 
6. Enter PIP MTx:[333,33]/LI and verify that th~ following files 






7. Enter DMO MTx: and attach a phusical label to the tape identify-
ing it as a LIVES Archive Backup, with the date and time of 
creation and the drive on which it was mounted ('H' or 'I'). 
Whereas the save operation is done at the end of every cycle, the 
restore operation is only done when the current system disk copy of 
the Master Data Base is determined to be unusable. At this point, 
the save tapa from the previous cycle is readied without a write ring 
on MTx and the operator executes the following steps: 
1. Log on to [5,5]. 









Check that the label printed at the console is the desired date 
and hour. 
4. Enter PIP [333,33)LMDB.*:*/DE 
S. Enter PIP DB': [333,33]=MTx: [333,33]/FO 
6. Enter PIP [333,33]LMDB.*/LI and verify that the followin9 files 






7. Enter DMO MTx: and return tape to its storage location. 
r 
" 
6. SHARED OR COMMON SOFTWARE 
6.1 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM HOST LANGUAGE INTERFACE MODIFICATIONS 
The multiple capabilities of a preexisting data management system, 
LIMS, are to be incorporated into LIVES. One 'version will be 
used as a subroutine, callable from a variety of programs. The 
other version will be identical except that it will be usable 
from an interactive terminal, much as the current version of RIMS. 
The interface subroutine, EXCDMS (6.1.1), will adapt the data 
management system use as a subroutine. The main program, FSEL 
(6.1.2.) is a driver program for the FORTRAN version, comparable 
to the current interactive driver program, SEL (6.1.3). FUNIT.S 
(6.1.4), comparable to the cl,~I!"~ent UNITS (6.1.5). The remaining 


































Full details on RIMS are available in references 2.5-1 through 
















6.1.1 OMS HOST LANGUAGE INTERFACE EXCOMS , 
To allow a processor to communicate with the OMS-structured 
data base witil,out having to include all of the OMS software, 
a scheme is planned whereby the p~ocessor builds fil~s of OMS 
commands and data, executes the OMS as a separate task via 
the subroutine EXCOMS, and then reads any needed informatj.on 
from output files built by the OMS. A description of EXCDMS 
follows. ~ 
o Input 
The calling sequence is as follow~: 
CALL EXCOMS (TSK, OBNAME, CFILE, OFILE, MFILE, RFILE, UNIT1, 
UNIT2, STATUS), in which 
TSK - 8-character array containing the left-iustifien, 
blank-filled ASCII name of the calling processor. 
OBNAME - 2o-character array containing the left-justified, 
blank-filled name of the data base desired, including 
the device and UFO specification if needed. 
CFILE - 40-character array con taini!.g the 1ef.t-justified, 
blank-filled ASCII command file name. 
OFILE 4{;-character array containing the left-justified, 
blank-filled ASCII message file name. 
MFILE - 40-character array containing the left-justified, blank-
filled ASCII message file name. 
RFILE - 40-character array containing the left-justified, 
blank-filled ASCII report file name. 
UNITl - integer*2 word containing the unit number to be used 
for the data base lock file assignment. 
UNIT2 - integer*2 word containing the unit number to be used 
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STATUS - integer*2 word containing the status of the request 
to execute the OMS. It will contain one of the 
folloWing values: 
+1 Successful completion 
-1 Insufficient pool nodes available to requestor 
-2 Task not installed 
-3 Partition too small for task 
-6 Handler task not resident to load task 
-7 Task is active 
-8 Task is disabled 
-20 No blanks within first twenty characters of input 
data base file name 
-80 Directive issued by background task 
-91 Invalid UIC 
-94 Partition not in system (no TPD entry found) 
-95 Invalid priority specified «0 or >250) 
-98 Part of DPB is out of issuing task's address 
space 
-99 DIC or DPB size is invalid 
Description 
The routine will attempt to exclusively assign the data base 
lock file to ensure that no other program is updat.ing the data 
base, If it is unsuccessful, it will wait two seconds and try 
again. When it is successful, it will assign the file 
FUNITS.SAT and write into that file the parameters that the OMS 
will need to do its job. These parameters are the calling 
task's name and the names of the command, data, message, and 
report files. It will then free FUNITS.SAT and request that 
the OMS begin execution. Tt~e status from the request will be 
received back and stored in output variable STATUS. If 





















task will pe suspended. Just before returning, this routine 
frees the data base lo;,}kfile. 
6.1.2 MAIN PROGRAM, FSEL 
The main program, SEL, of the OMS is modified to create a 
similar main llrogram, FSEL, to allow the host language OMS to 
call the subrQutine FUNITS instead of UNITS. 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
The program statement CALL UNITS is changed to CALL FUNITS. 
The common block RSMFLG is included in the subprogram to ensure 
its remaining in core. The "ENTER COMMAND" prompt is removed 
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6.1.3 MAIN PROGRAM, SEL 
o Input Modification 
None 
o Output Modification 
None 
o Description of Modification 
The conunon block RSMFLG is included in the subprogram to ensure 
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6.1~4 FLIMS UNITS ASSIGNMENT, FUNITS 
The subroutine UNITS is modified to e~~ate a sim~lar $U~~~tine, 
called FUNITS, to enable the host language OMS to assign a different 
units assignment file than the terminal OMS. 
o Input Modification 
An additional record is read from fil~ FUNITS.S~T. 
o Output Modi~tion 
The variable RTSK in c:ommon block RSMFLG has the name of the task 
which caused execution of. the DMS. The variable RFLG in RSMFLG 
is set to indicate thcLt this is a host DMS execution. The file 
FUNITS.SAT is restored to standard contents. 
o Descr~rtioJ1 of Modification 
The units assignment :file ID is changed from SY: (210,4] 
UNITS.SAT to SY:FUNITS.SAT. The first record read from FUNITS.S~T 
is checked for all blanks. If it i.s all blank, RFLG is set to two. 
If it is non-blank, t:hen RFLG is set to one, and the task name is 
stored in variable R~[,SK. After the last record from FUN ITS .SAT 
has been read and prl:>cessed, the file is rewound, and a set of 
standard records is written back into the file before it is closed. 
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6.1.5 LIMS UNIT ASSIGNMENTS, UNITS 
This subroutine is modified to assign and read unit assignments 
from a standard file who~e location is different from previous 
systems, thereby enabling access throughout LIVES. 
o. Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
Variable RFLG in common block RSMFLG is set to zero~ 
o Description of Modification 
The units assignment file ID is changed from SY:[2l0,4] UNITS.SAT 
to SY:UNITS.SAT. The new variable, RFLG, in cornmon block RSMFLG 




















6.1.6 GENERATE ACCESS NUMBER, ~CCNO 
This subroutine is modified to incorporate a new record ID algorithm 
which uses User ID, Area of Interest ID, and Acquisition Date as 
basic components to identify a record. 
o Input Modification 
The input string is expected to contain either a single positive 
integer less than 2,147,483,647 or a three part number of the form 
Use~ 1D @ Area of Interest ID @ Acquisition Date, with l~ User ID ~ 
20, 1< Area of Interest ID ~ 9999, and l~ Acquisition Date ~ 9365. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
If the input string does not contain just a single integer, then 
locate the two @'s and convert the three character strings to 
integers. The record ID is then equal to 100,000,000 times the 
User ID plus 10,000 time~ the Area of Interest ID plus the 
Acquisition Date. If the Acquisition Date is missing, it is 
assumed to be 2ero, and if the Area of Interest IO @ Acquisition 
Date parts are missing, then both Area of Interest ID and Acquisition 
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6.1.7 ATTACH FILES, ATTACH 
This subroutine is modified to attach permanent data base files and 
temporary scratch files so that different users may access the same 
data base simultaneously. 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
Instead of the CALL ASSIGN statement, the OPEN statement is used. 
If the unit number is four or less, an existing data base file 
is opened with shared access. If the unit number is greater than 
four, a new, temporary, scratch file is opened for use only by 
this 'cask. 
......... _\"-,-,~"~ .... , '-'~ 













6.1.8 ADD AND UPDATE FROM FILE, AUFILE 
This subroutine is modified to allow for record ID input via three 
floating f±el~s rather than two fixed fields and to allow up to 
three 80-character card images to be input per each logical record. 
o Input Modification 
; 
. 
If a record ID field is not identified via the input format (type 151), 
expect at least the Area of Interest ID field to be identified 
in the input format and, optionally, the User ID field ~nd the 
Acquisition Date field. Also, an integer variable, C, is 
added as the third input argument for the subroutine, to 
specify the number of card images that are being used per logical 
record. 
o ~tput Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
The value of C is checked to determine the number of physical records 
per logical record. If C is zero, it is assumed that there is one 
240-character physical record per logical record. If C is '1', '2' 
or '3', it is assumed that there are C SO-character physical records 
per logical record. Any other value of C results in an error message 
to the message file. 
When the input specifies that there is no record ID field in 
the input record, the input format is searched for the field 
names RIDPl, IUDP2, and RIDP3. As each one is found, it is converted 
to an integer (set to ze~o if not found) and used in calculating 
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6.l.9INI'l'IALIZE OMS, BEGIN 
Purpose of Modificatio,!! 
This subroutine is modified to initialize the OMS in such a way as 
to prevent data base conflicts during updates. 
o Inp~tModification 
A new variable, RFLG, is included in the common block RSMFLG. 
common block SECCOM is included in the subroutine. The BEGIN 
command has an optional :L suffix for use from the terminal. 
o o~tput Modification 
The common block SECCOM contains values which determine 
whether the OMS can be used in the u;Je'ate mode or the read 
only mode. 
o Description of Modification 
The 
The variable RFLG is tested to distinguish between interactive and 
Fortran-interface environments. In the interactive, environment, the 
BEGIN command line is checked for the :L suffix. If it is found, 
then an attempt is made to assign the data base lock file. It it 
is unavailable, a message is sent to the terminal and the program 
terminates. If it is available, then the codes in common block 
SECCOM are set for the updat·:· mode. If the : L suffix is not found, 
the codes in SECCOM are set for read only mode. If RFLG indicates 
that the task is in the Fortran-interface environment, then the 
codes in SECC01'! are set for the update mode. 
An additional modification is that unit 14 is closed if a new data 
.. 
base is being attached, so that there will be no probrem in assign-




























6.1.10 CONTROL AUFXLE, CAUFIL 
This subroutine is mcdified to searoh the command line for 
an optional input, the number of card images per logical record, 
and pass that value on to subroutine AUFILE. 
o Input Modification 
The add from file (AF) and update from file (UF) commands have 
an optional 'n' suffix, where n is 1, 2, or 3. 
o Output Modification 
The value of the optional command suffix is passed on in the 
calling arguments to subroutine AUFILE. 
o De~ription of Modification 
After extracting the format numbers from the command line, the 
n suffix is searched for. If it is not found, the value is 
set to zero. If it is found, its value is read. The value 
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6.1.11 CHANGE FIELD CONTROL ROUT.INE, CFCR 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description ot Modification 
In building the tnternal format buffer for the CF command, the first 
record of the object set is retrieved to get the format number. 
This routine is changed so that if the record does not exist in the 
data base, the next record is retrieved to get the format, looping 
until a good retrieval occurs. 
6.1.12 MAIN COMMAND INTERPRETER, CIMAIN 
o Input Modifica'tion 
None. 
o Output Moditic~~io~ 
Possible new message "XX COMMAND NOT ALLOWED" to unit 7, where xx is 
an update command mnemonic. 
o Description of Modification 
The security array, SECURE, in common block SECCOM, is tested for 
each input command. If the command is not to be allowed for this 
user, the program now writes a message back to the user instead of 










6.1.13 UPORT COMMAND IN'l'!RPRETER, CIRP 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o outeut Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
A new check is made on the first clause set off by commas in the 
RP and JP commands. If this clause beings with the characters 
"CS", th¢n the next oharacters up to the comma (two maximum allowed) 
are interpreted as a decimal number. This number will then be used 
as the number of spaces to place between all output fields of the 












6.1.14 STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS ROUTINE, CMPUTE 
o l:nput Modlficati'on 
None. 
o OUtput Modif!eation 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
The range of date values in the LACIE format (YDDD) is changed from 
1/1/70 through 12/31/79 to the new range from 1/1/77 through 
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6.1.15 DISPLAY A FORMATTED RECORD ROUTINE, DISFMT 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o output Modification 
None. 
o Des9ription of Modification 
The routine now writes as many as 252 characters to the output file 
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6.1.16 DISPLAY FORMAT DEFINITION, DISPDD 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Mod:ificatio~ 
'None. 
o Description of Modification 
Besides displaying the contents of the format requested in the FO 
command, the format number is now also displayed. 
· _. 
6.1.17 INTERNAL RECORD DISPLAY, DISPLA 
o Input Modifica~ion 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modificatio~ 
The DI command now writes as many as 252 chatacters on one 
starting in column two if the output is not the terminal. 
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6.l!18 DATE-INTEGER CONVERSION, DTEINT 
This subroutine is modified to accept LACIE format dates in the 





Description of Modification 
The base year is changed from 1970 to 1977, arid the internal data 






6.1.19 TERMINATION, END 
This subroutine is modified to provide the facility for restarting 
another task whl.ch haa suspended itself after calling on the DMS 
to perform same function. 
o Input Modification 
The common block RSMFLG is now included in the subroutine and has 
, 
variables RFLG and RTSK. 
o Output Modification 
A message is written to the message file if the return status from 
the resume directive is no good. 
o Description of Modification 
Code has been inserted to branch on the value of RFLG. If RFLG 
equals zero, the END subroutine assumes that the m1S was executed 
from the terminal and a STOP is executed. If RFLG equals two, END 
assumes that the OMS was executed from a non-resumable runstream, 
and a CALL EXIT is executed. If RFLG equals one, END does a CALL 
RESUME with the task name (from RTSK) to be resumed. The return 
stat\l.S is then checked. If it is good, a CALL EXIT is executed. 
If it is bad, a message with its value is written to the message 
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6.1.20 FAMILY TREE FORMAT RETRIEVAL, F'l'FMT 
o Input Modification 
Nona. 
o Output Modification 
The third a~9ument, EM, is an output variable and now takes on 
the following values: 
1 unidentified field namo 
2 - missing ancestor of existing child 
3 - missing lowest level record 
4 - missing format record 
Unchanged from input - no detected error 
o Description of Modification 
The Jutput error argument has been expanded in range to be more 
definitive about which error occurred. 





6.1.21 GET CHILD, GETCLD 
This subroutine is modified to conform to the new record 
10 calculation algorithm. 
o ~nput Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
For each parent recoro 10 of the input set, the chain of child 
record IO's is traced. Each one is compared to the parent 
by setting the Acquisition Date portion equal to zero. Each 
child record 10 that belongs to an input parent record 10 is 
passed on the output set. 
I 
r +, .... 
6.1.22 GET PARENT,GETPAR 
This subroutine is modified to conform to the new record 
10 calculation algorithm. 
Input Modification 
None. 
o outfut Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
As each record 10 of the input set is retrieved, the Acquisition 
Date portion is zeroed, and if a new parent record 10 is 
generated, it is passed to the output set. 
, 
I 
.... . y, ,-'~ 
6.1.23 PRINT HEADER ROUTINE, HEADER 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output ~!odificatio!!. 
None. 
o Descr.i:ption o.f Modification 
The text which is to be printed as the header is searched fori the 
character string $$DATE$$$. If it is found, it is replaced by 
the current date in a DD-MMM-YY format. Similarly, the current 
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6.1.24 CHARACTER TO NUMBER CONVERT~R, lNPARM 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o output ~~~fication 
The output integer, whioh is accessed through the name, INPARM, 
of this function subprogram, may now be negative. 
o Description e~ Modification 
The first non-blank character of the input field is checked for a 







6.1. 25 JOINT ... ~'f)'RMJ\TTED AND DISPLAYlI"FORMA'rTED CONTROL ROU'l'INE I 
JFDFCR 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
In buildinq the internal format buffer, the first recoX'~ of the 
object set is retrieved to qet the format number. Thisroutine 
is changed so that if the record does not exist in the data base, 
the next record is retrieved to get the format, looping until a 
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6.1.26 JOINT-SELECT-NONKEY AND SELECT-NON~EY CONTROL ROUTINZ, 
JNSNCR 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Desc~iption of Modification 
In building the internal forl'l'lat buffer, the first record of the object 
set is retrieved to get the format number. This routine is changed 
so that if the r.ecord does not exist in the data base, the next 






6.1.27 GENERATE PARENT IDENTlli<tCATION, PRNTID 
This subroutine is modified to conform to the naw record 
ID calculation a190r~thm. 
o Input Modifj,cation 
None. 
o output Modification 
None. 
o Descrietion of Modifica~ion 
To calculate the parent record 10 from the child record IO, 
the Acquisition Date portion of the child record ID is set 
to zero. 




I 6.1.28 SORT SET, SORTS o Input Modification 
None. 
o Q~tput Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
When the joint sort command, JS, is used, this routine calculates 
the parent record 10 from the child record 10. This calculation 
has been revised to treat the parent/child record 10 relationship 
as it is defined for LIVES. 
.... -I 
~ .~ 





6.1.29 SPECIFY SET, SPCSET 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
The ~outine has been revised to use the fi~st forty characters of 
an input line to generate a record 10 instead of just the first 
twenty. Also, it no longer halts input when a blank character is 








6.1.30 SQUEEZE OUT EXTRANEOUS BLANKS, SQZE 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description of Modification 
When an up arrow character (circumflex character on some keyboards) 
is det~cted as part of a text string in the eF, DF., JF, SN, IN, RP, 
or JP commands, it is changed to the type of quote character (single 



























6.1.31 STATUS TABLE DISPLAY, STATUS 
o Input Modification 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 




writing of a status table entry for inspection by the user is 
done to the message file (internal unit number 7) instead of 
report file (internal unit number 12) • 
, . ht ... 
6.1.32 TRANSFORM, TFORM 
This subroutine is modified to not transfer a field of blanks if 
the "from" format field type is type three. This allows a 
standardized input format to be used for updates, allowinq field. 
to be chanqed only when new data appear. 
o Inp~t Modification 
The input format's type column contains the inteqer value 
three whenever this action is desired. 
o Output Modification 
Blank fields are not transferred to the output record buffer 
wh~n their field types are three. 
o Description of Modif.ication 
As each field is to be transferred, its input type is 
checked for a three. If a three is found, the field is 
checked for all blanks. If all blanks are found, no transfer 
is made, otherwise the field contents are transferred from the 













6.1.33 TRANSFO~ TO WORKING BUFPER, TFORHW 
o Input Modifica.tion 
None. 
o Output Modification 
None. 
o Description pf Modification 
• This routine was changed to bypass its processing if the JP command 















6. 1.34 COMMAND ACCESS CONT~OL ~OU'1'INE, UNLOCK 
0 Input Modification 
None. 
0 Output Modification 
None. 
0 DescriE!tion of Modification 
This routine has been made to do nothing in LIMS because users 
are granted either read-only or full-update access already by the 
use of the :L suffix on the BE command. 
6.2 DATA BAS~ TRANSACTION COpy SUBROUTINE 
6.2.1 DATA BASE TRANSACTION COPY, COPYTF 
Each of the functional processors except the GHIT processor writes 
its individual transactions (data base updates) to a separate file. 
This COPYTF subroutine is called at the end of the processor to 
collect all of that processor's transaction files into one file 
which the processor can then send to LIMS via the EXCDMS subroutine 
to be used to update the data base. 
o Input 
1. The name of an array which contains the file name, including 
device (if r.ot DBO:) and UIC (if not standard one), of the 
processor's transaction files. The type is: not to be included 
as part of the file name. 
2. Integer *2 number of valid characters in the file name array 
specified in the first argument. 
3. Integer *2 unit number available for assig:ning a version file. 
4. Integer *2 unit number available for assigning transaction files. 
5. Integer *2 unit number available for assigning the update file. 
6. Integer ~2 processor or query flag with values: 
o = called by major processor (EXTRCT, CONDTN, SCRNTR, or CCTGEN) • 
1 = not called by a major processor. 
o Output 
There are no output arguments. 
o Processing Description 
The file type . VRS is appended to the input filja name to create the 
name of the versicm file. This file is opened lind a current version 
number read from :Lt. If there was no version f!tle, a new one is 
created and the current version number is set tOI zero. The current 
version number is incremented by one. The file type .UPD is 
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Then .TRN; replaces .UPDand the current version number is 
converted to octal characters and appended to the file name. This 
version of the transaction file is then opened and its contents 
transferred to the update file. This transaction file is then 
, 
closed, the cutfent version number incremented by one, a new 
transaction file name generated, and the transferred to the update 
file is made ag,in. This processor continues until some pa~ticular 
versi.on number of the transaction file can not be assigned. At 
this point, the current version number is decremented by one to 
reflect the highest good transaction file version number used, and 
it is written back out to the version file. The version file is 
closed, an end-of-file written on the update file, the update file 
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6.3 ~ISTING PDP-ll AND lMAGE-100 SOFTWARE 
In addition to the standard RSX-llD operating system and 
utilities, two special purpose software packages already in the 
DLT computer software libraries must be used. One software 
package ("fast video") increases disk and tape I/O transfer rates 
by eliminating use of intermediate RSX-llD buffers. The other 
software package is required for communication with the IMAGE-100 
display hardware. 
6.3.1 FSTVID 
Consists of a package of subroutines for performing efficient 
disc and tape I/O on PDP 11 computers. FSTVID was developed to 
bypass the actual reading and writing functions of the PDP 11 
File Control Success (FCS) which contain restrictions due to 
block size limitation and overhead. 
The following entry points are provided by FSTVID: 
FVOPEN - opens a disc on tape file 
FVREAD - reads a record from disc a tape 
FVWRIT - writes a record to disc a tape 
FVWAIT - waits for completion of previous I/O operation 
FVCLOS - closes a disc on tape file 
FVDLTE - deletes an open dii!H;~ file 
FCDSET - sets the start block number for the next I/O 
FVWND - rewinds a tape or sets the start block to 1 for I/O 
to disc 
PRSFNM - parses a file name and sets up a data set description 
(called by FVOPEN) 
. 
















6.3.2 IMAGE-100 I/O ROUTINES 
Two modules of the basic 1-100 software are required for the 
screening and translation programs. The file [100,4]SPCUR.OBJ 
contains routine IRK which reads the position of the cursor 
as Bet by the user with the joystick. The library (100,4) 
IMALIB conta~ns IRV which reads a line from a refresh memory, 
and routine fWV which writes a Bcan line to the refresh memory. 
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1. DATA BASES AND SPECIAL FILES 
LIVES operates through independent programs which make use of 
the following data bases and special files. 
Full Scene Data Base, produced by the High Density Tape 
Refol~atting System, HDTRS (1.1). 
Search Area Data Base, which contains imagery data needed for 
processing the data for each area of interest (7.2). 
Translation Control Image Data Base, which contains reference 
images to support the translation function (7.3). 
Screening Map Data Base, produced by the Conditioning Processor 
(7.4). 
In addition, the Process Control and status Data Base (7.5) 
defines the areas of interest for which Landsat data are needed 
by users, as well as status, control, and other information 
required for computations in the various system processes. 
There will also ba a System Parameter Data File (7.6), which 
maintains overall parameters of the system. This will be 
accessible to any independent program that needs it, but it will 
not be modifi~d by allY such program. 
Processor command files (7.7), coded in the LIMS language, are 
also maintained in LIVES. 
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7.1 rOLL SCENE DATA BASE 
The format of the imagery data in these file5 is furnished in 
reference 2.3-2. 
7.2 SEARCH AREA DATA BASE 
The Search Area data base contains data ex,tracted from the Full 
Scene Data Base, corresponding to areas of interest. Data for 
each area of interest resides on differerit files. There are two 
types of files, imagery-data and non-imagery data; the latter 
consists of header, ancillary, annotation, and trailer data. 
The file name for both file types is a function of user 10 and 
Area of Interest ID~ The two digit User 10 is concatenated with 
the four digit Area Qf Interest ID. The file type for the imagery 
data is SAl, and the type for the non-imagery data is SAN. 
Each imagery-data file is composed of a header record followed 
by imagery data records. Each record is 512 characters. 
Figure 7.2-1 depicts the format of the header. Imagery data are 
continuous string bits blocked into 512 bytes 
records, as shown in Figure 7.2-2. 
Non-imagery data are composed of records for each of its 
components. 
7. 3 REFERENCE IMAGE r)ATA BASE 
The format of the images is the same as specified for search area 
files specified in Section 7.2 
7.4 ~CREF.NIN~ MAP D~TA BASE 









Figure 7.2-1 Non-Image Data Record Format 
Bytes ~~ord Par!llneter Description 
-
1-2 1 NC Number of channels in image 
\ 
file. 
3-4 2 NP Number of pixels per channel 
per scan. 
5-6 3 NSL Number of scan lines in image 
file. 
7-8 4 NOB Number of first data block. 
9.,..10 5 NANHEO Number of dncillary header 
blocks. 




4 Classification/cluster map 
5 Registered image ,'7 
6 
J 
I 13-14 7 NCHEO Number of channel descriptor li j 
,: blocks. 
r 15-26 8-13 SCNIO Scene 10 (12 ASCII characters). 1 





















Figu,re 7.2-2 Image Data Format 
Description 
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7.5 PROCESS CON~ROr~AND STATUS DATA BASE 
The PC'S data base is used to (1) define areas of interest, 
(2) support system computations, (3) support system contr.ol, 
and (4) provide syst~m statusing information. The contents 
of the PC'S data base is de~ived from area of interest 
definition, GlUT tape, and the processing functions. 
Th~re are three types of records in the PC'S data base: 
\ 
o Area of Interest Description - Defines those items of a~i area 
of inter.est common to all image acquisitions (see figure 7.5-1) 
o Scene Descriptions - Describes scenes from the HOT (see figure 
o Acquisition Descriptions - Contains data describing an area 
of interest acquisition and the processing of this acquisition 
(see figure 7.5-3) 
There will exist at least. two versions of t;be PC&S data base. 
They are: 
o Daily PC&S data base - This data base contains only those 
Acquisi·t:.ion Description and their associated Area of Interest 
descriptions and Scene Descriptions from a given day. It is 
used to control and status report on a given day's activity. 
The use of a small data base for daily processing minimizes 
the system overhead for data management activities 
o Master (Archive) PC&S data base - This data base contains 
Area of Interest Descriptions, Descriptions and Scene 
Descriptions f,rom all days of HDT processing. This data base 
is used for weekly, monthly, and other periodic and aperiodic 
reporting as well as maintaining Area of Interest Descriptions. 
The GHIT Processor will retrieve those Area of Interest:. Descrip-
tions need for processing data for a given GHIT Tape and build 
a,daily base using these records and the AcqUisitions Description 
and Scene Description Records which it builds. The Acquisition 
and Scene Description records are added to the Master PC&S Data 
Base by the Archieve Program. 
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AI - NUmber of Lines 5 
At - Number Pixels 5 
Registration Quality 
Threshold - Screen 1 
Registration Ouality 
Threshold - Reject 1 
Cloud Percent Threshold 2 






Area of Interest Type 1 
Crop Code 2 
Latitude/Direction 5 
Longitude/Direction 3 
Acquisition Start Date 4 
Acquisition stop Date 4 
Primary WRS (Row, 
path) 6 
Secondary WRS (Row, 6 
path) 
Film Flag' 
























figure 7.5-2 Soene Desoription Reoord 
Mnemonio Description Length ~ 
HDTID HOT Tape 10 20 A 
IMGID Image 10 1:2 A 
NOBNDS Number of Bands on Tape 1 I 
ACODAT Acquis:l.tion Date 4 0 
SCNCLA Scene Cloud Assessment 2 A 
REGPFL Regenerated Product Flag 1 A 
WRSDES WRS Designator 6 I , fc 
j WRSOFF WRS Offset 2 I I ! MISSNO Mission Number 1 I ~ 
RESTYP Resampling Type 1 A ~ ~ 
QAGEOM Quality Assessment of ; Geographical Model 1 I 
'j 
IPormat Center Lat/Dir 5 I FMTLA'l' J 
, FMTLON Format Center Lon/Dir 3 I ~ 
i \ 1 
PLYBDR Playback/Direct Flag 1 'P" 1 : 
ASCDES Ascending/Descending , 
Flag I A F , 
~ SUNZLA Sun Elevation Angle 2 I , SUNAZA Sun Azimuth Angle 3 I 
DATGUI Date GHIT Run 4 D i 
HDTPOT HOT Processed Date 4 0 
SCENNO Scene Number 3 I 
BNREOE Band Numbers E)ttracted 5 I 
, 





7. (; SYSTEM PARAME'rER FILE 
The system parameter file provides a method of modifying system 
parameters w,ithout recompiling and task building the various 
processors. Each processor will initiate its processing by 
readinq the system parameters it uses. Figure 7.6-1 describes 
this single-r~cord file. 
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Figure 7.6-1- System Parameter File Descriptiorl 
Parameter 
Full Frame Pixels 
Full Frame Lines 
Cloud Detection Threshold Value 
Percent Value for Excessive Cloud 
Cover 
Default Number of Pixels to Add 
for Search Area 
Default Number of Lines to Add 
for Search Area 
Default Area of Interest Number 
of Line 
Default Area of Interest Number 
of pixels 
Ouality Code Upper Threshold 
Ouality Code Lower Threshold 
Master Data Base Disk Drive 
Number 
Daily and Search ~rea Data Base 
Disk Drive Number 

























































This section summarizes the LIMS command files used by the 
various proclessors throughout the syst~m. Command files will 
be coded in the LIMS l.anguage therefore require no compilation 
or task building. Command files which update the PC&S data 
base will ).'equire an input .format describing the files from 
which inpu~.:. dflta are to be read. Command files which produce 
output to be fead by a LIVES processor usually require an 
output format for the file to be written. Subsequen.t paragraphs 
identify ~::he processor and the files they use. 
\ 
7.7.1 ~c.&S DATA BASE ADD PttOGRAM COMMAND FILES 
o Input File -adds a group of area of interest records 
contained on a file to the Master PC&S data base (See 
Reference 2.5-5 for file format) 
o OutP'lt File - writes specified rec()rds (all fields) to file 
7.7.2 PC&S DATA BASE UPDATE PROGRAM COMMAND FILES 
o f,\ir:;t Output File - writes specified areas of Interest 
(all fields) to a file 
o Input File - updates a group of areas of interest from data 
contained on a file in the Master PC&S data base (See 
Reference 2.5-5 for file format) 
o Second Output File - Same as first bue writes to different 
file 
7.7.3 PC&S DATA BASE DELETE PROGRAM COMMAND FILE 
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7.7.4 GHIT PROCESSOR COMMAND FILES 
- Reads A of I Description Records, $elects A of I Description 
Records based on WRS Primary and Secondary Row/Paths and 
writes tne~ in data base format to a file from the Master 
PC'S data base. WRS Row/Paths are dynan\ically specified on 
another ,fil.~, 
- Area of Interest Description Add - adds area of interest 
description records contained on a file to the Daily PC~S 
data base. 
- Acquisition Description Add - adds .Acquisi tion Description 
Record from a file in data base format to the Daily PC&S 
data base. 
- Scene Description Add ... adds SCene description records 
from a tile in data base format to the Daily PC&S data base. 
7.7.5 EXTRACT PROCESSOR COMMAND FILES 
- Area of Interest/Acquisition Description Select File - selects 
all acquisition Descriptions from the data base, sort on 
scene number, and writes data from the Acquisition Record and 
associated Area of Interest of file. The file contains the 
following fields, Area of Interest 10, User 10, Acquisition 
Date, band numbers, Area of Interest Location and size data. 
- Scene Description Select File - selects al\ scene descriptions 
from the Daily PC&S data base, 
writes them to a file. 
- Extract Processor Update - updates Acquisition Records from 
recorQs contained on a file. The file contains the following 












, 7.7.6 CCT WRITE PROCESSOR COMMAND FILES 
General Input File - selects all Acquisition Description 
Records from the Daily PC'S data base ready for output 
to tape, so~ts them on User 10 and writes data to a File. 
The 4ata includes screen , register data, extraction reject 
reason code, preprocessing reason reject, Bias' gain 
factors, Band numbers extracted, Pixel translation value, 
line translation value. 
- Specific Input File - selects specified Acquisition 
oescriPti9n Records from the Daily PC'S data base, sorts 
them according to user ID and writes them to a file. The 
specified records will dynamically have been written to 
a file by the CCT write processor. The updated fiel.ds will 
be the sarneas for the general input file. 
- Update E'ile - the Daily PC&S data base Acquisition 
Description records will be updated from a file. The file 
will contain the following fields~ CCT number and CCT date. 
7.7.7 SCREENING & TRANSLATION PROCESSOR COMMAND FILES 
.. Input Selection File - selects all acquisition records for 
A of I's requiring screening or translation for a given 
User 10. The Screening & Translation Processor will 
dynamically generate a command file which selects all 
·Acquisition records for a User 10 and reassign the Input 
selection file, which will then determine those records which need 
screening and write a file containing the resultant data. 
The fields written to this file are Area of Interest I.O., 
image I.P., screening and registration flag, bias and gain 
factors, scene number, and band numbers extracted. 
The screening and translation processor may limit the 
selection to specific A of I's by writing a file of A of I 
ID's and performing a specify set command rather than a 
select type of command on the dynamic file. 
r - ;. - ... -~- ••• 
- Update File - updates Acquisition Description recorda in 
the Daily PC'S from data contained on a separate file. 
This file will contain the following fields: screen reject 
code, screen' register date, pixel translation value, line 
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Clo\,la't. ~-o, ';lfl":~r ,;'.I::gr.:. c:: 1:1 \"-,01 c;o:\allt.lu. ';I u:a';.W 
h:-::-'t I rep,:: t. r.l-:~~1If '.'!'.: ,~ ::.!:; '" '":: l. :':J:.::,"n .. ~:~ .:'~t 
Cil.lldel:nu 1:1 r~t:,w ,,,:nr.':Il::,.., H"fl:n.nq. 
A'/allc:blt: ct:!:hllenol dee'J~e"~:::llo:1 ',,:,I=h ,rctvl:l2r. : f·.;II. 
.etctllq!l d:,;tipl.; ... :.h~ .. !'J 1:., ct:la:\ .. ~. ali \1.1\ Clio C:I)' ;r::a-
,UUon21 •• plot\olory :th .... :" 'i.he:. fI':«UC\·Y. 
I. TITLe 
SCR££::, a Procedure fo:, Automatically Detect1n& Carbled Dato. Clouds, Snow, Cloud 
Shad~~s. and Water in Landsat :$S Data 
------. 






~loud shada-.. ·s, ruod sno't: fro:., cat~ processing (unless these are itcrs of interes t). i 
There has also OCP:1 a need to exclude data over ""ater ""hen calculating ha:c diaz:\C''i :~:= 
fot recf.'nt,lv ,developed preproces~ing ~13~dthr~\S (e: g., :~e XST~ a~::orith::l~ d~ ... ::l.:?n= 
at EP..I:O ~t\!.cn cO:::j}<!m,<!te silrellJ.::.e :~s 03.::0 tor t~e e:tec::. 0':: .:t:::.:s;:.:.c:::.: :;.::.:.:_ 
without using ground t:\easure~ents. In the p.:lSt s'Jen cata editi:1n ~.,s >;:::'.cral::: :,£:1.:';;.; 
on t:'.Lmunl procecl.!!'es ... ,'~.ich ... ·.are tice ccnsu:::i:lg and cost!.,. rhe SC?'::E!~ algerit:.:: i~ , 
M autoL1atic:. a."\d ine:Qcnsive cc::puter ill£jorit.h:l for accot:.?l!shin5 this eCitine; f\:.c:ic;1: I 
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, Sf CTl~.·. II· 1 FCh~!C'.· • .,l.V ('(I"~I.fh '\'1::1. F.UIl.Y lJl'jCle~$T.uj!),\I\I.t \):.tr.~IPT/?'" OF UE\4 nCH";O'.OC" ~~" f • 
\.,,~ :'r. ,'e .. :·~·!:. T'C' ~'~L'i~' Ti1~ I )"':;'~'I : !'I ~tt" "'It Ci\a'::Tlt/~ ~~. tt" ...... 11 '11 t.·~;H.M t'''''~I .. " "I., ... I ".$1.'1 "/,,,\,Iu,,""'; C ·\lr"olllll'l" 1\ ~',I/j II ·F .. '\I'IIIII\"'ltllf'''I'')~t £"S .. ;rO" I\,. '\'#'It F,·r~':I"~'·'·f, '~'t4"f .• t"'" C·.p .. p •• ;: . 
•• 1," ~ '1. H .'"1 \1-:1. t·,~l •• II~ i 1 •• 1'11'/111' I' ,'.i'~~1f 11111: '1'1-1 / •• 1/,1',1(\1"", ;,:,'\':.11 )~/(:' f~.I;ffl 
\f, ....... "*'" tIl .. ·, ..... Io~~_~_ .. _"It, ••• ·"..'""'""'~,....""'., 1I'o_.~_._"._ ... t._ .. ,.._~ ~. tt-: ::-_~ t ~_ 
I n.c SCREE!: .l!}l,)r~:h:n \"il~ d;l·'\'.l.~?\..: ~~ bo .\r~l!.,.: :..: : .. ~:'\~~at 11 L,,\CIE $Q£::.::n: :.l~1l I (and l.nnds:tt 11 full frlU;\fl d:lt., fro::\ cer'l produced before July 16, 1975). For !.:'lr.:sat \ d~ta, or for Lru\d~at It full rra=~ data froQ CCT t , produced en or aft~r July 16, 1975'1 
corrN~t:icms eo d::l'.alnec et,;-Cancl";";tU LACIf: sesmcnt dM:.a calibration first "'led to be 
llpplicd before. lntti:\tin~ the SC1\EE~ proceduro. 'lllilSQ corrections are defined in the 
rt{cNncus. 
The SCREE:: algorithtl is lltlplicd pixel by pixel thrQuchout a I.nndsat datil Sf: t. 
tll1vint :Hl$.tllbly caUbratud datn (as oX'pldllCd above). the first step of SCREE~l is to • 
cQmp.:lns;')cc tho ,lac,," for difh'l.'cncO$ in Ulu:.'\.ln:lcion, using 8. cosine correction for the 
~i\m ~cni.th i1n~l~. i,tnd to rotac~ tha data ""!thin the 4 d1~onsin31 !.andsat dot .... ~pacc in 
" 'Hl~' \o'hich hQlps to i~Qlnte phl't.ically mC::Inins(ul characteristics. Hence, each pixel 
dAtll v~c~or x 1s initially trnns[or~cd inta nnother data vector z.~y 
1 . 
'. 
t ~ (1) 
, 
, ,t 
.~ ~tth~o £ ~os 39- nnd ~ith ~o r~~resentin& the cosine of the sun ~enlth angle for the 
datA acq~i~ition to be edited. The quantities ~~ and Uo arc scal~rs. x nnd ~ ar~ 
v~ctor5 (hnvins one value or Ci:'::'/lcl'lt."int \~or Qac:h of th(l Landsat bands 4 ttuouth 7), a:.ad 
n is A rot.tion matrix dcfin~d by 
t-\ ' 
. ~) • /,3n31 -.28317 .... 6995:.' ~,01594 \ .. 
" 
_ .60316 
-.MOM • ~2S30 .13Ij("~ • o. 
• \ ,67581 .57735 .07.59Z . .. ) ... . ~:~~:~ . • 26278 ~3eeJ3 -.O~OSO 
'l'hc Sign! UCMCQ of the axial directions chosen for: the rotated dOlta space is discus.ed 
1n the r~f~rcnccs. 
The next st.ep of the SCRE:;:~ procedure 1s to drc:um~H:ribe the usual LandSAt dnt.l 
dh trJbutic)\\, usins si.will,'al S4{HH"nttl linear thl"csh;:)lds. and tb Illhel any pixels \..'i:h 
ou::lyins 8~r:.t\al vect.ors as r.arblcd cI.:ltn,. The re=ai:\ins "sood" d"t~ is then split up 
.. \" 
... nto sQPl\r~:c, tlutunll>' ~xclusivQ subrcgionll to identify in succession dcn~e clouds 
hr ~~nC' .... ), diffuse clouds (or localized dense hn~e conccntr:ttions atypical of \1C.'Il':ml 
L{lndsllt SCUI\~s), wMU', and c:loll~ shado",'s. 'fhis p rocedm e is as follows: 





(It if z. < z. 
. ;' , Dln ~ .' , 
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or if z2 + z1/10• < z2 
min 
or if z2 + ~l/l. 8 > Zs 
max 
or if '2 - z1/1. 2 > z6 
max 
~ QuQf" /8 ~I.~ 
(I) • -14.) 
:in 
(z2 • -20.) 
Ilia 
(IS • 156.) 
max 
(Z6 .. -8.) 
max 
'. 
A pixel is Inbeled as cloud if not labeled garbled. and 
he .. 100.) 
max 
(Ie .. -7.S) 
min 
A p1x~l is la1:lcled as diffuse cloud (dense haze) if ~ot labeled garblt:Q or 
• 
Q 
'1 > ZU (;. .. 69.) 
11&- ~ .. 
cloud, 
and 23 + Z117. < ZH (~ .. -3.25) I 
1C1n JIlin 
and 
NOTE: Sufficiently dense coverings of snow tend to be placed in the cloud 01' diffuse 
cloud cate~orics. 
A pixe1 15 labeled as water if not labeled garbled. cloud. or diffuse cloud, and 
"1 < ZWl ('w1




. and 12 + :/16. < ZW21 htJ2l .. -.S) 
and % .< (;'4 1.5) ZW4 .. 4 
and 
' 2 .+ 7.4 < =W24 (""24 .. -4.5) 
... 














~rrn:: If a pixel i!l hbeled ""ate r by the above procedure, a subcategory cloud shncc·"" 
--I ) --., t •• iCo:!':lt!ficd if,. in n~dit1cn to s3ti~!yins the ;:;bove te:; ~~ , : .... 
z - .4 • : 1 > Z •• ~ (:! t t~,· ., -12.~) (B) ., .. .:) .... 
... - -'" .. 


























r.f( tl,)" 11 (Cql J - I ;-.,.. .... - ---_.,........,. ... --... _. --;!+ --------~-"'-- - -.. ,., ... ~
, A ph:.:l15 l.:lhuled as cloud shada..· jf npt bbelcd tar~lcd, ~lClud. dHfu.<i(! cloud. or 
'.';ll (' r, and 
and 
h S2134· -9.) 
b Si2 • 37.75) 
(20) 
(2~.) 
Any pixel ~hlch is left unlabeled after the nbove tests 15 thell acceptable for 
processing. OUI' pl'ac~ic~ hilS been to store the lllbeUng output froC\ the SCREr.:; algoritr::'l 
in an added dnta chan'llcl, ""hich is thcncur.1ed along with the data for refercnce or 
usc in subsequcnt: processi, .. S' 
SCC110H III • UtIiQUE: CR HOVEl. FEATURSS OF Ttle TE'CHHOLOCY A"lO TH~ 1~E'!iUl. n (O~ Ot:NSFlt~l OF In if.??LI. 
CATIO~ tE .. ,,, III (::'ft':l,V"'lf •••• Sol,tl cr ~/\.I/·If (ulI.ru; lI. o(lnd,;,p..,,fIlIOf C01t~plu.' pto\!«nl; C"Us,.,illln, Chil'''C'flIlCiC'l. 'fI' 01'.11": 
/).·.1n~hOIl of C'r~~II.IIU: F. •• So,,':. o( "fer; 1I",1 F.o.~J~·"''1, .. tfll.~.or:CO''''''~tIJ 
'l'he SCRE~ algorith::l is unique jn itsappliclItion to all four Landsat bands. 1 tli 
dcvc]op::lent fTOCl a detililed \mderstnnding of the physical interpretation of Landsat I 
dat~ distributions. and thll refiner.alOt of its deciSion :hresholds. 
" The location of the SCREE~; thrcsholds ",as detcr.:11ncd b't' s tud)-ing 13 LACU: ac::tl,,:t .. it! :~. 
frot"l North D~l!.ota ruld ·:!ontCtla n:\d ]'9 k\CIE ncquisi,ric~s f!·c~: i:;,:l~~s. ca:aiull'.' 5"l;~ ::\.;~ 
.. to be c)t~?les of particul.::.r s::'· ... ·"';~:1 ... ?-:-:':>lc::.5. Tn" sep~rat1on of "'ater. d~uc!s, and i ~.Jcloud shad.:~~s ~'t"c- r: .... ~:' :.:.'::,' "",~. ::...;ing SCRF.E~: is about as accuratc as tfie Lhn~sat I 
i st'!lc:,:·.~ ':~7' ':" ~::: ~~t '.;:: .. ~,.~:.. ::~~n~ is sC';:;u ten~t'!ncv tor [41Se :1.1i.i.tT.:::. t.u j,1I"'llt:~~ 
, -,: :i .... ~ :",.. w .. ~.... • • '0 .,' ;: effect! C'f stripinr, in tfle Lands.t I 
d:l:~. SC;'u: :=?'::·:~J;:t~:-~~ i~ :;-,": ..sC:j~:'~~~: _~ ~: el..; .~'; :: ..... -;. ~:~ .:t~ :!..';:~J \:: .:: :..: :" ~:.:;~ ... ! 
by 1111ct~~ing ~ £t:'--1I of. the sc:~:;:; tnresr;;l!d5 eo b~ , .. zj~:...:~ sc:~tJ.rat\!li·' fot· e.ncn SCtJ:~" b:: 
USCI' internccion. However, as it stones. the SC?f.E~; procedure 1s reasonably effecc:!vc 
both for re=.:>vins confusing data from hn;:c diagncs tic calculations and for editing the I 
inpt.1t'to a classifier, \,'1thout $upC!r\'i~icm. We do rec:oc:::end. n~vC!rthel~')ss, that u~crs 
monitor its Pl~l'fo::::~ncc visuall)'. 
The ~cRiE~ algorithm has so far been tested only on Lv.ndsat agricultural data. 
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liAS-BUILT" DESIGN SPECIFICATIOOS 
OF WE 
LANDSAT IMAGERY VERIFICATION AND EXTRACTION SYSTEM 
(LIVES) 
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APPENDIX B 
B.l LIVES OUTPUT CCT 
The CCT Processor of the LIVES creates a CCT in Universal Format as described 
in Section 6.0 of the Earth Resources Data Format Control Book, Publication 
. 
Number PHO-TR543, JSC, October 1973. 
The format and data source of the CCT header record are described in 
suceeding pages. 
The legend fo~ the data source follows: 
SG ... System generated 
GHIT - Goddard HOT Inventory Tape 
Data Sets 
o The length of the ancillary block of each data set is fbed at 70 bytes • 
. 
o The first word (2 bytes) of each record is a counter giving the number 
of the physical record within the video data set. 
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Mission nun~er - Binary 
1 ;: landsat 1 
2 = Landsat l 
3 = Landsat 3 . 
4 = Landsat 4 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
Sample segment number - Binary 
Line - Binary 
Run - Binary 
Orbit number of new data - Binary 
Time of center scan of the Landsat scene 
containing the sample se!JllE!nt to the last 
ten seconds. 
Tenths of milliseconds - Binary 
Seconds - Binary 
Ninutes - Binary 
Hours - Binary 
Day of month - Binary 
Month number - Binary 
Year - last 2 digits - Binary 
Channel active in this job - up to 64 
channels 1 bit per channel starting left to 
right (~SB to LSB). Video data always appears 
in the order jndicated here. 
1 ~ active, 0 = inactive binary 
Channels 1-8 
Channels 9-64 
Processing flag - Binary 
o = raw data 


















r ~ .. , - "'---- .., 
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BYTE CCINTENJS 






















1 Numbet' of bands ~ct'ive in this job. Binary. 
, 
1 Nun~er of bits in a pictur~ element, 
• Pixel size - Binary. 
2 Byte location of'start of video data within 
scan - Bina.'Y. 
2 Byte location of start of first calculation 
area within the scan - Binary. 
• 2 Number of video elements per scan within a 
single channel - 'Binary. N = Segment width. 
2 Number of calibration elements in the first 
calibration area within the s~an in a single 
channel • 
. 
2 Physical record size in bytes. 
1 Number of channels per physico"1 j"ecord. 
This field \"efer!) to the second and sub-
sequent records withi n the recording of a 
data set. Bytes 1785-1786 give the number 
of channels of data in the fir!:it record of 
a data set. If no. of elements per channel 
greater than 3K this field will equal O. 
1 Number of physical records per scan per 
channel. 
This field is used only when the no. of 
elements per channel is greater than lK • 
Otherwise it is equal to o. 
1 Number of records to make a complete data set. 
Never zero. 
2 Length of ancillary block in bytes. 
1 Da ta Order I ndi ca tor 
o = Video ordered by channel 
1 = Video orderea by pixel 
. 
B-4 OHiGiNAl. Fi~~rr IS OF POOR QUALITY 
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BYTE CONTENTS OF DESCRI PTION DATA 1 




108-109 1 2 Start Pixel NQ. SG 
~ 
• 
Nunber of the fi rs t pixel pe," scan on this 
; 
tape referenced to start of scan. The first 
/ pixel in the original image is pixel number 
. 
one. 
110-111 N 2 Stop Pixel No. 5G , i 
Nunber of the last pixel per scan en this 
tape refer'enced to start of scan • 
• N :: Segment width 
"i: 
112-623 512 Coefficients and exponents-of-ten to linearly sa 
translate parameter values from up to 64 
channels to erlgine~ring uni ts. Two bytes per 
coeffi ci ent or exponent wi tit each pai r of 
bytes expressed in signed Binary. Most 
significantly bit is a s;gn bit: 0 = +. 1 = .• 
remaining 15 bits are straight binar,y. 
112-239 '0 128 Ao Coefficients (2 bytes per channel) , 
• 
240-367 0 128 Ao Exponents (2 bytes per channel) , 
368-369 1 2 Al Coeffi ci ent for Band 1 . , 
, 370-371 1 2 Al Coefficient for Band 2 
372-373 1 2 Al Coefficient for Band 3 
t l 
374-375 1 2 Al Coeffi cient fOl~ Band 4 I j 
376-495 0 120 Al Coefficient (2 bytes per channel) r I' 
496-623 0 128 E1 Exponents (2 bytes per channel) 
. 
, 








; Y ~ Ao * 10Eo + C * Al 10E1 i l 
I 
. j 
, 624,-687 64 Color code information SG , , i i One byte per channel in same order as i ; . i 
'channel active on this tape' indicator - • 
Binary. i i 
, . l 
j 
B-5 OR'QW'''!,. ".'\ ..... , ..... I 'i.... I'. e~.;,,:, 11:) t 1 
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LIVES eeT HEADER fORf.tAT 
NO. . 
Of DESeRI PTION 
BYTES 
o = Not active. no color assignment 
. 1 ~ Red 
2 = Green 
3 = Blue 
64 Scale factors 
One byte per channel in same order as 
'channel active on this tape' indicator. 
1 Offset constant - binar,y 
1 Word size of generating computer 
Gives size of smallest quantity in bits that 
mach i ne ca n wri te on tape ,. 
1024 Wavelengths of each channel ~ EBCDIC 
8 bytes per 1 imi t, 16 bytes per channel "" 
Mi 11 i microns • 
8 Channel 1 - EBCDIC - SHORT 
8 Channel 1 - EBCDIC - LONG . 
. 
8 Channel 2 - EBCDIC - SHORT 
8 Channel 2 - EBCDIC - LONG 
8 Channel 3... EBCDI C - SHORT 
8 Channel 3 - EBCDI C - LONG 
8 Channel 4 - EBCDIC - SHORT 
8 Channel 4 - EBCDIC - LONG 
Channel 5 - 64 NOT APPLICABLE 
1 Number of data sets per physical record 
2, Address of start of second calibration 
wi thi n scan. 
If the scan has only on calibration area. 
this field 'wi1l contain zet~ - Binary. 
. 
ORIGiNAL Pi\(~E fS 
B-6 OF POOR QUALITY. 
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i 
LI~ES CCT HEADER FORMAT 
I • 
! I 


























. ' . 
o 
. 
2 "Nunter of calibt'a tion element~ in the second 
calibration area within the scan in a single 
thannel. If the scan has only one cali bra tion 













Calibration source indicator - Binary 
LSB :: second calibration area 
LSB + 1 = first calibration area 
o :: low calibration source data present 
1 = high calibration source dat~ present 
Fill zero. 
Number of channels in the first physical 
record of the data set. 
Tota~ nunber of elements per scan per channel. 
N = Segment width. 
Pi.xel skip factor - Binary. 
The quantity to be added to the number of the 
last pixel processed to yield the number of 
the next pixel to be presented; e.g. . 
1 = process every pixel. 
Scan skip factor - Binary 
". : 
.ThE'! quanti ty to be added to the number of the 
last scan processed to yield the number of 
the next scan to be processed; e.g. 
1 :: process every scan 
2 = process the second scan, etc 
Zero fill. 
General annotation byte assignment for LACIE 
. 
Peak sharpness - EBCDIC (Format is .±..X. XXXXX) 
qRIGfNAL PAC;r rs 
























































OF DESCRIPTI0f4 DATA 
ByrES SOURCE 
8 Normdlized peak to background ration - EBCDIC SCi ( Forma tis i. XXX XX) 
• 1 Manual registration flag. ,SG 
00000000 - Automatic I 
00000001 - Manually I 
Zero fi 11 flag .. Binary. 
o ::Sampl e segment conta ins on zero fill data 
1 = Part of sample segment contains zero fill 
data . 
:2 Orbit number of reference data set - Binary 
3 Zero fill 
1 Cloud cover - Blnat')' sa 
Percent of 10xllNM search area covered 6y 
clouds 
1 Zero fill 
. 
9 rRTS Scene/frame 10 number for reference data GHIT 
set -EBCDIC . 
1 A = ERTS mission number for reference data $et 
3 ODD = Day number relative to launch at time of 
observation for reference data s~t 
2 HH = Hour at time of observation for reference 
data set 
2 MM = Minute at time of observation for 
reference data set .• ,. 
1 S = Tens of seconds at time of observation 
for reference data set • 
. 
1 Zero fill. . 
. SG 
. ORIG:NAt PA~tr IS' 
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BYTE CON rENTS OF DESCRJPTI.ON DATA 
• BYTES SOURCE 
i 
2122 1 FLAG .. Binary-indi eating whether a reference $G 
I scene has been used for registration. 
• 
o = Reference scene has not been used for 
registra tion. 
1 = Reference scene has been used for 
registra tion. 
2123-2131 ADDDHHMMS 9 ERTS scene/frame ID number of new data-EBCDIC GHIT 
2123 A , A : ERTS mission number for new data 
• 
2124-2126 ODD . 3 DOD = Day number relative to launch at time 
of observation for new data. . 
2127-2128 HH 2 HH = Hour at time of observation for new data 
2129-2130 MM 2 MM = Minute at time of observation for new 
data 
2131 S 1 S = Tens of seconds at time of observa~ion 
. for new data • . 
• . 
2132 0 1 Zero fi 11. 
. 
2133 1 Oata quality classification - Binary . . 
. 
00000000 = Acceptable 
00000001 = Marginal .j 
'i I 
2134 .. 2145 LDDDMMLDDDMM 12 Center of sampl e segment - EBCDIC GHIT 
2134-2139 6 Latitude (GEODETIC) 
,\ 1 
~ i h n 
~ 1 .~ 
. 
11 
2134 L 1 L = liN" = North 
. 
= lIS" = South 
;~ 
J 
2135-2137 DDD 3 DOD = Degrees-integra1-right justified . ; , 
2138-2139 MM "" ~1M = Minutes-integral-right justified 
.' 
, ' 
2140-2145 6 longitude (GEODETI~) GHIT 
. 
2140 L 1 L = liE" = East . . 
~ "WI! ::; West . 
ORIGINAL F'. A 
. 
. 
. OF. p, ~.~~ IS 
. OOR QUALITY 
lEC-12904 B-9 
. 
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2141 .. 2143 
2144-2145 
















~. 2179-2642 F I 
r 2643-2940 
























ODD ~ Oegrees-integral-r1ght justified 
MM ~ Minutes-integra:l-right justified 
Band sync status .. Binary 
The number of lines for which Sync could not 






Sun Angle - EBCDIC 
.. 
The Sun elevation angle and sun azimuth 'angle 
mensu.'cd clockwise from true north at the 
time of RBV expostH'C or midpoint of MSS frame 
is specified to the nearest degree. Blank 
for ascending node coverage. . 
Sun elevation label 
Sun elevation - integral degt'ees 
Sun ozimuth label 
Sun azimuth - integral degrees 
Time and date of last update to controlling 
information for this sample segment - ERCOle -
VDDDHliWl1 
Zero fill. 
General Annotation Byte assignments for the 
Prod;Jction Fi 1m Converter. 
131as and gain values for first four channels -
bi nary. : 
8-10 
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2659-2758 0 100 
2759 1 1 
.2760-2789 HCTRS:LIVES~ •.. ~ 30 
2790-2792 0 3 
2793-2794 0 2 
2795 1 1 
• 
2796 o 1 
2797 1 
2798 o 1 




Gain for Channel 4 
Zero fill 
N Thousand scan lines per frame - Binary 
Job 10 
Al ti tude in meters - Binary 
Ground speed in m/sec - Binary 
Scan type - Binary 
o = ReM data 
1 = Smoothed data 
Angle of arc in Deg - Binary 
Camera .. Binary 
o = 70 MM 
1 = 5 Inch 
Input Device - Binary 
o = 9 - track 
1 = High Dens i ty Tape 
Truncation 
o = 2 low Order Bi ts 
1 = 2 Hi gh Order.£3i ts 
2 = No Truncations 
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